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 While Margaret and I had planned this vacation since last summer, in some ways the trip still snuck up on me.  Throughout the 
fall Christmas seemed far away, and the journey I‟d be making was just an abstraction.  Indeed, I didn‟t even tell anyone outside the 
immediate family I‟d be traveling over the holidays. 
 
 Washington was an interesting place to visit, and I got to know it in a very different way than I had before.  While I‟d been to 
our nation‟s capital several times with groups of quiz bowl kids, I‟d never really had time to see much other than the obligatory 
museums and memorials.  This trip‟s itinerary was more open, with Margaret and I making the decisions on what we‟d see.  We 
planned some things far in advance (including writing for special admission tickets from Senator Harkin‟s office), while other things were 
added on the spur of the moment.  It turned out to be a most enjoyable way to spend the holidays. 
 

 
 The week at school had been goofed up by the first real 
snowstorm of the season.  The Weather Channel recently started the 
bizarre trend of naming winter storms (something the actual weather 
service has refused to do), and they dubbed this one Draco.  Algona 
actually fared comparatively well, with only about six inches of snow.  
Further south and east they got more than a foot.  On Thursday and 
Friday the DOT advised that travel was not recommended anywhere in 
central or eastern Iowa, and after serious multi-car pile-ups, long 
stretches of the interstates were closed to all traffic.  I checked online at 
511ia.org this morning, but I can‟t say the research was very helpful.  
For many years after I first started driving, the DOT gave winter road 
reports using percentages (like 25% snow covered).   They‟ve switched  
to vaguer terms in recent years.  The roads in eastern Iowa were open today (except for US 52, which was listed as “impassible”), but 
everything was shown as “partially or mostly covered”.  I‟d find that phrase could mean anything from what they used to call “normal 
winter driving conditions” to stuff I really didn‟t want to drive through.  I didn‟t have much choice, though, so I set out. 



 I left home shortly before 9am, right after our “Bear Facts” show had aired on the local radio station.  I stopped briefly at school 
to pick up some batteries for my camera.  I‟d also left some homemade Christmas cookies that one of my students gave me in my 
room, and I figured it made more sense to take them on the trip than to leave them at school over vacation. 
 
 The first leg of my drive, following highway 18 over to Garner, went easily.  There was snow on the shoulder, but the actual 
driving lanes were clear.  The biggest hazard was heavy snowmobile traffic along the side of the road. 
 
 I stopped for breakfast at the Hardees in Garner, where I used up a gift card I‟d gotten from our scrip program.  Hardees is just 
about my favorite place to have breakfast, and I had my favorite of their offerings—a ham, egg, and cheese biscuit.  I set off again and 
had an easy drive over to Clear Lake. 
 
 The first truly bad driving I encountered was on the entrance ramp from US 18 to I-35.  Both highways were fine, but the 
entrance ramp was a sheet of ice.  I fish-tailed back and forth, and it was all I could do to stay on the ramp rather than ending up in the 
ditch.  I‟d slowed down to almost nothing, which made it no fun at all entering the interstate.  I did make it on and drove the couple miles 
south to the Avenue of the Saints exit.  The cloverleaf there was also somewhat icy, though better than the highway 18 ramp had been. 
 
 Avenue of the Saints (officially Iowa highway 27, and various other road numbers as well) is the most important route through 
eastern Iowa.  I assumed if any road would be clear, it would be this freeway.  Perhaps that was true; if so, then nothing in eastern Iowa 
was remotely close to clear.  The east/west from Clear Lake over to Floyd wasn‟t too bad, but it was quite a bit more covered than 
things had been between Algona and Clear Lake.  The wind was from the south, which in many cases had created drifts across the 
eastbound right lane, meaning that it was mostly easier to drive in the left lane.  There were icy patches on the left, though, so care 
needed to be taken there as well. 
 
 Between Floyd and Cedar Falls Avenue of the Saints winds southeast through the Cedar River valley, and this stretch 
provided some of the worst driving I‟ve encountered in recent years.  I honestly wondered if maintenance equipment had been through 
here today.   Again the right lane was all but impassible, but here even the left was fully covered with ice and slush, and drifts extended 
into it in many places.  I was thankful to have a manual transmission, and it‟s telling that I never made it out of fourth gear (fifth is 
standard for highway driving) in this whole fifty-mile stretch. 
 
 Things got a bit better when I finally made it to Cedar Falls.  They‟d treated the highway with salt here, so there was no solid 
ice, just mounds of slush in every lane.  I negotiated my way through that mess and made it over to Waterloo. 
 
 I‟d planned to have lunch in Waterloo.  I changed my mind, though, when I saw the back-up of cars at the exit for San Marnin 
Drive, the location of Crossroads Mall and its outlying business.  I‟d heard on the radio this morning that today—not Black Friday—was 
supposed to be the biggest shopping day of the year, and the traffic was testimony to that.  The San Marnin ramp is about half a mile 
long, and traffic was backed up all the way up it and well back onto the highway.  I veered left to avoid the traffic and soon found myself 
heading down I-380 toward Cedar Rapids. 
 
 The east/west stretch of 380 just east of Waterloo wasn‟t too bad, but when the highway turned south conditions again 
became dreadful.  There was probably two inches of slush covering both lanes of the interstate, and the right lane in most cases had 
solid ice beneath that.  Absolutely all the traffic drove in the left lane, mostly at about 40 miles per hour.  The ditches were littered with 
cars that had gone off the road, and there were icy patches today that made it clear this was not just a past problem.  At one point near 
Brandon traffic came to a dead stop as we waited for a wrecker to tow a car that had slid into the median. 
 
 I was tense from the winter driving, so I decided to exit at Urbana to get some gas and calm my nerves a bit.  I pulled into a 
Casey‟s convenience store where for the first time I reaped the benefits of my Hy-Vee fuel saver card.  Under this program shoppers 
scan their card when they make certain grocery purchases.  Those items provide discounts of various amounts on future purchases of 
gas.  In my case I‟d stocked up on things like grapefruit, frozen pizzas, and canned vegetables (all stuff I‟d buy normally, and most of it 
on sale).  By doing so I‟d racked up savings of 52¢ a gallon.  Gas was cheap to begin with in eastern Iowa, and with the discount I paid 
just $2.51

9
 a gallon—by far the lowest price I‟ve paid in years.  In theory you can cut your fuel cost to just nine-tenths of a cent per 

gallon, but I think you‟d literally have to feed an army to do that.  While it sounds less impressive to say that I saved about three bucks 
on the fill, every cent certainly counts.  As long as I‟m buying groceries that would be on my list anyway, it‟s definitely a good deal. 
 
 The road improved immensely south of Urbana.  Past the Linn County line they‟d obviously treated the highway and also 
scraped it repeatedly.  I was finally able to shift into fifth gear, and my speed picked up to around 60mph—still shy of the 70 that was 
theoretically legal, but the best I‟d done all day. 
 
 I chose to exit at Collins Road in Cedar Rapids, though not long after exiting I almost regretted my decision.  Here, too, 
everyone seemed to be heading to the malls and discount stores.  Collins Road was backed up so badly that cars couldn‟t even 
advance from one traffic light to the next in the course of one cycle of the signals.  In some places people had actually stopped in the 
middle of intersections because they couldn‟t move forward.  That, of course, led to further back-ups on the side roads and in the 
parking lots of all the stores. 
 
 It took nearly half an hour to make my way east to Barnes and Noble, a short distance that would normally be about a five-
minute drive.  I parked in the extreme northwest corner of the lot serving the strip mall there and spent a while browsing through the 
store.  My main purchase was a detailed map of Washington that would prove useful on a couple of occasions during this trip.  Parking 
far from the store turned out to be a good thing.  There was a major back-up at the front of the lot, but I was able to avoid it.  I managed 
to easily turn onto Collins, where westbound traffic moved along with no problem. 
 



 My other stop in Cedar Rapids was at Panera, where I finally had some lunch.  I chose their “Pick 2” combo, with potato soup 
and an item they called the “big kid grilled cheese”.  The sandwich was really very good.  It consisted of sourdough bread with two 
types of cheese and slices of crispy bacon.  The whole thing was then grilled in a panini press.  I probably don‟t want to know the 
calorie count, but the flavor was magnificent. 
 
 I-380 continued in good condition south of Cedar Rapids.  I still averaged less than the speed limit, but it was heavy traffic that 
slowed things rather than road conditions.  Before long I made my way down to mile 4, where I took an exit I‟d never taken before.  Exit 
4 leads to North Liberty, a former small town that is now one of Iowa City‟s most rapidly growing suburbs.  There‟s a new Sleep Inn 
hotel that is visible from the exit, and I‟d made a reservation there for tonight. 
 
 While it looks to be just off the exit (and, of course, that‟s how they describe themselves), it‟s actually quite a drive to get from 
the interstate to the hotel entrance.  At the end of the exit ramp I turned left onto a county road that was covered with thick ice.  I slowly 
made my way east over the interstate and past a Casey‟s.  There I turned right onto an ice-covered street and then almost immediately 
turned right again on a dead-end street that mostly led to a condo development.  About a quarter mile down that street I came to the icy 
entrance to Sleep Inn‟s slippery parking lot.  I managed to park my car and slowly make my way over to the door.  That was honestly 
easier said than done.  Back at Thanksgiving I‟d hurt my knee badly when I took a nasty fall in Chicago.  While it‟s much better, the 
knee is still not 100%, and I definitely didn‟t want to slip on the ice and injure it again.   
 
 I made it inside, but there was quite a wait before I could check in.  The woman at the registration desk was on the phone 
taking a reservation, and it took her nearly ten minutes to complete everything.  It surprised me that people still made reservations by 
phone; it‟s been years since I‟ve used anything other than websites to book hotels.  Even before that I‟d book through the chain‟s toll-
free number, rather than calling the hotel directly.  I must say I was somewhat pleased that the customer who had called ended up 
getting a worse rate than the one I‟d booked online.   
 
 I checked in and dumped my stuff in the room.  Then I slipped and slid back to the interstate and made my way south to 
Coralville.  My Aunt Alaire lives in a senior housing complex there, and Margaret had come down before the storm and stayed with her 
the last couple of days. 

 
Website photo of paneer butter masala 

 
 Margaret and I had a nice visit with Alaire in her 
apartment, and then the three of us went out for dinner.  We chose 
a hole-in-the-wall place in a strip mall with the ambitious name 
“Exotic India”.  The place has won an award for being “Iowa City‟s 
most exotic restaurant”, though their tandoori menu would be very 
standard in a place like Toronto, London, or Queens.  I had 
paneer butter masala, one of their vegetarian entrees.  Like most 
Indian food, this is a curry dish.  The principal ingredient is chunks 
of paneer, a homemade cheese common in South Asian cuisine.  
This is surrounded by a heavily spiced pink-colored gravy.  There 
were also some pineapple chunks in the stew, which added an 
interesting flavor.  The dish came in a little metal pot similar to the 
illustration here, and it was accompanied by rice mixed with a few 
peas and scrambled egg scraps.  We also had naan, the 
traditional Indian flatbread, on the side.  Naan is similar to the fry 
bread I remember eating at Old Threshers, though it‟s actually 
baked at an extremely high temperature rather than fried.  This 
was the first of several international meals we‟d have on this trip, 
and it was very tasty indeed. 
 
 Back at Alaire‟s we visited some more, and we also had 
a bit of a Christmas celebration.  Margaret and I exchanged gifts, 
and I certainly got the better end of the deal.  I‟d also brought 
down some British Christmas crackers, the little tubes filled with 
holiday  fun that have been a  tradition since Dickens‟ day.  Alaire 

had not pulled crackers before, and she had fun joining Margaret and me in doing so.  We wore our paper crowns, laughed at the silly 
riddles, and enjoyed the tacky little gifts that were inside. 
 
 I left Alaire‟s around 8pm and drove back to the hotel. The ice that had melted on I-380 had re-frozen into a thin slippery layer, 
and particularly after dark I was glad it was only a four-mile drive up to North Liberty. 
 
 I‟d intended to grade some algebra tests tonight.  Unfortunately when I got back to the hotel, I found the tests weren‟t in my 
book bag.  In fact, I‟d finds I‟d left them back in my room at school.  I‟d end up watching a bit of TV and listening to WBBM news radio 
from Chicago.  I called it a night fairly early and ended up getting a good night‟s sleep. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 I was up around 6:00 this morning, showered, and spent some time bumming around the room.  Eventually I went down to 
breakfast.  While I don‟t know that I‟d race back to this particular hotel, their breakfast was definitely one of the place‟s best features.  
They had miniature omelettes, sausage patties, and flaky, buttery biscuits.  There was also fruit and a variety of kinds of yogurt, as well 
as the standard bagels and frozen pastries. They even had halfway decent coffee and juice that wasn‟t thoroughly watered down.   I 
could definitely have had my fill for the day just at breakfast. 
 
 As I packed my car I had to make my way past two of the maids, who were standing outside the back door having a smoke 
break.  It was noteworthy that the maids were dowdy middle-aged white women.  About three-fourths of the time when I‟ve stayed at 
hotels in recent years the maids have been Hispanic, and the rest were black or Asian women or (usually in rural towns) teenaged girls.  
In North Liberty, though, the rooms were cleaned by the modern equivalent of the women my mother would have over for coffee. 
 
 I checked out (after once again waiting for the desk clerk to get off the phone) and drove over to a nearby car wash.  My car 
was caked with road salt, and I didn‟t think it was prudent to just let it sit that way for a week.  I changed ten bucks for quarters and 
parted with eight of them to give the car a thorough rinse.  I‟d save the rest of the quarters to do laundry back at home.  My car got 
more salt spray on the drive down to Coralville, but at least the coating wasn‟t quite so bad. 
 
 I decided to take old 218 rather than the interstate from North Liberty to Coralville.  It‟s developed the whole way these days, 
and with icy roads it took about fifteen minutes to make the five-mile drive.  It was interesting to follow a different route, though, and I 
wasn‟t in any particular hurry. 
 
 I‟d originally planned to stop at a carwash in Coralville.  When I got there I was glad that I‟d stopped at the one in North Liberty, 
because the location I remembered west of Alaire‟s was now a drive-in bank.   
 
 I got to Alaire‟s between 9:15 and 9:30.  She had made a pot of coffee using some flavored grounds I‟d gotten Margaret for 
Christmas.  I like some flavored coffees, but this one (a Kahlua blend that I‟d picked up cheap at Target) honestly wasn‟t my favorite.  
I‟d only parted with 99¢ to buy the coffee, but I think that was about 98¢ more than it was worth. 
 
 We visited some more with Alaire.  Then shortly after 10:00 we set off.  I left my car in the parking lot at Alaire‟s building, and 
Margaret drove the two of us in her new car for the next leg of our trip.  I-80 was entirely clear today, and we had an easy drive over to 
Princeton, Illinois. 
 
 Since the drive had gone without a hitch, we had a bit of time to kill in Princeton.  We spent much of that having lunch at the 
local Culver‟s restaurant.  I ordered corn chowder, which sounded good but turned out to be bizarrely sweet.  Much better were a side 
of Wisconsin cheese curds and a caramel cashew sundae.  Margaret ordered a cheeseburger (or, as Culver‟s calls it, a “butterburger 
with cheese”) and an egg nog shake. 
 
 After lunch we made our way to the Princeton Amtrak station.  While most small towns see an Amtrak train twice a day at best, 
Princeton (which is on the BNSF mainline) is served eight times a day.  The most reliable service comes from the Illinois Zephyr and 
Carl Sandburg, short distance trains that shuttle between Chicago and Quincy.  The long-distance California Zephyr and Southwest 
Chief also stop in Princeton, but it‟s rare that they make it there on time.  Today our reservation was for the Southwest Chief, and it was 
a bit surprising that at last report it was only a few minutes late at its stop in Ft. Madison. 
 
 We still had a while to wait at the station.  The city of Princeton provides complimentary wi-fi internet service, so both Margaret 
and I tried to fill some of our wait by checking things out online.  My Kindle (which I‟d used here back at Thanksgiving) connected with 
no problem, but Margaret‟s netbook computer recognized the signal but for some reason wouldn‟t connect to it.  There was nothing 
pressing either she or I had to do online, but it was weird that one of us could connect but the other couldn‟t. 
 
 There‟s a small gift shop in the Princeton station.  Whenever I‟ve been here before it‟s either been early in the morning or late 
at night, and the shop has been closed.  Today it was open, though, and both Margaret and I checked it out.  There honestly wasn‟t 
much to see, though.  They had a lot a large holiday assortment, various Christian gifts, and stuff you might describe as “antiques” 
(though it‟s probably more appropriate to call it “junk”).  They also sold snacks and beverages.  I bought some packaged biscotti and a 
cup of coffee.  The cookies were good, but the coffee was some of the worst I‟ve ever had.  It was both weak and bitter, really very 
nasty.  I ended up going to the restroom and pouring most of the coffee in the urinal. 
 
 The Southwest Chief arrived at 1:20pm, twenty-two minutes late—not bad for a train that had been traveling for more than 24 
hours and had come all the way from Los Angeles.  We made our way out to the platform and boarded quickly.  Western trains like the 
Chief use double-decker Superliner equipment.  The bulk of passengers in Superliner cars sit on the upper level, but on a whim 
Margaret and I had booked lower-level tickets.  At Princeton they sent upper-level and lower-level passengers to separate cars, so 
Margaret and I ended up being the only passengers to board the particular car we entered. 
 
 Most lower-level coach passengers are people who either can‟t or don‟t want to negotiate the stairs to go to the main seating 
area.  We were among the youngest people downstairs (and Margaret is a “senior” by any definition these days), and some of our 
fellow passengers had mobility issues.  There was also one woman who was sitting downstairs because she had a bladder infection 



and wanted to be close to the restrooms.  The car attendant told her she‟d probably have to move so other passengers with lower level 
tickets could be seated at further stops, but it turned out she‟d stay downstairs all the way to Chicago. 
 
 I made a mental note that I might reserve a lower level seat in the future, particularly if I had an overnight trip.  It‟s quite a bit 
quieter downstairs, and the ride is also a little bit more stable.  Even though for some reason the door to the downstairs compartment 
wouldn‟t close in this car, we weren‟t bothered by people using the nearby restrooms.  The only real issue on this trip was that for some 
reason the seats Margaret and I were assigned to faced backwards (where almost all Amtrak coach seats face in the direction of 
travel).  For two hours that wasn‟t a problem, but it wouldn‟t have been the best for a cross-country trip. 
 
 Margaret spent much of the trip into Chicago working on notes for a travelogue she was writing on her cruise to Greece and 
Turkey last fall.  I‟m still not sure I‟d care to take a cruise myself, but I must say her trip sounded amazing. 
 
 The Southwest Chief is faster than the regional trains I‟ve normally taken between Princeton and Chicago.  Those trains stop 
every twenty minutes or so, so it seems like every time they make it up to speed they have to slow down again.  On the other hand, the 
Chief makes only two stops between Princeton and Chicago, and both of them were very quick.  Past Naperville we got onto the 
express track and whizzed past Metra commuter trains for the final jaunt into the city. 
 
 Like most Amtrak schedules, this one had a cushion built into its final leg.  We arrived at Union Station at 3:15pm, absolutely 
on time.  Margaret seemed to rush through the station like a woman on a mission.  My knee was hurting, and it was honestly all I could 
do to keep up with her.   
 
 We made our way from the underground concourse to the elegant, historic great hall.  We then went outside and walked three 
blocks south to the Clinton blue line station.  While all the transit in Chicago is called “the „L‟”, downtown the blue line is a subway.  We 
made our way through a tight turnstile and down a narrow escalator (which strangely was set up backwards from the normal “traffic” 
flow) to the platforms.  We caught a train bound to O‟Hare and rode just a few stops north to Monroe, which is right in the heart of the 
Loop.  An employee at the exit opened a handicap gate to make it easy for us to exit with our luggage.  There was also a gate at the 
Clinton station, but the woman who worked there just stared at us indifferently while we struggled to get our bags over the turnstile. 
 
 We surfaced and made our way east along Monroe Street.  I pointed out to Margaret the place where I had tripped at 
Thanksgiving, an uneven point where the sidewalk met an alley just east of the former Shubert (now Bank of America) Theatre.  I 
suppose some people might have sued the city over such an accident, but I just figured I should have been looking where I was going. 
 
 Our destination was one of the most famous hotels in America, the Palmer House.  Now run by Hilton, this is one of the oldest 
hotels in the country.  These days the Palmer House is actually one of the most affordable hotels in downtown Chicago, precisely 
because it lacks some of the modern amenities (like free internet access) travelers have come to expect.  While it may not have all the 
modern bells and whistles, the Palmer House still exudes “old school” elegance.  It‟s a truly lovely hotel, and I‟m glad we stayed there. 

 
Website photo of the lobby Christmas tree 

at the Palmer House 
(It was too crowded to get this good  

of a picture when we were there.) 

 

 The main entrance to the Palmer House looks like a theatre marquee, with 
a brass canopy and hundreds of individual light bulbs.  Strangely, the elegant brass 
doors lead to a street-level floor that functions much like a basement.  While 
everything is nicely appointed (right down to a mahogany and brass ATM, this level 
has little of interest to guests. 
 

 The main level of the hotel is one floor up.  Here is the kind of ornate lobby 
that can only be found in a grand old hotel.  The hotel was supposedly the gift of 
Potter Palmer (a business associated of the original Marshall Field) to his wife 
Bertha, and it was decorated to fit her elegant tastes.  The real showpiece is the 
lobby ceiling.  The hotel brochure says the ceiling was painted by a French artist 
(Louis Pierre Rigal) in Grecian style.  It‟s interesting that the overall effect 
resembles Wedgewood pottery, something I think of as quintessentially British.  The 
lobby also features two bronze statures and a 24-karat gold chandelier, all of which 
were designed by Louis Comfort Tiffany.  Elegant hardwood and brown leather 
furnishings are scattered throughout the enormous room.  It‟s interesting, given that 
the place was built for a woman, that the overall feeling of the décor is quite 
masculine.  The design is very busy, but it works together remarkably well. 
 
 We checked in very quickly, and the clerk gave us complimentary bottles 
of water to take to our room.  (The hotel‟s tap water is perfectly good, of course, but 
it was a nice gesture nonetheless.)  We made our way to a bank of brass-doored 
elevators designed so that different elevators served different floors of the building.  
I forget the exact floor we were on (somewhere in the lower 20s), but we were 
efficiently whisked up there. 
 
 The floors at the Palmer House are utter mazes, with hallway after hallway 
leading off to the three different towers that combine to make the hotel.  I could 
imagine people staggering back after a New Year‟s Eve celebration and getting lost 
on the way to their room.  We had to turn three times to get from the elevator to our 
room, and there were other rooms that would require far more navigational skills.  
Something interesting was hat the hallway walls were lined with framed black and 
white  photographs  of  the many  celebrities  who graced  the  stage of the Palmer  



House‟s  Empire Room lounge over the years—from old-time vaudeville acts to stars of the „60s and „70s like Phyllis Diller and Sonny 
and Cher.  It was intriguing that while all the photos could be described as “glamor shots”, many were far from flattering.  They did 
provide something to look at as we walked, though—not to mention a bit of guidance in finding our way.  (Someone might give 
directions here by saying something like, “Turn right at Judy Garland and then left at Frank Sinatra.”) 
 

 I‟m sure the movie stars all had top-of-
the-line accommodations at the Palmer House.  
Our room was likely quite a bit more modest 
than Frankie Avalon‟s or Eartha Kitt‟s.  It was 
also likely a bit plainer than the Presidential 
suite where every chief executive from Hoover 
through Obama has slept.  Our room was small 
and mostly looked out at a fire escape (though if 
we craned our necks a bit we could see State 
Street).  It still had a feeling of elegance, though.  
Most memorable was the bathroom, which had 
a marble floor.  I‟ve gotten used to seeing 
granite in kitchens and bathrooms (though it still 
seems a bit excessive to me), but marble just 
isn‟t something you find everyday.  Every other 
detail was elegant as well—from hardwood 
furnishings to an ornate polished metal ice 
bucket. 
 

 Much of the Palmer House‟s décor 
features peacocks, apparently a favorite of 
Bertha Palmer.  The main entry is centered on 
bras doors with a peacock design, and there are 
peacocks to be found on carpets and upholstery 
throughout the building.  Our bathroom had wall- 

 
Our room at the Palmer House 

paper in a peacock design, and there were also stylized peacocks on the draperies and on decorative pillows.  Again, though, the 
overall feeling was more masculine than feminine, helped by a palette that featured rust and avocado.  It really was quite a handsome 
room. 
 
 We settled in and relaxed for a while.  Then, early in the evening, we went out for dinner.  We took the blue line over to the 
UIC—Halsted station, the first stop after the „L‟ surfaces from the subway on the west side.  Our destination was about a block and a 
half north of the station, a restaurant called the Parthenon that is one of numerous enormous eateries in Greektown.  The restaurant 
was crowded, but we were still able to be seated immediately, and we enjoyed a lovely dinner. 

 
Flaming saganaki cheese at the Parthenon 

 
 This was also an enormous meal.  
That‟s because Margaret was redeeming a gift 
certificate she‟d gotten for taking various online 
surveys.  It was a $50 gift certificate, but to get 
that value we were required to order $75 worth 
of food and drink.  The Parthenon (like most 
Greek restaurants) is really quite affordable, and 
we honestly had to work to come up with 
seventy-five bucks in dinner for two.   
 
 We began our dinner with the house 
specialty, saganaki cheese that is doused in 
brandy and flambéed.  Next I had a cup of 
chicken with rice soup and a Greek salad.  
Margaret chose a dish called the village salad, 
which seemed to consist of an entire garden‟s 
harvest of tomatoes together with a couple 
cucumbers and a few scraps of lettuce and 
cheese. 
 
 The waiter goofed up my entrée.  I‟d 
ordered a kabob dish, but instead I got a 
chicken breast stuffed with spinach and lemon.  
I  didn‟t  complain,  and  in  fact  the  dish  I  was  

served was really very  good.  Margaret ordered a special that included lamb ribs with tomato sauce served over orzo (a Greek pasta).  
She seemed to like that quite a lot as well. 
 
 We had drinks with our meal.  I ordered a cocktail called a Greek sunset, which was basically a mixture of juice and brandy.  
Margaret ordered what was called a carafe of wine (Rhoditis wine, which she thought indicated that it came from the island of Rhodes—
though it sounds more like a disease to me).  To my mind a “carafe” is made of glass, but this turned out to be a large metal cup (or 



perhaps a very small pitcher) in a bright orange color.  Our mother used to have a set of metal cups (which we usually drank milk out of) 
that looked very similar to this carafe.  It really didn‟t seem like something I‟d expect to see wine served in. 

 
David Burrow at the Parthenon 

 
 We had dessert, of course.  I ordered 
custard covered in paper-thin sheets of phyllo 
dough, while Margaret ordered Greek yogurt 
with honey and walnuts.  I had coffee with 
dessert, while Margaret ordered a drink called 
“chocolate zest” that featured hot chocolate and 
an orange liqueur topped with whipped cream.  
We were completely stuffed by the time dinner 
was over, and the check came to $78—just 
barely enough to redeem the gift certificate. 

 
 Sunday is usually the quietest night of 
the week at most restaurants, but the Parthenon 
was really quite busy.  By the time we left there 
were parties waiting to be seated.  Many of the 
patrons were dressed strangely to my eye—
elegant “upstairs” but casual down below.  They 
wore nice shirts and sometimes even jackets or 
ties together with blue jeans.  I‟m not going to 
tell others how to dress, but to me it just seems 
tacky to wear jeans to a nice restaurant.  
 
 Most interesting among our fellow 
patrons  was  a  family   who   had  come  to  the 

restaurant in a limousine.  The only people I‟ve ever known who used limos got them for weddings or proms.  I could see taking a taxi to 
a restaurant (though the „L‟ is more my style), but not a limo.  This particular family included an older generation who spoke heavily 
accented English, parents who were obviously successful business people, and a daughter who spent most of the dinner playing video 
games on a tablet computer.  They really were a fascinating group. 
 
 We had a leisurely dinner and then waddled back to the „L‟ station, likely weighing fifty pounds more than we had at the start of 
the night.  A woman was begging on the platform.  She asked if we had change we could spare for bus fare.  It seemed an odd place to 
be asking that question.  If she‟d entered the station legally, her „L‟ fare would automatically give her a free transfer to the bus, and if 
she‟d jumped the turnstile, I‟d think she‟d be more successful in begging on the street by her bus stop than on a train platform.  We 
didn‟t give her anything, and I can‟t say I felt particularly guilty—even after our most extravagant meal. 
 
 We stopped briefly at the corner of State and Madison streets, right in the heart of downtown.  This address is the former 
location of the flagship Carson Pirie Scott department store.  Carson‟s closed their downtown location a few years back, and for quite a 
while the landmark building had stood mostly empty.  This fall it re-opened as—of all things—a Target store.  While the merchandise is 
the same as you‟d find on any suburban strip, the feeling of this store is very much downtown.  They‟ve kept the ornate brass entrance, 
though now a discrete neon target logo shines above the revolving door.  Instead of traditional aisles, they have the self-contained 
departments you‟d expect in a downtown store.  It‟s a multi-floor store, and there are special escalators that accommodate shopping 
carts.  This is still a Target, though, complete with a single bank of check-out lanes at the exit.  Downtown Chicago has been rapidly 
growing in recent years, and the new residents are precisely the up-and-coming twenty-somethings who are Target‟s prime market.  
The store looks to be doing well, and it‟s definitely a good addition to the Loop. 
 
 Back at the hotel we flipped through the channels on our TV.  Three stood out above the others.  One was called “The 312”.  
Named after the area code for the Loop (formerly the area code for all of Chicagoland), it aired a continuous loop of fluffy tourist-
oriented features narrated by a far too peppy young woman.  There were also two channels devoted to the hotel.  One basically ran a 
PowerPoint with trivia questions about the history of the Palmer House— like the fact that Bertha Palmer commissioned the hotel‟s 
kitchen to make the world‟s first brownie as a portable dessert she could serve to ladies who attended the world‟s fair.  Brownies are 
still on their menu today.  There was also a channel devoted to Hilton corporate news, which appeared to permanently be showing a 
conference about the future of health spas in Asia.  All of those were more interesting than anything we found on the traditional 
broadcast or cable networks.  Eventually we turned off the TV and settled in for the night. 
 

 
 We were up around 7am and quickly got ready for the day.  Like most nicer hotels, the Palmer House charges an exorbitant 
amount for breakfast (amusing, since most cheap hotels include it free these days).  We passed on their $25 buffet and instead went 
across the street to Dunkin Donuts.  Neither of us actually ordered doughnuts.  I had an English muffin with ham, egg, and cheese, 
while Margaret ordered a bran and raisin muffin.  We also each had coffee (which is really the main thing Dunkin Donuts sells), and 
between the two of us we paid about a third of what breakfast for one would have been at the hotel. 
 



 In addition to eating, we also enjoyed complimentary internet access.  Dunkin Donuts has free wi-fi, and I connected my Kindle 
there with no problem.  For some reason Margaret‟s computer didn‟t recognize their signal, but it did pick up the wi-fi from a nearby 
McDonalds.  We both checked e-mail and took care of some loose ends as we sipped our coffee. 
 
 We were only gone a half hour or so, but when we returned the maid had already finished making up our room.  I don‟t think 
I‟ve ever seen such efficient service.  Indeed, sometimes it‟s taken literally all day before my room was cleaned.  We just used the 
bathroom quickly and swapped a few things, and then we set out for the day. 
 
 We caught an orange line train and rode southwest to the Pulaski stop.  We walked out to the busway and transferred to bus 
53-A.  (Conveniently, given the suffixed route number, that‟s the only bus that stops at Pulaski station.)  The driver of this bus was an 
utter maniac.  He raced down the street, shifting lanes to get ahead of traffic and then slammed on the brakes when lights changed or 
he saw someone waiting at a bus stop.  I think this guy would have been more comfortable driving a taxi than a bus. 
 
 Most CTA buses have digital read-outs and recorded announcements that constantly remind passengers where they are.  
That makes it very easy to know when to signal to get off.  Unfortunately this was one of the few buses in Chicago that hadn‟t been 
updated with those features.  As we whizzed along it was hard to catch the street signs or addresses we passed.  Luckily I did happen 
to catch a sign for 63

rd
 Street.  I knew we wanted to get off at 65

th
, so when we passed 63

rd
 I pulled the cord.  The bus stopped at the 

corner of 65
th

 and Pulaski, right in front of our ultimate destination. 
 
 We had come to the city‟s southwest corner to see the Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture.  At one time or another 
Margaret and I have seen all of Chicago‟s big museums, so we‟d decided on this trip to check out a couple of less famous destinations.  
There are several ethnic museums in the city, celebrating the different immigrant groups that came here over the years.  Neither of us 
knew much of anything about Lithuanian culture, so we figured this might be an interesting place to explore. 

 
Traditional straw Christmas ornament 

Balezkas Museum of Lithuanian Culture – Chicago 

 
 We entered the building (which doubles as the local 
alderman‟s offices), but we weren‟t entirely certain the place was 
open.  The lobby was beautifully decorated for the holidays, but there 
was no one in sight.  We waited quite a while, and eventually 
Margaret went back toward an office area.  An employee noticed her 
and finally came out to greet us. 
 
 The woman looked at us and said something like, “Oh, so 
you are Lithuanian?”, assuming our genealogy was the reason we‟d 
come to the museum.  Our family is mostly British, Dutch, and 
German, and while we could find a few drops from other parts of 
Europe, so far as I know there aren‟t any Lithuanian ancestors in our 
pedigree.  We told her we were just there to see the museum, and 
while she seemed to find that a bit odd, we were certainly allowed to 
stay. 
 
 Checking in was a bit strange.  The woman led us to the gift 
shop, which is apparently the only place with a cash register in the 
building.  She then told us we‟d be getting a discount on our 
admission.  They‟d apparently had some flooding recently, and 
because of that parts of the place were closed for repairs.  In 
particular their children‟s exhibits weren‟t available.  Neither Margaret 
nor I was much interest in the children‟s exhibits anyway, and we 
were certainly willing to pay a few bucks less than we might have 
otherwise. 
 
 Once we‟d paid our admission ($8 each, I think) the woman 
directed us to a theater that was across the hall from her office where 
they showed a film that was supposed to give us an orientation about 

Lithuania.  It wasn‟t a bad film, but it was far too long.  We learned about the country, its people, and its lengthy history.  They featured 
sports in Lithuania, and in particular the country‟s love of basketball.  Then we  explored  all  of  Lithuania‟s  points  of  touristic  interest.   
They spent about ten minutes showing the sights of Vilnius (the capital—and the only place either of us 
had ever heard of in the country), and then one at a time they took us to each city and region in Lithuania.  
Lithuania has almost exactly the same population as Iowa, and—with no offense intended—its minor 
cities have about as much importance as Cedar Rapids and Sioux City.  The countryside looks pretty, 
but—again, like Iowa—it‟s not a place of stunning or extreme beauty. 
 
 One of the most interesting things we saw in the film was that all Lithuanians seem to look alike.  
In particular, they all have a very distinctive nose—large and elongated so it sticks out further from their 
faces than many noses do.  The woman shown here (apparently a Lithuanian model) is one of hundreds 
of results that showed up when I did a Google image search for “Lithuanian nose” while writing this.  
Margaret and I joked that the woman must have been mistaken when she thought we were Lithuanian.  
Our noses are definitely too fat, and they also don‟t extend out far enough from our faces. 
 
 While the film ran and ran, Margaret and I checked out an exhibit of photographs on the wall of  



the theater.  The photos were of a project for restoring the graves of Lithuanians in Siberia.  In the days of the Soviet Union many 
Lithuanians were deported from their homeland.  Some went to legitimate resettlement communities, but many ended up in the 
notorious gulag.   
 

 Eventually the film finally ended, and 
Margaret and I quickly left to explore the rest of 
the museum.  There were several Christmas 
trees decorated with Lithuanian-style 
ornaments, some historic and some modern.  
The historic ornaments were made of straw that 
had been woven or tied together.  The modern 
ornaments (which had been made at a 
workshop the museum had held earlier this 
month) had the same form, but they were made 
of plastic drinking straws instead of dried 
grasses. 
 

 Many of the oldest artifacts in the 
museum were made of amber.  There was a 
vast array of jewelry and “objets d‟art” carved 
from amber.  There were also examples of 
intricate wood carvings and lace work.  We 
learned about the lengthy history of Lithuania 
and saw a fascinating exhibit on oppression of 
Lithuanians by both the Soviets and the Nazis. 
 

 They had examples of historic books, 
postage stamps, coins, and currency from 
Lithuania.  With  those  was  an  explanation  of 

 
Amber artifacts 

how they go about restoring old paper goods—which honestly was about as interesting as the artifacts themselves. 
 
 Upstairs there is a gallery that features the work of Lithuanian—American artists.  There were several interesting paintings and 
prints, as well as some very nice stained glass work.  We also saw a carved model of a traditional coach, the sort of thing you‟d expect 
Cinderella to ride in. 
 
 We‟d paid our admission in the gift shop, and both Margaret and I would like to have browsed through there once we were 
done with the exhibits.  Unfortunately they‟d locked the place up, and the woman who had taken our money was nowhere to be found.  
So we just left and made our way back to the bus stop. 
 
 We‟d raced down to 65

th
 Street, but the return trip took a bit longer.  This time the driver pulled off to the side at every bus stop 

(essentially every block), whether or not anyone actually wanted to get on or off.  I wondered if he wasn‟t a new driver in training, who 
was just learning how to maneuver the bus.  It really was rather funny. 
 
 The CTA is in the process of gradually installing “Train Tracker” signs in „L‟ stations around the city.  These tell how long it will 
be until trains to different destinations arrive in the station.  A typical sign on the orange line might say: 
 

MIDWAY - 3 MIN 
LOOP  - 7 MIN 
MIDWAY - 10 MIN 

 
There appear to be some kinks they need to work out of this system, though.  When we arrived at the Pulaski platform the sign there 
said the next train for the Loop was due in “< 2 MIN”.  Shortly after that the “< 2” disappeared, and the sign said the next train was 19 
minutes away.  Nineteen minutes is a pretty long wait, quite a bit longer than is typical in Chicago.  Nevertheless, Margaret and I settled 
in for the duration.  It turned out neither of those predictions was right.  In fact, an inbound train showed up about five minutes after we‟d 
arrived. 
 
 We took the orange line downtown and got off at LaSalle & Van Buren.  This particular station is next to a landmark that had 
become notorious this past week.  The Metropolitan Correctional Center is a federal prison located right in the heart of the Loop.  Just 
before we arrived two bank robbers had escaped from the facility.  One of them had been caught quickly, but the other was still at large.  
The escape was particularly newsworthy because the prison is designed to make escapes all but impossible.  It has been said the high-
rise building looks like an old-fashioned computer punch card because of its randomly placed, extremely narrow windows.  The 
windows are just five inches wide, so it would be a challenge for even the skinniest of people to slip through them.  These guys did, 
though, rappelling down from a cell on the 17

th
 floor on a rope made of bed sheets.  It‟s the sort of thing you‟d expect to see in a bad 

movie, but apparently it really did happen right outside this station. 
 
 I‟d hoped to shorten our trip slightly by transferring at LaSalle.  In fact, I‟d read a map wrong, though, and we ended up with a 
longer ride than we would have otherwise.  We transferred to the brown line and rode most of the way around the Loop and then out to 
the northwest side.  For some reason the train we boarded seemed to go unusually slowly.  I wondered if there were signal problems, 
because each time we‟d pick up a bit of speed we‟d again slow down to next to nothing. 
 



 Most interesting among our fellow passengers was a young woman who apparently lived on the north side and a little girl who 
was her niece.  I gather the woman didn‟t know the girl all that well, but she‟d been left to care for her today.  The woman was trying her 
best to entertain the girl on a very long ride by pointing out absolutely everything they saw out the window as the train passed by. 
 
 We got off at the Western stop and walked a couple blocks south and west from there.  Our next destination was the Lutz 
Continental Bake Shop & Cafe, a place that has been featured on several shows I‟ve seen on Food Network.  Lutz has German and 
Austrian roots, and they serve elegant pastries as well as hearty lunches.  Margaret and I chose to patronize the bakery rather than the 
restaurant, and we had a delicious—if somewhat pricey—treat.  I had a classic napoleon with alternating layers of puff pastry and 
cream topped with a hard fondant shell.  Margaret had a marzipan and strawberry cake, and we also both had coffee.   While we ate 
numerous people came in to pick up cakes they had ordered for Christmas.  Bakery goods have never been a Christmas tradition for 
me, but it would certainly be a tasty one to start. 
 
 On our way back from Lutz to the „L‟ we happened to pass another place that looked interesting. Jeri‟s Grill is an unpretentious 
but very pleasant dining establishment at the southeast corner of Montrose and Western.  It‟s like a northern equivalent of Waffle 
House, and a bit friendlier to my mindset than the Dixie chain.  Margaret noticed a print of Edward Hopper‟s Nighthawks that hung 
above their counter, a fitting decoration for a diner.  I couldn‟t see that, but I did stare at pleasant Christmas designs that had been 
painted in the windows, garlands that hung from the ceiling, and stuffed Santas and nutcrackers that decorated every spare inch of the 
place. 

 
Jeri‟s Grill – Chicago 

 In addition to a fun décor, Jeri‟s had good food.  We 
both had  knickerbocker  bean  soup,  basically  a  homemade   
version of the orange-colored bean soup Campbell‟s makes.  The soup was tasty, but even better was my order of grilled ham.  It was 
priced as a side dish ($3, I think), but there was enough there for it to be an entrée.  It was real ham sliced off the bone and grilled to 
perfection.  It was one of the tastiest things I‟ve eaten in quite a while, and when I‟m back in Chicago I‟ll likely stop back at Jeri‟s to get 
some more. 
 
 The restaurant at Jeri‟s was unique and eclectic to say the least.  They had fake flowers and potpourri set up, as unisex 
facilities (and, I‟m told, also ladies‟ rooms) often do.  Strangely, though, the walls were painted in sponged dots of black and green that 
looked like a camouflage pattern.  It certainly was memorable. 
 
 We took the brown line back to Belmont and then transferred to the red line, which makes a more direct run to downtown.  Our 
companions in the red line car were some college kids who spoke to each other in French.  You hear Spanish all the time in Chicago, 
and it‟s not uncommon to hear Asian or East European languages.  Pretty much no one here speaks French, though (my cousin Ceil 
and her family would be among the very few exceptions), and I must say I did a double-take on hearing “la langue d‟amour” in the 
Windy City.  These people were pretty obviously native Francophones who were visiting Chicago, and I‟d think it would be a bit of a 
chore for them to get by here. 
 
 We rode down to the Harrison stop, at the south end of downtown.  The area around Harrison has traditionally been Chicago‟s 
skid row, but these days it‟s rapidly gentrifying. That was a good thing for us today, since we took the wrong exit from the station and 
ended up getting an unintentional grand tour of the neighborhood. 
 
 Our destination was another ethnic museum, the Spertus Institute of Judaica.  I‟d checked websites of various places we‟d 
thought about visiting before the trip, since many museums have reduced hours over the holidays.  Spertus said on their website that 
they were closed on Saturdays and for “Jewish and secular holidays”.  Hanukkah had passed, and I figured Christmas wouldn‟t pose a 
problem for a Jewish museum.  Well, apparently for Jews Christmas is a secular holiday, because Spertus closed at 1pm Christmas 
Eve and wouldn‟t be re-opening until Boxing Day.   
 



 Since a visit to Spertus was not to be, we instead took the red line up to Lake Street and walked through the underground 
pedway to Daley Plaza.  We surfaced and made our way to Christkindlmarket.  Modeled on holiday craft fairs from Germany and 
Austria, Christkindlmarket began in Chicago in 1997.  Margaret and I visited it on our first holiday trip to Chicago back in 1998, and 
each of us has been back a few times since then.  The market was originally located in an empty lot across State Street from the old 
Marshall Field‟s flagship store.   A building has since gone up on that lot (housing a badly struggling shopping mall), and the market has 
moved to the big public square in front of what amounts to Chicago‟s city hall.  It‟s kind of strange to see the peppermint striped 
awnings of the market stalls in the shadow of the landmark Picasso sculpture, but it‟s become a traditional sight in Chicago at 
Christmas. 
 
 The market has expanded over the years.  Now in addition to central European crafts they have vendors from Nepal and Peru.  
They‟ve also added churros and hot chocolate to the traditional sausages and beer.   We browsed through everything, though our 
purchases were from the more traditional vendors.  Margaret bought a glass candleholder, while I bought a couple of straw ornaments 
similar to those we‟d seen at the Lithuanian museum. 
 
 Next we tried to do a bit of more formal shopping.  I‟d bought a brown leather jacket, mostly using a gift certificate John and 
Janet gave me for Christmas, and I wanted some gloves to go with it.  We looked at Macy‟s, Target, Sears, and the Nordstrom Rack 
store, trying to find brown gloves that were both dressy and warm.  They were nowhere to be found.  The stores had every kind of black 
glove you could imagine, but almost nothing was available in any other color.  What they did have in brown was either not what at all I 
wanted (like fingerless gloves designed to make it convenient for people to use their cell phones) or absurdly expensive ($75 - $110 a 
pair).  I did a lot of browsing, but there was nothing I wanted to buy. 

 
Website picture of one of the 2012 Christmas windows 

Macy‟s on State Street – Chicago 

 
 While looking for gloves, Margaret 
and I also checked out the Christmas window 
displays at Macy‟s.  It‟s been six years now 
since this grand old store last bore the 
Marshall Field‟s name.  Macy‟s has tried to 
continue Field‟s tradition (and that of their 
New York flagship store) with animated 
Christmas windows.  Almost everyone will tell 
you the Macy‟s windows are not as elegant as 
Field‟s, nor do they tell stories in the way the 
Field‟s windows did.  They‟re still interesting, 
though.  Perhaps most fascinating this year 
was that the theme of the windows was “The 
Magic of Christmas at 111 North State 
Street”.  Instead of drawing from literature, 
they focused on traditions at this particular 
store—things like the great Christmas tree in 
the atrium, holiday lunches at the Walnut 
Room restaurant, staring up at the Tiffany 
ceiling, and meeting under the ornate clocks 
outside the store.  It was kind of strange for 
Macy‟s to detail the history of Marshall Field‟s, 
but it did make for some interesting displays. 
 
 It was dark when we got back to the 
hotel.  Margaret had suggested that she 
would like some egg nog, and that sounded 
good to me as well.  So, I went out to see 
where in the neighborhood I might find some.  
I first went to a 7-11 next to the Dunkin 
Donuts we‟d been to earlier.  It was not a well 
stocked store.  Not only was there no egg 
nog, but  barely any dairy products of any 
kind.  Next I went to a CVS pharmacy on 
Wabash Avenue.  This didn‟t look like much of 
a store from the street, but it was actually 
quite large.  They had a fairly extensive 
grocery department, including a well-stocked 
refrigerator case.  Among their offerings were 
quarts of Dean‟s egg nog, and I picked up one 
of them.  I also got some lemonade and a bag 
of chips that I‟d snack on.   Their self check-
out system didn‟t seem to recognize when I‟d 

put products in a bag, but eventually I was able to make my purchases.  I went back to the hotel room, and we enjoyed the egg nog as 
a nice treat. 
 
 Around 6:15 we set out for the night.  We got on a pink line train and rode west to Kedzie Boulevard.  We then walked south 
from there to a restaurant that is now a very familiar destination for Margaret and me, Mi Tierra.  The garish pink stucco building that 



houses this “muy autentico” Mexican restaurant is probably the second most recognizable landmark in the “Little Village” neighborhood, 
the first being the Cook County Jail just east of here.  Holiday dinners at Mi Tierra here have become a tradition for Margaret and me, 
as we‟ve been here twice before on Christmas Eve. 
 
 There‟s been a different atmosphere each time we‟ve been here, and that was true this year as well.  This time we were 
greeted by a hostess in an elf costume.  It turned out that elves were a theme in the restaurant tonight.  While the waiters were in their 
traditional black and white uniforms, pretty much everyone who was low on the totem pole (the busboys and so forth) was decked out 
like one of Santa‟s little helpers.  I assume they‟d rented the costumes, and they made quite a show.  Most memorable were elf shoes 
that some of the employees wore, with fabric points that curled around and had jingle bells at the end. 
 
 Our waiter, like all of Mi Tierra‟s staff, was Hispanic.  Commenting on the costumes, Margaret asked him what the word for 
“elf” was in Spanish.  They had a fascinating conversation in a mix of English and Spanish during which the waiter noted that elves 
don‟t really exist in Mexico, so there is no word for them.  They just borrow the English word “elf”, which he pronounced more like “ahlf”. 
 
 Almost all of Mi Tierra‟s customers were Hispanic.  Two parties were exceptions.  Margaret and I were one of them, while the 
other was a very large Asian family (Japanese—American, I think) that was enjoying Mexican food for the holidays.  Four generations 
were represented among the Asians, and people joined them and left as the core of the family dined. 
 
 While we ate the waiters and bus boys kept emptying tables and chairs from the room where we were eating.  They moved the 
furniture into an auxiliary dining room at the south end of the building.  The restaurant was celebrating Christmas Eve with a dance 
party featuring a DJ, and they were cramming as many people into the party room as they could.  Mi Tierra is an enormous restaurant, 
and they have an utter army of employees.  It was fascinating to see them all work together to dismantle one room and move 
everything to the other. 
 
 The food was outstanding, as it always is at Mi Tierra.  I chose a dish called “pollo con queso y rajas”, with strips of chicken, 
onion and peppers, all covered in melted cheese.  I‟m not familiar with the word “rajas” in Spanish, but I think it refers to the other 
ingredient in the dish—bacon (perhaps it is related to our word “rashers”?).  It was an unusual combination of flavors, but really quite 
good.  Margaret‟s entrée was “cercino tradicional”, which was marinated, flattened skirt steak.  As is typical in Mexican restaurants, the 
entrees were accompanied by tortillas, beans, rice, a small salad, and bottomless chips with salsa—all quite tasty. 
 
 We ordered flan (caramel custard) for dessert, which was served with whipped cream and cherries.  Strangely, we were not 
charged for the flan.  Margaret inquired about this, and the waiter just waved off the question.  We ended up leaving him a large tip that 
would have included the cost of dessert on top of what we‟d have otherwise given. 
 
 We made our way back to Kedzie station and took the „L‟ back downtown.  The pink line emptied out as we headed eastward, 
until we were the only people in the car by the time we reached the Loop.  My leg was hurting a bit, so back at the hotel I took a hot 
bath, which did it a world of good. 
 
 Around 10:15 we headed out again.  This time we headed over to Chicago Temple, the Methodist church housed in a 
skyscraper across from Daley Plaza.  I‟ve been to several services here over the years, and it‟s probably my favorite of all the churches 
I‟ve been to anywhere.  If I lived in Chicago, I‟d be a member here, and I often wish I lived in a place large enough to support this type 
of religious institution. 
 
 We‟d arrived early for their Christmas Eve service (the Protestant version of midnight mass) because their website had 
advised they‟d have pre-service music starting at 10:30.  That music was definitely not the highlight of our evening.  It alternated 
between rather funereal choir anthems and strange, experimental organ solos.  The organ numbers were especially disappointing, 
since I‟ve been truly inspired by the Chicago Temple organ in the past.  Tonight it seemed like the organist was trying to show off how 
talented he was, rather than truly making music. 
 
 The service, on the other hand, was very nice indeed.  While the female lector was a bit over-dramatic, it was still nice to hear 
the traditional words from Isaiah and Luke.  The sermon was entitled “An Extravagant Gift”.  This continued a theme of “extravagance” 
they‟d had at this church through Advent (sermons called “Extravagant Joy”, “Extravagant Hope”, etc.).  It was no surprise that Rev. 
Blackwell, the head pastor, noted not only that we should celebrate the extravagant gift God gives us at Christmas, but that we should 
show our thanks by putting our faith into action and using our gifts to help those in need.  The prayers and hymns were also nice, and 
they combined to make a lovely service. 
 
 After the sermon was communion.  I like the form they do at Chicago Temple.  The congregation goes up front to receive the 
elements.  Then those who wish can kneel at the altar rail.  Especially on Christmas Eve it‟s nice to have a chance for private prayer, 
and kneeling at the rail provides that opportunity. 
 
 The service ended with candlelight.  This was also nice.  We‟d been given candles on entering, and when the time came to 
light them, they just passed the light through the congregation.  I‟ve been in churches where there were endless safety instructions 
before we were allowed to light the candles.  Here was a historic church with an almost completely wood interior, but they trusted us to 
use our common sense with flame. 
 
 When we got back to the hotel we again turned on the TV.  It was officially Christmas morning now, and they were showing the 
midnight mass from Holy Name Cathedral.  This is a very formal event.  Tickets are required for admission, and the purpose for the 
congregation seems more to be seen than to worship.  As the rather endless mass droned on, I was glad for the simple elegance we‟d 
had at the Methodist service.  



 
 We were up around  7:30 and fairly quickly packed our stuff.  A bill had been placed under our door with directions that if 
everything was correct we should just “touch 3333” on the room phone to check out.  I‟m old enough that I still think of dialing 
telephones, even those with pushbuttons.  Touching a phone number is just a strange concept to me.  I did manage to push the “3” 
button four times, though, and say “yes” when the recording asked me if I wanted to check out.  I‟m not sure if that actually saved any 
time over going to the front desk, but it was amusing. 
 
 We gathered our stuff, made our way out to the street, and walked through a mostly empty Loop over to Union Station.  
Whenever I‟ve been in Chicago before, I‟d approached Union Station either from the south (Jackson Street) or the west (Clinton).  The 
train station is much less recognizable from the northeast, and we had a bit of trouble locating it.  Eventually we did, though, and we 
made our way inside. 
 

Before our trip to Toronto last summer Margaret had gotten five passes that allowed access to Amtrak‟s first class lounges 
without having a sleeping car ticket.  We‟d used two of those passes last summer, and we‟d use the rest on this trip.  We made our way 
to the Metropolitan Lounge, and Margaret handed over one of the blue passes.  The attendant took that and in exchange gave us 
tickets we could use to return to the lounge throughout the day.  We left our luggage in the lounge‟s storeroom, got a drink of coffee, 
and then left again. 
 
 We went back to Chicago Temple this morning.  They do an informal Christmas morning service every year.  Margaret and I 
had enjoyed it in the past, and we did again this year.  When we‟d been here before on Christmas, it had been a very intimate service, 
but today there was a surprisingly large crowd.  There were 150 or so in attendance, enough so the large sanctuary didn‟t feel empty. 
 
 The service began by alternating carols with all the different Christmas Bible readings.  There were a couple of prayers and 
then a brief sermon.  This morning Rev. Blackwell noted that Christmas is a time for togetherness, and something had called this 
diverse group together in this place this morning.  He also noted that familiarity and traditions are important at Christmas.  To illustrate 
this he recalled his days as a clergy intern in England.  He noted something my parents and siblings had said before about British 
churches:  they sing the same hymns we do, but use the “wrong” tune to almost every hymn.  Rev. Blackwell had the organist play a 
verse of several familiar carols, followed by the tune they sang in England to the same words.  Finally he came to “Silent Night”, which 
he noted the Brits sang the same tune to as we do—but with entirely different words.  It wasn‟t the most inspirational sermon I‟ve ever 
heard, but it was memorable. 
 
 The last half of the service was basically an old-fashioned hymn sing.  I raised my hand a couple of times with a request, but 
unfortunately I was never recognized.  The carol I wanted to sing was “There‟s a Song in the Air”: 
 

There's a song in the air! 
There's a star in the sky! 

There's a mother's deep prayer 
And a baby's low cry! 

And the star rains its fire 
While the beautiful sing, 

For the manger of Bethlehem 
Cradles a King! 

 
There's a tumult of joy 

O'er the wonderful birth, 
For the virgin's sweet boy 
Is the Lord of the earth. 
Ay! the star rains its fire 
While the beautiful sing, 

For the manger of Bethlehem 
Cradles a King! 

In the light of that star 
Lie the ages impearled; 
And that song from afar 

Has swept over the world. 
Every hearth is aflame, 
And the beautiful sing 

In the homes of the nations 
That Jesus is King! 

 
We rejoice in the light, 
And we echo the song 

That comes down through the night 
From the heavenly throng. 
Ay! we shout to the lovely 

Evangel they bring, 
And we greet in his cradle 

Our Savior and King! 
 
You almost never hear that hymn these days.  I‟m not sure why, since it doesn‟t seem to have remotely offensive lyrics.  I guess it‟s just 
gone out of fashion. 
 
 After the service ended we walked over to Ronny‟s, a cafeteria-style diner that calls itself a steakhouse.  Ronny‟s has had 
several locations over the years, but they seem to have settled into a spot in Thompson state office building, right in the shadow of the 
Clark & Lake „L‟ platforms.  Ronny‟s is open 365 days a year, and while business was not exactly brisk on Christmas morning, they 
weren‟t lacking for customers either.  Margaret and I both had their “breakfast bonanza” with ham, eggs, and chunky home fries.   (The 
same special is also available with steak or pork chops.)  The breakfast itself is cheap ($5.49, I think), but adding coffee or juice ups the 
tab by two or three bucks.  Then there‟s the Chicago tax, which—by the time state, county, city, and transit district surcharges are 
included—is right at 10%.  Fortunately, this is not a place where you have to leave a gratuity.  They have a tip jar at the cash register, 
but only a fool would bother putting anything in it.  Margaret and I took a seat at one of the booths by the windows, and it was fun to 
stare out at the sidewalk as we enjoyed our breakfast. 
 



 
ABOVE:  Christmas tree at Ronny‟s 

RIGHT:  Pigeons warming themselves  
under the heat lamp at the  

Clark & Lake „L‟ station 

 I wanted to use the restroom at Ronny‟s, but the door seemed to be 
permanently locked.  We‟d seen someone go in there, but they never seemed to 
come out.  Fortunately Margaret had also noticed someone going upstairs and 
supposed there might be an additional restroom there.  There was, and while it 
was far from the cleanest facility in the city, it served its purpose.  When another 
customer rattled the door of the downstairs restroom and found it was still 
locked, we passed on the advice to head up the steps. 

 

 We made our way up to the Clark & Lake „L‟ platform and had a fairly long wait for a green line train.  While we waited we were 
entertained by an amusing sight.  All the outdoor transit stations in Chicago have enclosed areas on the platforms that provide shelter 
from the wind.  Many of these also have infrared heat lamps that provide waiting passengers with warmth in the winter.  Clark & Lake 
was one of several downtown stations where flocks of pigeons had taken refuge in the heat shelters.  Instead of flying around or 
walking on the sidewalks, the pigeons had chosen to bask the warmth provided by those infrared lamps—definitely no bird brains!  
Whenever there was major activity, the birds would be roused from their sunbathing.  At one point a train pulled up on the platform, and 
the accompanying blast of cold air sent the pigeons flying off en masse.  That caused a college aged girl who was waiting in the shelter 
to let off a shriek of terror.  Her frightened reaction was almost as amusing as the birds. 
 
 Trains from four different lines all stop on the Clark & Lake platform, and all the others passed—some more than once—before 
a green line train finally arrived.    When one did, we boarded.  Soon after, though, they announced that the train would be running 
express,  bypassing the station where we  intended to exit.  We got off at  Ashland, the last station before  the express run, and waited  
about five more minutes for a train that would 
make every stop. 
 
 We got off at Central Park Drive, a 
gorgeous old Victorian station that was restored 
and moved from another location to this one 
when the green line was renovated back in the 
„90s.  While there is a slowly gentrifying 
residential area nearby, mostly the station 
serves Garfield Park, an enormous patch of 
green in the midst of Chicago‟s bleak west side. 

 
 Our destination this morning was the 
Garfield Park Conservatory, one of the largest 
indoor botanic centers in the world.  It‟s basically 
an enormous greenhouse, with room after room 
filled with plants representing different 
environments from all over the world.  
Admission is free, and it‟s both beautiful and 
educational.  It really is a fun place to visit year-
round. 
 
 I made a comment to Margaret as we 
were walking through a jungle area at the 
conservatory  that   one  of  my   favorite   things 

 
Garfield Park Conservatory 



about the place is that there are no insects.  If we were to look at these plants in their natural environment, we‟d be eaten alive by 
mosquitoes.  In a greenhouse in Chicago, though, I could enjoy them without constantly fighting off pests. 
 
 In addition to all the flowers, trees, cacti, ferns, and other plants, they use parts of the conservatory as galleries for temporary 
art shows.  Margaret noticed a few works of art glass that remained from an exhibit she had seen her years ago.  The main exhibit this 
time was a collection of photographs that traced the history of the conservatory itself.  I found that truly fascinating.  It was especially 
interesting to pictures from the early days with people dressed to the nines who came here to experience a bit of culture.  I could also 
see the changing faces of visitors as the surrounding neighborhood went downhill and then gradually started to rebound. 
 
 We caught a train back downtown.  As much to kill time as anything else, we wandered over to Millennium Park, the award-
winning public area that is built on air space above the rail yards along Lake Michigan.  It‟s interesting that while most of Chicago was 
fully decked out for the holidays, the decorations in Millennium Park were minimal at best.  There were a few seasonal banners on the 
light poles, but that was it.  Compared to a summer day, the crowds were 
light, but there were still annoyingly many people around.  We wandered 
through them and gawked at Cloud Gate, the oddly shaped reflecting 
sculpture that is the symbol of Millennium Park.  We wandered through 
most of the rest of the park as well, but there really wasn‟t much to see.  
Indeed the most interesting thing seemed to be a zamboni that was 
grooming the ice at a public skating area.  A mob of Asian tourists was 
watching the vehicle go back and forth across the ice, snapping their 
cameras each time it crossed. 
 
 Asian tourists were definitely the majority in the Loop on 
Christmas Day.  Our country‟s economic woes have made us a mecca for 
shoppers from abroad.  I‟d noticed that when I was here after 
Thanksgiving and saw hordes of people from China, Korea, Japan, and 
Thailand taking advantage of the Black Friday bargains.  One person 
explained that they have charter flights all year round that bring people 
from Asia to America just for shopping—and Chicago is considered the 
top shopping destination because it has nearly the same variety of stores 
as New York (and far more than anywhere else in the country), but lower 
prices.  The stores were all closed today, so I suppose that left the Asian 
tourists to actually see the sights—even if the best sight they could find 
was a zamboni. 
 
 South of Millennium Park we reached the Art Institute, which 
recently completed an enormous expansion.  The stairs to their main 
building are still flanked big bronze lions.  It was fun to see that for 
Christmas they‟d put big wreaths around the lions‟ necks and wrapped 
their pedestals to make them look like presents. 
 
 We made our way to the Monroe station on the red line subway 
and rode a few stations north to Grand.  Our lunch destination was 
directly above the Grand station.  In doing a search online for restaurants 
that were open on Christmas, we came across the Weber Grill, a 
restaurant owned by the manufacturer of its namesake that specializes in 
grilled foods.  It sounded like an interesting place to eat, so we made 
reservations to have our Christmas dinner here.  

 
ABOVE:  Cloud Gate sculpture (a.k.a. “The Bean”) 

BELOW:  Zamboni at the skating area 

 
 

 There are restaurants in Chicago I‟ve been back to many times (Ronny‟s and Mi Tierra among them).  Weber Grill is not likely 
to join that list.  While I think Margaret enjoyed her meal somewhat more than I did, neither of us would say it was anything close to the 
best food we‟ve ever eaten.  I wrote several adjectives in my notes that described our lunch:  slow, cold, overpriced, tasteless, and 
disappointing.  I had expected this meal might be a highlight of the trip, but that just wasn‟t the case. 
 
 After about a fifteen minute wait, we were seated in the dark, wood-paneled dining room.  (With the grill theme, I figured they‟d 
have an outdoor-oriented décor, but instead it looked like an expensive supper club.)  A very indifferent waiter all but ignored us.  That 
might have been excusable since the place was crowded.  They had a large staff working, though, and this guy only had about half a 
dozen tables to keep track of. 
 
 Both Margaret and I had barbecue selections.  I ordered a barbecue combo that included meatloaf and pulled pork.  When the 
plate arrived, the meat was lukewarm at best, as if it had been sitting around, not even under a warming lamp.  On their own both 
meats had very little flavor at all.  The barbecue sauce that accompanied them was good, but seasoning the actual meat would have 
improved the flavor immensely.  On the side I had macaroni and cheese (also cold, and with a too-soft texture and far less flavor than 
the stuff that comes in a blue box) and coleslaw (warm to the point that I wondered if the mayonnaise was safe to eat, and absolutely 
flavorless).  There was so little taste to the meal that I wondered if they‟d purposely left salt out of their dishes—something that would 
be most unusual with grilled foods. 
 
 Margaret chose barbecued beef brisket for her entrée.  She seemed to like both the flavor and temperature of her meal better 
than mine.  She also had better side dishes—a cornbread with actual corn kernels in it and bourbon baked beans.  I sampled a bit of 



her meal, and it was quite a bit better than mine.  It still wasn‟t anything I‟d be dying to head back to Chicago for, though, and overall it 
was a very disappointing Christmas dinner. 
 
 The restaurant was very crowded.  We were seated at a table with one seat at a bench along the wall (mine) and one chair 
facing the wall (Margaret‟s).  There was a tiny space between my place on the bench and the next table, where a middle-aged Asian 
man was seated.  Facing him was his daughter, who he was apparently visiting for the holidays.  Margaret and I could hear every word 
they said to each other, and we felt obliged to speak only in hushed tones throughout the meal.  We also couldn‟t help but notice how 
much the twosome at the next table drank.  They downed multiple cocktails, and they also polished off a bottle of wine the girl had 
brought in herself.  (The restaurant apparently charges a $3 corkage fee for bringing your own bottle.)   
 
 After finishing our lunch we took the subway down to Jackson.  A group of black teenagers was “entertaining” passersby in the 
tunnel between the red and blue lines.  I use quotation marks around “entertaining” because what they were doing was drumming on 
discarded plastic containers that had likely once held cleaning supplies.  It was deafeningly loud, and it brought back painful memories 
of the horrible show Stomp that I had the misfortune of seeing in San Diego a decade ago. 
 
 There was another entertainer on the blue line platform.  He had nearly as little talent as the drummers, but at least he didn‟t 
make me want ear plugs.  He was strumming on a guitar, and he‟d frequently miss a chord and go back until he got it right.  Strangest 
of all, the song he was playing in this very urban setting was “Old McDonald Had a Farm”.  Margaret was sufficiently amused to drop 
something in his box. 
 
 We took the blue line over to Clinton.  My knee hurt again as I made my way up the stairs from the subway, and I wondered if 
it would continue to be a problem throughout the trip.  There wasn‟t much I could do at this point, though, so I just trudged the three 
blocks down to Union Station. 
 
 We made our way to the Metropolitan Lounge and got the bags we had left with the porter there.  We then went to the ticket 
desk and checked our main suitcases to Washington.  We‟d debated whether to check bags or take them with us on the train, but we 
decided it was easier not to have to handle them throughout the trip. 
 
 One advantage of the Metropolitan Lounge is that they provide free wireless internet access.  The wi-fi actually didn‟t work at 
first, but soon another passenger complained and the attendant re-booted their system.  My computer then connected easily, though 
Margaret never could get her netbook to recognize the signal.  I spent much of the afternoon uploading things for the school website.  It 
wasn‟t vital that any of that be done on Christmas Day, but it needed to be done eventually—and Christmas was as good a time as any. 
 
 Late in the afternoon we called Paul.  His whole family was there for the holiday, and we had a nice visit by phone with all of 
them.  We then spent a while checking out the “NORAD Tracks Santa” site on the internet.  When we were at Paul‟s last Christmas we 
had great fun watching Santa‟s progress on the website and recalling our childhood days when our father (who, as a scientist, was 
fascinated by NORAD‟s work) would encourage us to call their Santa-tracking hotline or to follow the Santa reports from the DEW line 
tracking posts that were broadcast on TV. 
 
 It was Christmas around the globe now (and even Boxing Day in Australia and Asia), so Santa‟s rounds were over.  It was fun 
looking through NORAD‟s reports of where he had been, though.  They put a lot of effort into that website, and they make a point of 
noting that it‟s all done with volunteer time and private funds—nothing from the military or other government budgets.  Honestly I 
wouldn‟t care if they did spend a bit of government money for the project, though.  I‟m sure it brightens the day for lots of kids, and there 
are certainly stupider ways we‟ve spent our tax dollars. 
 
 The attendant had told us they‟d only be boarding sleeping car passengers directly from the lounge.  Since we‟d be in coach 
on this trip, shortly after 5pm we made our way to the main boarding area.  When we got to Gate F we found they‟d already called for 
“special” passengers.  Since Margaret is now a senior citizen, she fits that category, and that allowed both of us to board early.  When 
the guard at the gate opened the rope to let us in the special waiting room, Margaret proceeded through quickly.  She was on a mission 
to find a seat as close to the door to the platforms as possible.  The guard wanted to give us directions on where in the waiting room we 
should sit, and he was rather annoyed that Margaret hadn‟t paid attention to him.  Fortunately she had chosen a seat in the right 
general area, though across the aisle from where he‟d wanted us to sit. 
 
 Before long they opened the door and let us out to the platform.  Even though it was going halfway across the country, this 
was a relatively short train, a about the same as the Illinois Zephyr I‟ve often taken from Princeton.  There was one sleeper, a 
combination diner and lounge, and three coaches.  Unlike the big western trains, most of the eastern trains are single-level cars.  That‟s 
because the tunnels that lead into New York City aren‟t tall enough to accommodate double-decker equipment.  We told the conductor 
our destination was Washington, and we were directed to a coach one car forward on the platform.  When we entered about half of the 
seats had their tray tables down, with papers saying “DO NOT SIT” placed on them.  We sat toward the middle of the car, just forward 
of the blocked-off section.  Before long all the seats that didn‟t have “DO NOT SIT” signs were filled.  Those had been reserved to allow 
parties traveling together to sit together when they boarded at destinations in Indiana.  After just a couple of stops the car was 
completely full, and it would remain that way throughout the trip. 
 
 This was a clean and well-maintained car.  No Amtrak equipment is new, but this car had obviously been updated in the not 
too distant past.  A clue to that was that there were electric outlets by each seat, something no one thought to install when Amtrak was 
founded back in the „70s. 
 
 The Amtrak Cardinal pulled out of Union Station right on time at 5:45pm.  As we made our way through the rail yard south of 
there the car attendant went through a list of rules (like keeping the bathrooms clean) that he wanted us to follow.  His actually words 



were “I axe you to follow,” which betrayed the black English he likely grew up speaking.   He then said he wished us “Happy Holidays” 
and went on to say that was all he could wish us because he wasn‟t allowed to say anything else.  I found that interesting, because on 
multiple occasions in the past I‟ve heard Amtrak employees say “Merry Christmas”.  I‟ve never particularly minded what words people 
use for holiday greetings myself, so long as those greetings are pleasant. 
 
 Since it was Christmas there was almost no freight traffic in Chicagoland.  That meant we could travel through the city quickly 
and steadily.  We reached our first stop in Dyer, Indiana twenty minutes ahead of schedule.  The train can‟t leave until its scheduled 
departure time, so this ended up being an unintended smoke break for the crew and many of the passengers. 
 
 I spent much of the evening reading on the Kindle electronic reading device I‟d gotten myself as a birthday present.  Back at 
the beginning of December I‟d switched my subscription to USA Today from the traditional print version to the electronic Kindle version.  
The text is the same (though, strangely, they don‟t put any ads in the Kindle version), and I find it easier to read without wrestling with a 
bulky newspaper.  I‟d purposely not read the paper for about a week, and going through that backlog helped pass quite a bit of time on 
this trip. 
 
 After some fairly heavy meals in Chicago, we just snacked for dinner tonight.  I picked up a cheese and cracker tray and some 
cranberry juice from the lounge.  While I was there the conductor commented that she really liked the cheese trays, and she was glad 
Amtrak had gone back to “the real cheese tray”.  She said they‟d had complaints after switching to a cheaper version last summer.  I‟d 
had one of those on our way back from Toronto, and I‟d definitely agree that the classic version is superior.  It had both better crackers 
and a better variety of cheese. 
 
 After enjoying our snack I threw the trash in the box they‟d set up at the end of the car for that purpose and also used the 
restroom.  The toilets in this car were larger than is standard on Amtrak, and it was kind of nice not to be bunched up while doing my 
business. 
 
 We reached Rensselaer, Indiana right on time.  The time zone changes just past Rensselaer, so it went from being a little 
before 8pm Central time to almost 9:00 Eastern.  Before long we attempted to get a bit of sleep, though it was fitful at best. 
 
 Margaret was asleep as we slowed down heading through Indianapolis around 11:30pm.  She had closed the curtain by her 
seat, so I looked out the window across the aisle.  I was rewarded by a really nice view.  Just west of downtown we passed the Indiana 
Zoo.  They‟ve followed the tradition of “zoo lights” that has become popular at Christmas around the country.  While I‟m sure the zoo 
was closed, they‟d left the lights on for Christmas night, and it was really pretty to see as we passed by on the train.  Closer to 
downtown we passed the stadia and arenas where all the pro sports teams play.  While they weren‟t really decorated, they were all lit 
up, and it made for a surprisingly attractive view. 
 
 We were still early pulling into Indianapolis, so we had a fairly long stop there.  We pulled out at 11:59pm, and I suppose 
midnight is as good a place as any to end this day‟s log. 
 

 
 Both Margaret and I managed to get some sleep south of Indianapolis.  We were awakened, however, as we neared 
Cincinnati by an Arab-American family that was sitting a few rows back.  They were talking quite loudly to each other, as if it were 3pm 
instead of 3:00 in the morning.  They reminded me of the people who kept us awake on the way to Toronto last summer, completely 
clueless of just how much noise they were making.  Eventually Margaret went back to suggest they move to the lounge.  They didn‟t, 
but they did quiet things down. 
 
 I feel kind of sorry for people in Ohio who take Amtrak. The trains are timed to have a convenient schedule on the East Coast 
and in Chicago, but unless there are serious delays, they stop in Ohio in the middle of the night.  I‟d gone through Cleveland and 
Toledo in the wee hours on earlier trips, and now we reached Cincinnati right on time at 3:17am.  Since we were already on board, that 
was actually a good thing.  The Ohio passengers boarded other cars, and the extended time without movement allowed me to actually 
get to sleep.  I felt us start up eventually, but our car continued to be quiet and the trip was remarkably smooth.  I was able to sleep 
fairly well as we crossed Kentucky. 
 
 I awakened a little after 6am, shortly before our stop in Ashland, Kentucky.  I turned on the reading light above my seat (similar 
to those found in airplanes) and began reading A Christmas Carol on my Kindle.  I have a long tradition of reading the Dickens classic 
each holiday season, though this was the first time I‟d done it electronically. 
 
 We were still on time when we got to Ashland, a run-down town in the Appalachian foothills that‟s one of the dumpiest places 
I‟ve been to.  My main memory of Ashland was of the forlorn Christmas decorations that were hanging on the streetlights downtown.  
They had wire frames with big old colored lights strung on them, and about half the lights weren‟t working.  I think the decorations were 
supposed to be stockings (and it‟s interesting that they‟d have such secular symbols in the Bible Belt), but they looked more like 
deformed versions of the letter “L”.  They really looked more depressing than festive. 
 
 Our breakfast today was again snacks from the lounge, and it was one of the more expensive breakfasts we‟d have on this 
trip.  We each had a pre-packaged cinnamon roll, coffee, and orange juice, and the tab just that came to $15.  They have some good 
selections in the lounge on Amtrak trains, but the prices are geared to a captive crowd. 



 As we made our way to and from the lounge, we scoped out the seat tags that listed the passengers‟ destinations.  Unlike on 
some trains, the people on this one were headed to a wide range of places.  There are shorter and more direct options that connect 
New York and Washington with Chicago, so few people take the Cardinal for its full length.  The bulk of the passengers seemed to be 
local people from the towns along the way who were traveling relatively short distances through the mountains, mostly between places 
I‟d never heard of. 
 
 We stopped in Huntington, West Virginia while we ate.  I‟ve always thought of West Virginia as a very rural state, but the 
western part is quite heavily populated. There appear to be lots of factories in the area, and they must begin their shifts either early or 
late.  It was breakfast time but not yet sunrise, but almost none of the homes we passed had lights on. 
 
 As the sun came up we could tell this was a rainy, dreary day.  This was the remnants of the same storm that had buried the 
Midwest in snow.  Further south it was even more serious, with Christmas day tornados all along the Gulf Coast.  Fortunately for our 
travels, the precipitation in West Virginia was just steady rain—not storms and not snow.  The train was able to move along at a steady 
clip as the terrain got more and more rugged, so we were ahead of schedule when we got to Charleston. 
 

Rural areas look spectacular from the train, but you almost never get a nice view of cities on Amtrak.  West Virginia‟s capital 
was certainly no exception.  Charleston mostly seems to be a collection of dumpy clapboard suburbs that stretch on forever through the 
river valleys.  Its core area looks like downtown Cedar Rapids—a handful of boxy office buildings from the „70s, decaying smokestack 
industry, and Victorian business blocks with beautiful architecture that now stand mostly empty.   

 
East of Charleston we came to Montgomery, which is a much more attractive town.  Montgomery is home to West Virginia 

Technical College, the former trade school that is now the poor stepsister to the “real” state university up in Morgantown.  The WV Tech 
campus is quite substantial, with attractive buildings that trace the history of American architecture.  There are also handsome 
antebellum homes that house the fraternities and sororities and a lively downtown that reminded me of Iowa City. 

 
As the morning progressed, I read today‟s issue of USA Today, which had been transmitted to my Kindle by a cell phone 

connection.  Margaret got out her netbook computer and played solitaire over and over again.  I don‟t think I‟ve ever played computer 
solitaire.  Indeed, I‟m not much for the game even with real cards.  Margaret seems to enjoy it, though, and it certainly helped her pass 
the time. 

 
East of Montgomery the dumpy, run-on cities end, and the Cardinal passes through one of the most beautiful areas I‟ve seen 

anywhere.  Quite suddenly it was very remote, and the train hugged the side of a canyon as we made our way through really rugged 
mountains.  The Cardinal has been described as Amtrak‟s most beautiful route, and the scenery certainly ranks right up there with the 
passage through the Rockies on the California Zephyr, the coastal cliffs of the Pacific Surfliner, or the run along the Hudson on the 
Adirondack.  I‟d never heard of the Kanawha River or the New River before, but after following their whitewater rapids for most of the 
day, I was most impressed by how scenic they were. 

 
It‟s not really a surprise that the jukebox in my mind was playing an old John Denver song as we rode along: 

 
Almost heaven, West Virginia: 

Blue Ridge Mountains, 
Shenandoah River; 

Life is old there, 
Older than the trees; 

Younger than the mountains 
Growin' like a breeze 

Country roads, take me home 
To the place I belong, 

West Virginia, mountain mama; 
Take me home, country roads. 

 
This remains a very popular song in West Virginia, forty-two years after it was first released.  At one point the state had “almost heaven” 
as the motto on their license plates, and WVU band still plays “Country Roads” before every Mountaineer football game.  While I‟m not 
sure just what heaven might look like, the rural part of West Virginia would certainly not be a bad place to spend eternity. 
 
 Something was apparently wrong with the ventilation system on the train, which made it annoyingly warm as we made our way 
eastward.  I could tell we were in a more Southern area, though, because all the people on the platforms were in parkas, and many of 
them continued wearing their heavy coats even after boarding the train.  We‟d seen people in Louisiana and Mississippi overreact to 
winter chills, and it was soon apparent that those in the eastern part of Dixie do likewise. 
 
 My brother Paul had been in West Virginia last summer on a mission trip with his church.  As we passed through this remote 
area, I texted him, asking where exactly he had been.  It turned out that the town where they worked (Hamlin) was quite a ways west of 
where we presently were.  I‟d imagine the scenery was similar, though.  All of West Virginia is mountainous.  Indeed, I remember a quiz 
bowl question that identified it as the most rugged state in the nation.  There‟s a sense of remoteness that you just don‟t encounter in 
the Midwest, which is both appealing and just a bit eerie. 
 
 I spent some time this morning thumbing through Arrive, Amtrak‟s equivalent to an in-flight magazine.  It was honestly one of 
the dullest publications I‟ve ever read.  The most interesting part was reviews of New York restaurants I‟d never afford to patronize. 
 



 Eventually we came to the town of Thurmond, one of the more memorable stops on the Cardinal‟s route.  The Thurmond 
depot is a picturesque two-story wood structure that sits by itself pretty much in the middle of nowhere.  Apparently the building 
primarily serves as a visitors‟ center for the National Park Service, which manages the land around the New River gorge.  Where the 
actual town of Thurmond might be is anybody‟s guess.  Even if we had seen it, though, there wouldn‟t be much to see.  While 
Thurmond had more than 400 residents in its heyday, the population has been going down ever since the Great Depression.  Today 
exactly five souls call the place home.  The median age of the residents is 56 years old, so it‟s not likely a big rebound is in the works.  
An amusing tidbit is that back in 2005 they had seven residents here, and six of them chose to run in the local election.  They‟ve since 
unincorporated the town, which has also had no post office since the „90s.  It‟s not really a surprise that Thurmond is one of Amtrak‟s 
least used stations.  In fact out of 529 Amtrak stops nationwide, Thurmond ranks next to last in boardings.  Only Greenfield Village (a 
flag stop that only serves tour groups headed to Henry Ford‟s historic park) has fewer passengers. 
 
 East of Thurmond we passed through a number of tunnels.  As our elevation increased we began to see snow on the ground.  
By the time we reached the eastern edge of West Virginia there was snow in the air as well—big, heavy flakes that looked like that fake 
snow you see in TV Christmas specials.  Another clue as to just how far south we were came when someone who boarded the train 
noted this was the first snow they‟d had in this area since 2009.   
 
 The snow slowed us down just a bit, but we were still on time when we reached White Sulfur Springs, the last stop in West 
Virginia.  The Amtrak station here is right outside the gate of the Greenbrier, an exclusive resort that has been a retreat for southern 
gentlemen and ladies since Revolutionary days.  The current incarnation of the resort was built in 1913 by the C&O  Railroad.   
 
 The most noteworthy aspect of the Greenbrier‟s long history happened during the Cold War.  Project Greek Islands was a plan 
to relocate the entire U.S. government in case of a nuclear attack.  The place the legislative branch would be relocated to happened to 
be White Sulfur Springs.  When they built an addition to the resort in 1959, the project included an enormous underground bunker that 
could house all the members of Congress.  Had the emergency plans been carried out, the hotel‟s grand ballrooms would have served 
as the House and Senate chambers.  For three decades the secret government facilities were maintained by a dummy company whose 
stated purpose was to repair the hotel‟s television sets. 
 
 The existence of the bunker was revealed by the Washington Post in 1992.  Immediately after their article was published, the 
U.S. government decommissioned the facility, which they said was no longer needed after the dissolving of the Soviet Union.  Today 
part of the facility is leased to computer companies for data storage, while the rest is a museum of the Cold War era.  By the way, while 
Project Greek Islands is a thing of the past, it is widely believed that the government still maintains underground emergency facilities.  It 
was acknowledged that President Bush went to one such facility on the Strategic Air Command base south of Omaha during the 9/11 
attacks, and there are rumors of places similar to the underground Greenbrier complex in the Ozarks and in northern Michigan. 
 

I‟d love to come back and actually see the Cold War museum some day.  If I do, though, I seriously doubt I‟ll be staying at the 
Greenbrier.  On a whim I looked up what it would cost to stay here over the holidays.  They have a range of rooms, but nothing in that 
range is cheap.  The most modest accommodations start around $400 a night in December, and it goes up to more than $2,500 for a 
private cottage.  It looks like a lovely place, but that‟s just a wee bit over my budget. 

 
 Past White Sulfur Springs the snow fell heavier and heavier.  The weather was starting to slow us down, but we were still just 
ten minutes late (which is pretty much nothing for a long-distance Amtrak train) when we reached Clifton Forge, Virginia at 12:30pm. 

 
David Burrow, waiting in the lounge 

for lunch in the diner on the Cardinal train 

 
 Margaret and I made our way to the diner for 
lunch.  There were several available tables, but the 
attendant told us to wait in the lounge to be seated.  We 
stayed there about ten minutes before being called.  It 
turned out that the diner had exactly one employee, and 
he was very overworked.  Not only was he a waiter, but he 
was also essentially the cook.  The Cardinal doesn‟t serve 
made-to-order meals like some Amtrak trains do.  Instead 
they reheat pre-cooked food in a convection oven and 
arrange it on plates.  The result is similar to an airplane 
meal (that is, what airlines served before they 
discontinued most of their food service), and heating 
everything up definitely kept the single employee hopping. 

 
 Margaret and I ordered coffee.  To save time, 
when he brought it to us, the attendant not only brought 
the plastic mug filled with coffee (what is normally be 
served in the diner), but also a paper cup (how coffee is 
served in the lounge) with a second serving for each of us.  
Of course our refill was cold by the time we used it, but at 
least we didn‟t have to ask for more. 

 
 We were joined for lunch by a retired couple from 
Newport News, Virginia who had been vacationing at the 
Greenbrier.  The woman ordered wine with her meal.  She  



was served one of those little single-serving bottles, together with a plastic wine glass similar to what theatres use at the intermission of 
plays.  Unfortunately the glass had a crack in it, and her wine leaked out onto the tablecloth.  It took a while for her to get the waiter‟s 
attention so she could get another glass. 
 
 Margaret ordered a cheeseburger for lunch, while I had their “salade du jour”, a Southwestern salad corn and beans atop it.  
Though overpriced (around ten bucks, including beverage and roll), the salad was quite good.  The waiter brought our checks before 
asking if we wanted dessert.  We surprised him by requesting it.  As much to pass the time as anything else, we ordered sorbet, which 
added another three bucks to the tab. 
 
 It was snowing quite heavily in central Virginia, and the weather was starting to have a significant impact on our travel.  Every 
few minutes the train would stop, and we‟d wait a while before proceeding.  They made an announcement that this was due to iced up 
signals.  The signals were stuck on red, and each time we reached one, we had to get clearance from the central control center before 
we could go ahead.  At 2:55pm there was another delay.  We pulled off onto a siding near Afton, Virginia and waited while the 
westbound Cardinal passed us on the main track.  It turned out they were further behind schedule than we were, so I suppose it‟s good 
that they were given the right of way. 
 

Except for the immediate D.C. area, I hadn‟t been in Virginia since I was a small child, and the place looked different than I‟d 
expected.  Once we were past the mountains, Virginia was very agricultural.  It‟s less forested and much more open than a lot of the 
South.  The scenery was still pretty, particularly when covered in snow. 

 
It got a bit colder as we headed east.  The heavy, wet snow turned to powder, and that made the icy conditions lessen.  We 

were able to pick up speed, though we were still going slower than we had further west.  As it got later in the afternoon, it got 
progressively darker in our train car.  In spite of the dreary day, they hadn‟t bothered turning on the overhead lights since they‟d put 
them out last night.  Before long it was hard to see much without the reading lamps. 

 
We got to Charlottesville (which, for some odd reason, has the mixed-up station code “CVS”) at 4:07pm, about an hour and 

fifteen minutes late.  Charlottesville is a college town filled with handsome colonial-style buildings.  While most are relatively modern, 
some actually do date back to Revolutionary times. 

 
More than half of the passengers in our car got off at Charlottesville, including a large black woman who had been sitting 

across the aisle from us.  She had complained and complained as the train got delayed.  Apparently she was making a bus connection 
at Charlottesville to continue to Norfolk, and she was afraid she‟d miss that connection.  If the bus was scheduled through Amtrak, that 
wouldn‟t be a problem, because they‟d either hold the bus for the train‟s arrival (which they almost certainly did in this case) or schedule 
alternate transportation.  It was probably good that she had taken the train over the mountains, too.  Greyhound had cancelled most of 
its buses because of icy roads, and most of the airports were closed as well.  The woman seemed to thrive on complaining, though, and 
in her mind every problem in the world must have been Amtrak‟s fault.  Fortunately an elderly couple replaced her at Charlottesville, so 
we had a more pleasant ride for the rest of our journey. 
 

East of Charlottesville there was no snow—neither in the air nor on the ground.  Unfortunately we were now outside of the time 
slot designated for our train, which meant we‟d be at the mercy of freight trains for the rest of the trip to Washington.  We crawled 
through the east side of Charlottesville and made frequent stops in the middle of nowhere after that, each time letting the freight trains 
pass. 

 
I got another cheese and cracker tray, which we snacked on for much of the rest of the trip.  I also started reading an 

interesting book I‟d downloaded for the Kindle about a man who spends eight months travelling around the world.  I‟m not sure I‟d 
actually want to do that myself.  I love travelling, but it‟s also nice to come home. 

 
We got to Culpepper at 5:46pm, about an hour and a half behind schedule.  Culpepper is basically the start of metro 

Washington, and we passed the yard for the Virginia Rail Express near the Culpepper station.  VRE is a commuter service that 
connects the endless suburbs of northern Virginia with the nation‟s capital.  At one point I‟d thought of booking a hotel near one of the 
VRE stations and riding into Washington each day.  We ended up getting a better deal in D.C. itself, though. 
 
 We reached Manassas at 6:40pm, about an hour and forty-five minutes late.  Surprisingly we went through a rural area past 
there, and it didn‟t really become suburban again until we reached Alexandria.  The Alexandria depot is adjacent to the King Street 
station on the Washington metro.  One woman asked if she could get off at Alexandria and take the metro to her destination.  While 
there wouldn‟t have been any problem with her doing that, her situation was complicated because she‟d checked luggage which 
wouldn‟t be unloaded until we actually reached D.C. 
 
 The final part of our journey was underground.  After crossing the Potomac and passing some nondescript government 
buildings we tunneled beneath Capitol Hill   We crawled through that tunnel, but eventually we arrived at a platform at Union Station.  
Our official arrival was just before 8pm, 1:49 behind schedule. 
 
 While the train continues up the Northeast Corridor to New York, there‟s a long layover scheduled in Washington.  They 
unload luggage, service the toilets and diner, and change from a diesel engine to an electric one.  Amtrak itself owns the tracks 
between Washington and New York, and that allows the trains to go much faster.  I checked later and found out the train was only half 
an hour late when they finally got into the Big Apple. 
 
 We made our way into Washington‟s Union Station and followed signs to baggage claim.  They have the same kind of 
carousels you‟d find at an airport (though fewer of them), and it wasn‟t long before one of those carousels began spewing up luggage 



from the Cardinal.  We waited and waited as more and more bags came out.  Eventually the thing stopped, but our bags hadn‟t come.  
The carousel continued to revolve, and people eventually claimed all but one of the bags.  The room emptied out, and before long we 
were the only passengers left in there.  A guard asked if we were waiting for something, and we told him we‟d checked our luggage but 
it hadn‟t arrived.  He asked if we‟d checked the storage room, which of course we hadn‟t.  He walked us over there, and sure enough 
our bags were there.  It turned out they‟d come from Chicago not on the Cardinal, but on the Capitol Limited, a different train that had 
arrived several hours earlier.  The tags just said “WAS”, without any reference to a specific train, so it makes sense that they‟d send the 
baggage on the larger and more important route.  We were just glad they had come, since neither of us wanted to spend our vacation 
dealing with lost luggage. 
 
 We‟d originally planned to take the metro to a stop near our hotel and walk from there. The hotel was about seven blocks from 
the nearest subway station, though, and since it was raining when we arrived, we decided it was more prudent to take a taxi.  We made 
our way to the front of the station and joined a long line of people who were waiting for cabs. 
 
 The taxi stand at Union Station is a bit strange.  They have an employee whose job appears to be just directing people to the 
long line of cabs that are waiting.  Apparently if more than multiple people plan to travel to nearby destinations, the employee will direct 
them to the same cab so they can share the expense.  Tonight, though, the guy just seemed to send each party to the next available 
cab, without even asking where anyone was headed. 
 
 Fitting the modern cabbie stereotype, our driver was a Sikh man in a turban.  I told him our destination, and we set off down 
Massachusetts Avenue.  The taxi (a Toyota Prius) had a very complicated dashboard that included a GPS system in addition to the 
meter.  That meter started at $3.00, but it went up rapidly.  The price jumped in 27¢ increments.  It went up each eighth of a mile and 
also every half minute.  Our ride was not long at all, but it still ended up costing almost ten bucks. 
 
 It bothered me a bit that we didn‟t take the most direct route to the hotel.  The driver said this was because there was “police 
activity” on Massachusetts Avenue (which runs diagonally from Union Station almost all the way to our hotel), and we certainly could 
see flashing lights ahead.  I‟m not sure why the cops having pulled someone over should require a cab to detour, though.  It wasn‟t 
really our place to select the route, though, and we ended up making stairsteps. 
 
 The driver‟s cell phone rang while we were driving.  He put the call on speakerphone (which I think may be required), so we 
ended up hearing both sides of a conversation in some south Asian language.  The caller was rather obviously the driver‟s wife or 
girlfriend, and they seemed to alternate between flirting and fighting.  It was certainly entertaining to hear. 
 
 Our destination was the corner of 13

th
 and M Streets.  Technically I should add that this corner was in Washington‟s northwest 

quadrant, since many addresses duplicate elsewhere around the city.  As it turns out, though, northwest is the only quadrant where 
streets with these two names happen to cross.  In general, if a tourist is looking for a D.C. location, it‟s probably in northwest.  Most of 
the government buildings and pretty much everything of touristic importance are in that area. 
 
 We paid the cabbie and got our bags out of the back.  Then we made our way up a flight of stairs to the lobby of the Comfort 
Inn—Convention Center, our home for the next four days.  This is an older brick building in a mostly residential neighborhood.  The 
building was probably built as an apartment house, which is what all of the neighboring buildings are.  Much of Washington has a very 
European feel to it, and a lot of that comes from the fact that the bulk of people live in apartments. 
 
 We checked in quickly and made our way up to a tiny elevator that slowly took us up to the 7

th
 floor (out of eight).  Our room 

was right across from the elevator.  It was pleasant, but extremely cramped.  In my notes I described it as a “micro-room”.  The problem 
wasn‟t really that the room was too small, though, but rather that they had far too much furniture crammed into it.  In addition to two 
double beds, there was a couch, a dresser with a TV on it, a wardrobe, a desk, and a chair.  That left almost literally no room to move.  
Every inch of wall space was occupied, including the entrance to what at one time was probably a balcony for the apartment that had 
been subdivided to create the room. 
 
 One nice feature of the room was that there were LED reading lights installed above each of the beds.  This was in addition to 
a lamp on the table between the beds.  They provided enough light to read or find your way around the room, but not so much that it 
disturbed the person in the other bed.  That‟s a feature more hotels should install. 
 
 The hotel had a convenience store in the lobby (which, for no reason we could figure out, they called “World Market”), so in 
lieu of dinner we just picked up a few snacks there.  I bought an ice cream bar and some popcorn covered in cinnamon sugar that was 
really quite tasty.  They also had strange flavors of juice, and a bottle of pineapple nectar hit the spot. 
 
 We spent a while looking up the places we‟d passed through on the internet (which is where some of the information I‟ve 
relayed here came from).  We were both tired, though, so we turned in for the night fairly early. 
 

 
 I was up around 7:30 this morning.  That‟s sleeping in late for me, since I‟m up promptly at 6am during the school year.  
Margaret is retired now, and she keeps a more leisurely schedule.  She stayed in bed until about 8:15, which is later than I‟m in bed 
even on Sundays.  I showered and then filled the time while I waited for her to arise by reading through some free newspapers and 
brochures I‟d picked up.  Eventually we were both ready to start our day. 



 We made our way down to the basement, where the hotel served their free breakfast.  They were obviously trying to make this 
a highlight, and on paper it seemed like it should be good.  The buffet featured scrambled eggs, sausage, yogurt, fruit, and fresh waffles 
in addition to the standard baked goods.  Not much of the food was very appetizing, though.  The eggs were undercooked and slimy, 
while the sausage was swimming in grease.  The baked goods were stale, and the juice was watered down.  The place was so 
crowded that it was difficult to get to a lot of the selections, and they had also run out of many things (like coffee, for instance) and were 
slow to replenish them.  One employee was struggling to keep things stocked, empty the trash, and wipe up the spills guests had left.  
The room was awkward to get around in, and they had very limited seating space.  Indeed the main room was entirely full, so Margaret 
and I ended up balancing our plates while sitting on a couch in the TV lounge.  All in all, it just wasn‟t the best experience. 
 
 We left the hotel around 9:30am.  Since the train was so hot, I‟d taken off my coat, and to keep from losing the gloves that 
were in it, I‟d packed them in my bag.  Unfortunately I‟d forgotten that, so the gloves were not in the coat pockets when we set out this 
morning.  That quickly made itself known, because it was cold and windy today.  Since I wanted to a new pair of gloves anyway, I 
figured I‟d stop by the downtown Washington Macy‟s, which right next to the Metro Center station where we‟d be boarding the 
Washington metro.  Unfortunately Macy‟s didn‟t open until 10:00, so I‟d have to wait awhile before buying anything. 
 
 Before the trip I‟d bought passes for the Washington metro.  What I purchased was officially called a 7-day short trip pass.  
Single ticket fares in Washington are based on the distance you travel, and they‟re generally quite pricey.  The “short trip” in the pass‟ 
name meant that at rush hour we couldn‟t take a ride that would cost more than $3.50.  We could, however, go anywhere we wanted to 
at midday (which conveniently started at 9:30am) or in the evening, and even at rush hour we could get around the rule by just exiting 
and re-entering a station part way to our destination, thus beginning a new short trip.  The passes were expensive ($35 each), and 
because we stayed downtown (arguably within walking distance of many things) I‟m not entirely sure they were actually a savings.  
They did make taking the metro more convenient, though.  I‟ve had problems with Washington‟s paper and magnetic stripe tickets 
before, but surprisingly these passes worked fine every time we used them. 
 
 Before too long a train bound for Silver Spring arrived in the station, and we barely managed to board it.  That‟s because the 
platforms in Washington‟s metro stations are LONG.  For no reason I can figure out, the trains always seem to stop at the extreme front 
end of those platforms, even when the front end is nowhere near the exit to the station.  We were near what appeared to be the middle 
of the platform at Metro Center, but we had to run quite a ways forward to reach the very back car of the train. 
 
 The trip we made this morning was not a short trip; if we‟d left fifteen minutes earlier, we would have had to break it into two 
segments.  Actually, we ended up breaking our trip up anyway, but we never actually left a station to make that official.  The reason we 
broke the trip into two rides is that the train we boarded didn‟t go as far out into the suburbs as we wanted to go.   The red line makes a 
U-shape that connects downtown Washington with Maryland suburbs to the north and northwest.  The actual terminal stations are 
Glenmont and Shady Grove, but many trains only go to Silver Spring (as this one did) or Grosvenor (on the other side of the “U”).  The 
station we wanted was Forest Glen, which is one stop north of Silver Spring.  We had to get out and wait about ten minutes on the 
Silver Spring platform, though, before a train came that could take us there. 

 
 The D.C. metro system was planned during the Johnson 
administration and opened in the days of Watergate.  I‟m sure it was state of 
the art in its day, but in the 21

st
 Century almost every other transit system 

seems more modern.  New systems like those in Los Angeles and 
Minneapolis use technology that no one had even thought about in the „70s, 
while older systems like those in New York, Chicago, and Boston have 
replaced their old cars and modernized their stations in ways that make the 
Washington metro seem very dated.  This is most obvious when it comes to 
announcements.  Most transit systems these days have recordings that 
announce the stops loudly and clearly, and modern rail cars and buses have 
digital readouts for those who can‟t hear the announcements.  This is actually 
a requirement of the Americans with Disabilities Act, so it‟s part of every newly 
built or recently renovated system.  It‟s intended to help the handicapped, but 
it‟s a big convenience for every passenger.  The D.C. metro was built before 
the ADA was passed, but it‟s not old enough to need serious renovation.  
Because of that there are few provisions for the blind or deaf.  The drivers 
make announcements over a loudspeaker, and the combination of forty-year-
old speaker systems and black English makes the announcements are almost 
universally unintelligible.  There are also very few signs in the stations that are 
visible from the trains, so it‟s often hard to tell just where you are. 

 
 Eventually we got to Forest Glen, a very deep underground station 
where the only public access is by elevator.  The elevators were surprisingly 
clean, and we were whisked to the surface quickly.  When we got to the 
entrance we quickly found that Forest Glen doesn‟t serve a lot of pedestrian 
traffic.  The station is just outside the Capital Beltway and is primarily a park-
and-ride.  Its main exit is to a commuter lot, and only a minor back exit leads to 
the street.  Most people who take the secondary exit are actually heading to a 
bus stop, but a few (like us) continue down the sidewalk. 
 
 Forest Glen is just outside the beltway (I-495), and our destination 
was just inside.  Fortunately the city of Silver Spring has erected a very nice  

 
Forest Glen pedestrian bridge 

Silver Spring, Maryland 

 



 
pedestrian bridge that crosses the interstate.  It‟s a very long bridge, but it makes a direct connection.  It‟s a strange bridge for several 
reasons.  First, it combines bridge and tunnel segments.  Basically it crosses over the entrance ramps and under the actual freeway.  It 
also zig-zags to cross the entrance ramps at right angles.  Then there‟s the décor of the bridge.  Every 30 feet or so they have bronze 
sculptures of various kinds of small animals.  There were squirrels, rabbits, birds, and even a snake.  It‟s definitely not the sort of thing 
you see everyday. 
 
 Georgia Avenue south of Forest Glen is a pretty typical suburban strip.  We saw big chains like Staples, Walgreens, and Jiffy 
Lube that have locations in every suburb in America.  There were a couple of things that stood out, though.  First just south of the 
beltway there were three different gas stations that were charging three vastly different prices for their gas—anywhere from $3.35 to 
$3.60 a gallon for the cheapest grade.  Why you‟d pay $3.60 when you could pay a quarter a gallon less next door, I have no clue, but 
apparently people do.  The other interesting sight was the Church for the Deaf, a small chapel that is apparently affiliated with a larger 
Lutheran church nearby.  Years ago I saw a documentary that featured a deaf congregation, and it would be interesting to see what 
services are like in this church. 
 
 The directions we had for our next destination said to turn right off Georgia Avenue onto Seminary Road.  After a couple 
blocks Seminary would turn into Linden Lane, which we would follow for a few more blocks.  I‟d checked out the neighborhood on 
Google maps as well.  The directions seemed accurate, and pretty straightforward to follow. 
 
 Perhaps needless to say, we got lost.  We turned when we saw a major cross street with a big street sign that said “Seminary”, 
which happened to be right next to Staples.  It turns out that not only does Silver Spring have a Seminary Road, but they also have a 
Seminary Place.  We‟d turned onto the latter, which wasn‟t the street we wanted.  The fact that it didn‟t become Linden Lane after a 
couple of blocks should have been our clue to that.  However, we walked about a mile in a bitter wind before we gave up and turned 
around.  What made realize we weren‟t where we wanted to be was when we ended up crossing back over the beltway, at the next exit 
west of Forest Glen.  While it was very chilly, this was actually quite a pleasant walk.  It‟s a beautiful neighborhood, with a nice mix of 
homes of all ages and architectural styles. They were gorgeous and obviously very expensive, but not at all pretentious.  I‟m sure I 
couldn‟t afford to live here, but I certainly had fun gawking. 
 
 We re-traced our steps and then went a block south to Seminary Road, the street we‟d wanted all along.  It does in fact 
become Linden Lane.  (Actually it angles off to join Seminary Place, but the road that continues straight west is Linden.  Linden Lane is 
a quaint name for a street that was not nearly so nice as the one we‟d been on earlier.  We passed warehouses, contractors and 
plumbers, a rental car lot, repair shops, cheap apartments, bungalows, and business along the line of Dollar General Store.  This wasn‟t 
a bad neighborhood, but it wasn‟t the sort of thing you‟ll see in a home magazine, either. 
 
 Before long we reached our destination, an army facility known as the Forest Glen Annex.  This facility has been used for 
many purposes over the years, most of them related to medicine.  Today the bulk of the campus is devoted to medical research.  
There‟s also a VA facility that at one time would have been called a convalescent home.  I don‟t know what one calls such a facility 
these days, but it‟s a place where wounded veterans go for long-term closely supervised recoveries.  The other major occupant was 
where we were headed, the National Museum of Health and Medicine. 
 
 Founded in 1862 as the Army Medical Museum, this is one of the oldest continuously operating museums in the country.  It 
was originally founded to preserve “specimens of morbid anatomy” taken from soldiers in the Civil War.  Studying those specimens led 
to improved treatments for battlefield injuries.  Over time the focus of the museum shifted more toward pathology and treatments for 
infectious diseases and later into public health and the prevention of disease.  They describe their mission today as “inspiring interest 
and promoting understanding of medicine—past, present, and future”. 
 

The museum has been housed in ten different locations over the years, including Ford‟s Theatre (in the immediate post-Civil 
War years, right after Lincoln‟s assassination) and the Walter Reed Medical Center (until that hospital closed last year)  The museum‟s 
new home—a strangely angled modern cement building that reminded me of the shoe museum in Toronto— opened just last May.  The 
entrance is awkward, with a curving path blocked that takes the most round-about possible route from the street.  There were security 
barriers at the entrance to the path.  I suppose every government facility has such barriers today, but they really seemed a bit excessive 
at a rather obscure museum. 
 

While it was awkward to get to (it would be much easier to drive there), I‟m very glad we went to the medical museum.  It‟s 
really a fascinating place.  A large part of their exhibit space traces the advancements in military medicine in the past century and a 
half.  This began with photographs of nurses treating Civil War casualties and continued through a reconstruction of an actual field 
hospital (complete with real blood stains on the floor) that was used in Iraq.  They noted here how many of the developments made by 
the military eventually found their way into general use in emergency medicine.   

 
Another exhibit looked at the long-term treatment of war-related injuries.  It was amazing that things we think of as recent 

developments—like reconstructive surgery—are actually quite old.  They had a series of pictures of a Civil War veteran whose face was 
basically blown off and then almost completely reconstructed.  He didn‟t exactly look normal afterwards, but he wasn‟t completely 
deformed, either. 

 
There‟s a lot of information on the quest to treat and prevent various diseases.  The biggest focus is on yellow fever, which the 

army was directly involved in conquering.  They also speculate a bit on how medical treatments may change in coming years.  You can 
also peek into their research facility and see the doctors at work—though I honestly have no clue what they were doing. 
 



Perhaps the most interesting part displays what the museum‟s website describes as “medical curiosities”, a selection of that 
“morbid anatomy” the place was created to preserve.  There were skeletons of all sizes, both normal and seriously diseased organs  

 
Exhibits at the National Museum of Health and Medicine 

preserved in liquid, and prosthetics of every sort.  Some of these have 
historical significance, among them the bullet that killed Abe Lincoln and  bone 
and hair fragments from his autopsy.  Others are just interesting, and a few are 
not for the squeamish.  We enjoyed all of it  
 

 
Poster in the restroom 

National Museum of Health and Medicine 

 

 Even the restrooms were part of the exhibits at the 
National Museum of Health and Medicine.  Both the walls 
and the doors to the toilet stalls displayed World War II era 
hygiene posters.  I‟m not sure who thought to put those 
there, but it definitely added to the atmosphere. 
 
 After seeing the museum we walked back to the 
Forest Glen metro station and proceeded to take our longest 
subway ride of the trip.  We went all the way around the “U” 
the red line makes, past downtown and on out to the 
northwest.  While we were riding Margaret and I happened 
to comment to each other about how unintelligible the 
announcements were on the train.  A metro employee was 
sitting in front of us and happened to overhear our 
conversation.  As he was getting up to leave, he gave us a 
pocket map of the metro, which did help us to find our way 
around.  I‟d still suggest they improve both their signage and 
their announcements, though. 
 
 We got off at the Woodley Park—Zoo—
Adams/Morgan station, one of many in D.C. that has a 
ridiculously cumbersome name.  (The station names are one 
of the ways you can tell this is a city of bureaucrats.)  Many 
years ago when we were here for one of the quiz bowl trips, 
Margaret and I had eaten at a very pleasant Vietnamese 
restaurant right outside the station entrance, and we thought 
it would be nice to go there again.  According to various area 
guides, Saigon Gourmet is still in business, but we never 
managed to find it today.  There are multiple entrances to 
the station, and we apparently picked the wrong one.  We 
made a grand tour of the neighborhood, but we‟d have to 
select another option for lunch. 
 
 Fortunately there are numerous dining options in 
the Adams/Morgan neighborhood.  There are a lot of 
pretentious bistro-type restaurants and also every fast food 
chain you could imagine.  We settled on something between 
those  two  extremes—Noodles  &  Company.  Margaret had 



eaten at the Noodles in Coralville when she went to visit Alaire a while back, and she suggested it might be a good choice.  It was.  
Noodles is a relatively inexpensive place ($5 to $10 a meal) that features pasta from around the world.  With dishes from Asia, Europe, 
and America, they claim you can “travel the globe without leaving your table”.  The ordering process is a bit complicated for a novice, 
but they do offer good food.  Margaret had pad thai, while I had a fettuccini dish, and we both had a Thai curry noodle soup.  It was a; 
quite tasty, and I‟d certainly consider patronizing one of their other locations. 
 
 We made our way to a different entrance to the metro station.  This one was just an elevator, though it seemed to get a lot of 
traffic from people who weren‟t handicapped.  We rode back downtown and got off at Metro Center.  The Macy‟s store we had walked 
past earlier has a direct entrance to the subway station, so we stopped in there this afternoon. 
 
 The Macy‟s at Metro Center is an enormous five-story store, but it lacks the character I‟d expect in a downtown flagship.  
Instead it has the generic, sanitary feel of the department stores you‟d find in a suburban mall.  The building is bunker-like on the 
outside, and inside it‟s crowded with merchandise like a bad K-Mart.  I‟d be very disappointed if they old Marshall Field‟s store on State 
Street in Chicago, but I doubt many tears would be shed if this store (the former flagship of the Hecht‟s chain) shut down. 
 
 That said, I must point out that the Metro Center Macy‟s did have brown suede gloves.  They were on sale, too.  In fact they 
were doubly marked down.  Originally priced at $50, even with tax, I parted with a $25 gift card and got change from a $5 bit.  My hands 
were toasty for the rest of the day, and when I got home I had the gloves I wanted to go with my new jacket. 

 
Margaret Sullivan, straightening the wreath  

at the Iowa pillar of the National World War II Memorial 

 
see at Christmas.  In front of every column an evergreen 
wreath had been laid.  Tags on the greenery said they were 
placed by an organization called Wreaths Across America.  
This was started in 1992 by a pine tree grower in Maine who 
found himself with a surplus of holiday wreaths.  He called his 
senator, Olympia Snowe, who arranged for the wreaths to be 
delivered to Washington and placed on random graves at 
Arlington National Cemetery as a tribute to the fallen soldiers.   
The project grew in the following years, with members of the 
Maine American Legion and VFW raising funds to buy 
greenery and then hand-tying the wreaths.  The project 
expanded nationwide in the internet age, and in 2012 420,000 
wreaths were laid at cemeteries and memorials across the 
country.  We‟d see these wreaths elsewhere in Washington, 
and I‟ve also seen them when I‟ve passed the national 
cemetery in Minneapolis at Christmastime.  It really is a nice 
tribute. 
 
 We made our way back to the metro and rode over to 
Union Station.  Just across the street from the train station is 
the  National  Postal  Museum.  This  was  my  second  to  this  

 
 We next took the metro to Smithsonian station, the subway 
stop that closest to all the different monuments on the National Mall.  
“Closest” is not to say that it‟s actually all that close to much of 
anything, though.  Surprisingly, very little that tourists would care 
about in Washington is actually all that close to the metro.  That‟s 
partly because even back in the „60s the planners recognized that if 
stations were directly beneath symbolic places like the Capitol or the 
Lincoln Memorial, they could become targets for terrorist attacks.  It‟s 
also because the metro was built after most of the city‟s infrastructure 
was already in place, and they didn‟t want to disturb the streets and 
building foundations when they built it.  Yet another issue was 
lobbying by private tour bus operators that took tourists to the 
monuments.  They understandably didn‟t want their business 
disturbed, and politicians predictably caved to their interests. 

 
 At any rate, we had a fairly long walk along the mall.  We 
walked past the Washington Monument (which is closed for repairs 
after an earthquake last year) and on to our next destination, the 
World War II Memorial.  This was my third visit to the memorial, which 
is one of the most impressive in Washington.  It features enormous 
pillars engraved with the states from which American soldiers came.  
They are arranged in semi-circles that represent the Atlantic and 
Pacific theaters of war.  It‟s an enormous and quite moving tribute to 
the war. 
 
 The  World  War  II  Memorial was  particularly interesting to 

 
Mailboxes of the world 

National Postal Museum 
museum, which  is  one of  the least-visited  branches  of the Smithsonian.  It  was a bit  of  a chore getting into the  place to begin with.  



Almost every indoor attraction in Washington has some sort of security at the entrance.  The largest, including all the Smithsonian 
museums, have airport-style security.  I kept setting their buzzer off again and again.  I didn‟t have any weapons with me, of course; but 
my belt, a stray coin, and some gift cards were enough deemed suspicious by the machine.  At an airport I‟d automatically have 
removed anything that might have been in my pocket, but at a museum the security took me by surprise and basically came up faster 
than I could prepare myself.  It didn‟t help that the guards were among the least friendly I‟ve seen.  They barked orders about exactly 
how to place items on the conveyor belt and were most unsympathetic when the alarms sounded.  I did end up making it through, but it 
definitely didn‟t make for a pleasant welcome to the place. 
 

As the name implies, the National Postal Museum traces the history of mail service in America, going back to services 
provided in the 17

th
 Century by the British royal post.  They make their way from Benjamin Franklin through the Pony Express to railway 

post offices and on through ZIP-codes and computers.  They have parallel sections that trace the development of mail delivery in both 
major cities and rural areas and the problems that are encountered in each setting.  There‟s also an interesting display on the different 
delivery vehicles the postal service has used over the years and the advantages and disadvantages of each.  Their main temporary 
exhibit was on great disasters, in particular the Hindenburg and the Titanic.  They revisited those events but focused in particular on 
how they affected international communications.  We went through the museum fairly quickly, but it was interesting to see. 
 
 It was dark out when we left the postal museum.  We made our way back to Union Station and downstairs to the subway.  We 
took the train just a couple stops west to Gallery Place—Chinatown, one of three big interchange stations downtown.  Like many large 
stations, this one had numerous exits.  I chose the right one, but somehow I ended up heading in the wrong direction for the destination 
we wanted.  I‟ve had few problems orienting myself when taking transit in New York and Chicago, but the Washington metro doesn‟t 
seem to have much in common with the streets overhead.  Eventually I was able to see from addresses that I was headed the wrong 
way, so we turned around and made our way a couple blocks in the opposite direction. 
 
 We had a reservation for an evening visit to one of D.C.‟s most popular attractions, the International Spy Museum.  This is a 
private business, and—unlike most of the D.C. attractions—they charge a hefty admission (in the $20 range).  They still manage to 
pack in the tourists, though.  Their website advises visitors to come after dark because it‟s less crowded them.  If that‟s true, I‟d hate to 
see the place in the daytime.  We could barely budge our way up to see the exhibits at night. 
 
 There were snaking lines all over the place near the museum entrance and little indication where we were supposed to go.  I 
went up to a guard and asked where we should claim prepaid tickets we‟d bought online.  He didn‟t just point me in a direction.  Instead 
he actually went over to the ticket counter and got our tickets himself.  He gave us the tickets and walked us over to the actual entry 
line, thus bypassing fifteen minutes or so of waiting. 
 
 We avoided one line, but there was still quite a delay before we were actually in the museum proper.  They start everybody by 
taking them up to a theater on the top floor.  Only one elevator leads up there, and it can only hold a few people at a time.  Fortunately 
they have a number of exhibits set up that we could gawk at as we weaved our way through the tape maze.  Most interesting was a 
Cadillac used in one of the James Bond films.  It looked remarkably like Elvis Presley‟s car, which I‟d seen decades ago at the Country 
Music Hall of Fame. 

 
Enigma cipher machine – International Spy Museum 

 Once we were herded upstairs 
we were asked to look through a gallery 
that had various “secret identities” we 
could assume.  We were told these would 
provide access to certain interactive 
exhibits later.  I found an interesting name 
(Dmitri Ivanov) and claimed that as my 
identity.  What they didn‟t‟ tell us was that 
we were also supposed to read the 
biography of the person we chose, since 
the interactive exhibits would be asking 
questions about that rather than just the 
name.  Because of the thick crowd, 
Margaret couldn‟t even get close enough 
to pick a name, and before she might 
have had a chance, they directed us into 
the theater. 
 
 The film they showed at the spy 
museum was rather interesting.  It looked 
at the challenges spies face and what 
motivations people have for going into that 
profession.  They noted that there are 
more spies in Washington than anywhere 
else in the world (hardly a surprising fact) 
and left the noted that absolutely 
anyone—right down to a beggar on the 
street who appears to be homeless—
could  be  a  spy.     The  information  they  

provided was good, but the film was annoying because it was far too loud.  Margaret literally held her ears, and I also found it painful to  



listen to.  The volume stood out all the more because I was seated next to a blind boy.  I had to wonder just what this extreme volume 
sounded like to someone who couldn‟t see. 

 
ABOVE:  Shoe with radio transmitter 

RIGHT:  Poison-tip umbrella 
 

 While the place was too crowded, the exhibits at the International Spy Museum were really very interesting.  They began by 
tracing the history of espionage, going back as far as the Trojan horse.  There were numerous exhibits on just how spying has been 
done over the years and others on how spies have been evaded.  Photography was not allowed, but I‟ve inserted pictures from the 
museum‟s website of some of the most interesting artifacts here.  The Enigma machine the Germans used in World War II was the 
centerpiece of an exhibit on codes and ciphers.  They did a good job of explaining how ciphers worked and also how Allied intelligence 
was able to crack them.  They had lots of “gee-whiz” items that showed how everyday objects could disguise cameras, microphones, or 
radios.  It‟s amazing how good the clarity on many of these were even before the digital age.  There were also several objects that had 
been used over the years for assassinations.  Some of these were real, while others (like the umbrella the KGB to kill a traitorous 
double agent in London by poking him and implanting a pellet of poison) were reconstructions. 
 
 The spy museum is housed in an old downtown building.  Because of this, even though their exhibits are quite well organized, 
it can be a bit of a chore to see everything.  The place is almost maze like, with no good flow between the many rooms.  Because of this 
we missed one important exhibit (“Celebrity Spies”) all together.  We did see everything else though, and it was all interesting and 
enjoyable—if sometimes a bit disturbing. 
 
 The last thing we saw was their temporary exhibit, Exquisitely Evil:  50 Years of Bond Villains.  I must confess that I‟ve never 
seen a single James Bond movie, nor have I read any of the books.  Surprisingly, Margaret was in exactly the same position.  For that 
reason the actual movie artifacts weren‟t all that interesting to us.  What we did find intriguing, though, was a series of displays that 
looked into whether various things done in the movies could actually happen in real life.  Some were physically impossible, while others 
have in fact already been done. 
 
 Pretty much every museum exits guests through the gift shop, and the spy museum is no exception.  The gift shop here was 
certainly interesting.  A lot of it was the sort of stuff they‟d advertise in comic books back when I was a kid—miniature cameras, edible 
paper, and secret decoder rings.  There were more complex versions of the same kind of stuff geared toward adults, and there was 
also an endless collection of secret hiding places—hollowed out everyday objects where you can store cash, credit cards, jewelry, etc.  
They had a vast book collection, including one book Margaret bought that related archaeology and the ancient world with modern 
conspiracy theories.  If you can think of anything that was even vaguely spy-related, they probably had it in stock.  We spent quite a 
while browsing through the shop.  If I had money to burn, I could have all kinds of interesting stuff to buy.  In the end, though, aside 
from a few postcards and a guide to their collection, my main purchase was a coffee mug that says “DENY EVERYTHING” in big red 
letters.  We got Alaire a refrigerator magnet in a similar design.  The mug is actually one of my favorite souvenirs from anywhere I‟ve 
been, and I gather Alaire really likes her magnet, too. 
 
 We made our way back to the hotel, and Margaret spent quite a while checking e-mail.  It had been quite a while since the 
lunch at Noodles, and I was feeling famished.  It was pushing ten when we set out, though, so options were more limited than they 
might otherwise have been.  We explored the neighborhood and eventually settled on Popeye‟s, the Louisiana-themed fast food 
chicken place.  Most Popeye‟s are not in good neighborhoods, and I got the feeling this one had been here well before the area had 
begun to gentrify.  It occupied the first floor of a run-down apartment building and was next door to a questionable “gym” where discreet 
but detailed signs made it clear that muscles were not the main thing being exercised.  The wallpaper was peeling at Popeye‟s and the 
place seemed to be covered with a film from decades of grease. 
 
 The food was good, however.  I had a combo dinner that featured fried chicken strips with coleslaw and a biscuit.  (Popeye‟s 
biscuits are almost pure butter; they make even Hardee‟s seem healthy.)  Margaret had a much healthier choice.  Her dinner was a 
temporary feature called the “naked meal” (perhaps named after that gym next door).  It was a cut up chicken breast that was coated 
with seasoning and grilled.  Her meal came with sautéed green beans on the side.   She confused the clerk because I‟m pretty sure her 
meal came with a beverage, but she just wanted water. 



 After dinner we made our way back to the hotel and read through a variety of free papers I‟d picked up during the day.  We got 
to bed fairly early. 
  

 
 We were up around 7:00 this morning.  Since the hotel buffet had been disappointing, today we went out for breakfast.  Less 
than a block away was an Au Bon Pain restaurant.  The place had a surprisingly complicated ordering system, but they did serve very 
good food.  I had a ham and cheese croissant, while Margaret had an individual coffee cake that looked rather like a miniature bundt 
cake.  The coffee was good, too.  Strangely, the place was nearly empty.  I suppose they must do a brisk business at lunch, because 
the breakfast orders would never keep them in business. 
 
 We dawdled around the hotel for quite a while and eventually set out for the day.  We left right at 10am and walked down F 
Street, past beautifully restored rowhouses. F Street is not a particularly important street, so it took us by surprise that the pedestrian 
crosswalk lights along it stayed on “walk” for quite long periods of time.  Washington, like many cities, has countdown clocks at every 
crosswalk showing how much time remains before the light will turn green.  I‟m used to seeing these clocks in Chicago, where they 
allow anywhere from 15 to 30 seconds to cross the street.  In D.C., though, even at minor crossings where a small street crosses a 
more important one, the lesser street will allow pedestrians to cross for 45 or 50 seconds.  Where major thoroughfares intersect, the 
crossing time can be up to two minutes.  Surprisingly, except at the peak of rush hour, those long green lights didn‟t seem to create 
traffic back-ups.  They could become annoying for us, though, when we were waiting for a red light to change. 
 
 Parked along the street there were, of course, numerous cars with D.C. license plates.  The District of Columbia has borrowed 
a motto from the American revolution for their 21

st
 Century plates.  At the bottom they bear the line “TAXATION WITHOUT 

REPRESENTATION”.  That alludes to the fact that while Washingtonians pay federal income tax (unlike residents of Puerto Rico, 
Guam, or other territories), they are not represented by any voting members in Congress.  Washington has a non-voting delegate, 
rather than a representative in the House, and they are also no Senators from the District.  Since 1961, the 23

rd
 Amendment has 

allowed Washingtonians to vote for President (something residents of other places that aren‟t states can‟t do).  An amendment to grant 
full representation to the District was proposed in 1978, but only sixteen states (Iowa among them) ratified the amendment.  A lot of 
D.C. residents (including all the members of Congress and most of their staff) solve this problem by maintaining an official residence in 
one of the states and voting there.  That doesn‟t help those who have lived here all their lives, though. 

 
“Taxation without representation” D.C. license plate 

  Before long we arrived at the Convention Center metro station, one of three stations that was roughly equidistant from our 
hotel.  We caught the yellow line there, which we rode one stop south to Gallery Place/Chinatown.  There we transferred to the red line, 
which we took over to Judiciary Square. 
 
 Our destination today was not something we‟d planned well in advance.  When we were on the metro yesterday, we happened 
to see a sign at the Judiciary Square station (which, by the way, mostly serves the federal courthouse for the District of Columbia)  for  



the National Building Museum.  We looked the place up online, and it sounded interesting, so we decided to stop by there this morning.  
The place is a private museum, so there‟s a small admission.  It‟s well worth what they charge, though. 
 

 The National Building Museum is housed in one of the most 
beautiful edifices in Washington.  Built to house the Veterans‟ 
Pension Board, on the outside it looks like a rather plain red brick 
office building from the late 1800s.  It‟s most noteworthy feature on 
the outside is very shallow steps leading up to the entrance, 
purposely built that way to make an easy approach for disabled 
pensioners.  Inside it‟s really a spectacular building.  Since it predates 
air conditioning, the offices were arranged around an enormous 
central atrium that circulated air and exhausted heat through the roof.    
 
 That atrium is absolutely gorgeous.  Handsome columns 
and archways surround it and create the look of an Italian plaza with 
a fountain at its center.  Nothing here is made of expensive materials.  
It‟s all brick and steel, painted to look like marble, hardwood, and 
gilding.  The overall effect really is spectacular, though.  It‟s not really 
surprising that the building will host one of the inaugural balls this 
January, and it won‟t be the first time it‟s had that honor. 
 

 The former pension offices now house a really fascinating 
museum.  The National Building Museum claims to focus on five 
main points:  architecture, design, engineering, construction, and 
urban planning.  They do a pretty good job of treating all those 
aspects of their mission. 
 
 We began our visit by looking through two of their temporary 
exhibits.  Both of these focused on the city of Detroit, and in different 
ways both were exhibits of what one photographer called “decay 
porn”.  Michigan‟s largest city has become a poster child for urban 
blight in America, mostly for good reason.  One of the exhibits 
focused on the details of urban decay, while the other traced the 
changes (both good and bad) in different buildings and 
neighborhoods.  I‟ve seen a lot of Detroit‟s devastation in person, and 
it was fascinating to see how photographers and urban psychologists 

 
Atrium of the National Building Museum 

portrayed the problems. 
 
 The House & Home exhibit covers much of the second floor of the museum.  Part of this exhibit shows how residential 
construction methods differ from place to place and how they have changed over time.  They have actual mock-ups of little houses built 
of various materials, so you can compare how the different materials and methods.  After learning about construction, they explore 
different items people make or buy to turn their houses into homes.  They had artifacts from colonial America through the mid 20

th
 

Century.  One of the other patrons remarked to Margaret and I that she didn‟t like seeing things she grew up with in a museum.  I know 
what she means, but there are lots of things from my childhood (like typewriters, rabbit ear TVs, and telephones on the wall) that my 
students would find just as “historic” as ringer washers or kerosene lamps.  This area reminded me quite a lot of the Geffrye Museum, 
the London institution that portrayed domestic life through the ages.  It‟s not as well displayed as its British counterpart, but the idea is 
the same. 
 
 House & Home continued with displays on neighborhood design, portraying what life is like in all kinds of settings:  high-rise 
apartments, crowded slums, gated communities, suburban cul de sacs, and even rural areas.  They then explored the American quest 
for home ownership (something that as a lifelong renter I‟ve never fully understood myself) and they looked at home financing, including 
a look at the causes of the 21

st
 Century mortgage crash. 

 
 We skipped a couple of exhibits aimed at kids, but we did spend quite a bit of time in Cityscape, where they look at the details 
of urban landscapes around the country.  They point out the different construction materials used in different cities and look at how 
different cities relate to their geography.  The highlight the work of different designers and architects and show how urban planning can 
dramatically change the landscape. 
 
 The final exhibit we looked at traced the history of Washington, D.C. and pointed out how various different forces shaped the 
look and feel of the city.  People always talk about Pierre L‟Enfant‟s plan for the city, but in fact Washington has had plan after plan 
imposed on it, and the modern city is far different from what the French designer imagined.  One of the biggest factors shaping 
Washington is its place at the border of north and south; there are ways in which the city is like both regions of the country. 
 
 We had lunch at the museum café, which was part of a chain whose name I don‟t remember.  I do remember the chain was 
based in Chantilly, Virginia, because the song “Chantilly Lace” kept going through my head as we ate.  The café served cold 
sandwiches and salads, all pre-packaged and sold from a self-service refrigerator.  I had a classic chef salad (turkey, ham, egg, 
cheese, carrots, and peppers atop lettuce).  Margaret, however, found it hard to find a salad that suited her.  She wanted something 
with meat, and she said the chef salad was appealing.  However, it came only with ranch dressing.  They had another salad topped with 
chicken that came with Thousand Island.  Apparently Margaret doesn‟t care for creamy dressings, and those accompaniments kept her 



from choosing those salads.  She ended up choosing a Greek salad (vegetables and feta cheese over mixed greens) because it came 
with a vinaigrette.  It‟s too bad they didn‟t package the salads and the dressings separately. 
 
 The National Building Museum has won awards for having the best gift shop of any museum in America.  Strangely, that may 
actually be true.  If money were no object, I could have spent a fortune in the place.  They had a plethora of interesting design and 
architecture books, as well as engineering toys that would be fascinating for both kids and adults.  There was also lots of stuff that had 
little direct relationship to the museum, but was interesting nonetheless.  The main thing I bought, for instance, was a holiday ornament 
made of different kinds of wood that had been pieced together.  Perhaps this was vaguely associated with the different construction 
materials they featured in the museum, but mostly it was just a pretty decoration.  The thing was presumably a Hanukkah ornament (if 
there is such a thing), since it was in the form of a star of David.  I may not be Jewish, but I figured it was appropriate for my name.  It 
will look nice on my very eclectic Christmas tree. 
 
 We took the subway back to Union Station and again made a wrong turn once we surfaced.  Because of that, we were in a bit 
of a rush getting to our next destination.  It didn‟t help that we had to walk uphill to get there.  We had a reservation made through 
Senator Harkin‟s office to visit the Supreme Court at 2pm.  It was about 2:01 when we arrived at security, huffing and puffing.  I hoped 
we wouldn‟t be too late. 

  

 It appears they anticipate that visitors 
will have delays and build that into the 
schedule.  It was ten past two when we finished 
with security, but there was no problem with our 
tardiness at all.  We joined a line in the elegant 
great hall, and before long a woman came 
through the line and checked our name off a 
list.  Interestingly, neither she nor anyone else 
asked us for any identification.  We had been 
told by the Senate aide who scheduled the visit 
that we should be prepared to show photo ID 
when we checked in.  No one cared, though, so 
long as the name we gave matched the print-
out.  We waited in the great hall until about 
2:30, when we finally went into the court 
chamber. 
 
 I would strongly recommend that 
anyone who happens to find themselves in 
Washington arrange to visit the Supreme Court.  
The building itself is gorgeous, and the lecture 
we attended (the only way the public can visit, 
except by being in the audience for an actual 
session of the court) was both interesting and 
informative.    It  was  given  by  a  middle-aged 

Margaret Sullivan and David Burrow, posing in front of the Christmas tree 
Great Hall of the Supreme Court of the United States 

woman who introduced herself as a volunteer Supreme Court docent.  I‟d bet she was a lawyer or at the very least a law clerk.  She 
was very knowledgeable of the legal system, the history and current workings of the Supreme Court, the building we were visiting, and 
the justices who serve on the court.  Our group was quite diverse, with both children and adults and a wide range of background and 
interests.  She was able to keep everyone‟s attention while sharing rather detailed information. 
 
 A lot of what she told us was a review of basic civics—the purpose of the court and exactly what their jurisdiction is.  She also 
told us how the court goes about deciding which of the hundreds of cases that are appealed each year they will hear and how they 
reach consensus in different situations. 
 
 She went into quite a bit of detail on exactly how a session of the court works.  It‟s actually quite different than I‟d imagined.  
The actual parties involved in the case are almost never in the courtroom.  If they are, they‟re in the public gallery rather than on the 
stand.  Each case is allotted sixty minutes for arguments, with the time equally divided between the two counsels.  Unlike in a political 
debate, when their time is up, it‟s up; they can‟t keep rambling on.  While the attorneys try to argue their case, they rarely end up doing 
that.  Instead it‟s basically a question and answer session.    The lawyers have already presented lengthy written arguments, which the 
justices and their staffs have read and researched in detail.  The justices interrupt the lawyers at will, asking them about key points in 
their written arguments, whether anything has actually been said aloud about those things or not.  The attorneys are very careful to use 
proper protocol, but the justices can be quite casual in their speech.  Normally there‟s a short amount of time left at the end for a closing 
argument, but it‟s likely to be just a very brief summary of each side of the case. 
 
 The docent said that most visitors describe the actual Supreme Court chamber as small.  I can‟t say that‟s the word I‟d come  
up with for it (it‟s significantly larger than the courtroom in the Kossuth County Courthouse, which for years was where I voted), but it 
certainly isn‟t enormous nor particularly grand.  The word I would use to describe it is “intimate”.  It‟s rather like a small theatre that 
might produce experimental shows.  The width of the room isn‟t much more than it takes to fit a bench with nine chairs at it.  The space 
allotted to the counsels is also fairly small, since normally there‟s only one attorney present for each side of a case.  The gallery would 
seat at most 150, and it might be as few as 100.  What makes the place seem almost literally larger than life is an extremely high ceiling 
that rises the equivalent of five or six floors.  The building dates to the Great Depression, and its décor fits that era.  The justices sit on 
office chairs with black leather upholstery held in place by brass tacks.  (The dentist I went to in Mt. Pleasant had similar chairs in his 
waiting room.)  The gallery looks like the pews you‟d find in an older church.  Murals adorn the tops of the walls, but the overall effect is  



not extravagant or grandiose, but rather simple and elegant.  It‟s not 
surprising that photography wasn‟t allowed in the chamber.  They did 
have a diorama of the place in their museum, though, and I snapped a 
picture of that. 
 
 The museum also included replicas of much of the artwork that 
adorns the exterior of the building.  That was good, since it was about all 
we saw of that artwork.  The façade was under restoration while we 
visited, so it was covered with green mesh.  In addition to the art, they 
have extensive displays on the history of the court.  It‟s an interesting 
museum, and the building as a whole was among my favorites of the 
things we visited. 
 
 There‟s a gift shop at the Supreme Court, a concept that seems 
kind of strange to me.  They had souvenirs of the building itself, as well 
as a variety of legal-themed merchandise.  The gift shop had a problem, 
though, that it shared with many others in D.C.  Many of the goods did not 
have prices marked.  Both Margaret and I were interested in some things 
that had no price tags.  I‟m sure that in theory we could have asked at the 
counter.  The store was busy, though, so we didn‟t bother doing that.  
They likely lost some significant sales (particularly from Margaret) for not 
clearly indicating their prices. 

 
 The Supreme Court is located just east if the U.S. Capitol.  It is 
vaguely near two different stations on the D.C.   We had come from 
Union Station, but a sign indicated another station—Capitol South—was 
actually slightly closer.  Capitol South is also downhill from the Supreme 
Court, so we set off in that direction after our visit was done.  The whole 
way to the subway station we were accompanied by a very loud group of 
college-age girls who were basically gossiping at the top of their lungs. 

 
 There‟s surprisingly little advertising in the Washington metro.  
The platforms themselves have almost none, and there isn‟t much in the 
cars either.  The entrance to Capitol South made up for that, though.  A 
group had obviously bought the rights to advertise in the station, and they 
had plastered it with posters advocating a reduction in the national debt.  
In particular they had taken words for things government provides and 
inserted “debt” in the middle of those words, thus producing words like 
“infraDEBTstructure”. 
 
 I did a bit of research in preparing this write-up, and I found that 
fixthedebt.org, the organization behind this campaign, isn‟t quite what it 
appears to be.   They‟re a lobbying group funded almost entirely by major 
corporations.  While their ultimate goal may be good, there is more than a 
little hypocrisy on the part of the organization.  The New York Times is 
among several organizations to point out that virtually all of Fix the Debt‟s 
funders have in fact contributed to taking enormous tax breaks.  In fact 
more than half of the corporations that contributed to the campaign paid 
no taxes at all in 2011.  They also point out that while Fix the Debt lobbies 
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for cuts in programs like welfare and Social Security, they are careful to exclude from cuts any programs that might actually affect the 
companies that contribute to the group. 
 
 We took the orange line over to MacPherson Square, the third of the three metro stations that was somewhat close to our 
hotel.  An interesting sight right above the station was a Five Guys gourmet burger restaurant.  Reporters have followed President 
Obama‟s visits to Five Guys on several occasions, and since MacPherson Square is the metro station closest to the White House, this 
is almost certainly the location he visited.  I‟ve only been to a Five Guys once, at their location in uptown Minneapolis.  The burgers are 
expensive (a minimum of $5, and up to $10 a piece), but I must agree with the President that they are incredibly tasty. 
 
 We made our way back to the hotel and relaxed for a short while.  Then around 5:30 we set out again.  We headed back 
toward MacPherson Square and stopped in at a little café we‟d past on our way back from the metro.  Point Chaud (basically “Hot Spot” 
in French) specializes in crepes.  They offer “crêpes salees” and “crêpes sucrees”  (savory or sweet), both at reasonable prices.  We 
each had a savory crepe, and we split a sweet one afterwards.  We also each had a bottle of the French soft drink Orangina.  My ham 
and cheese crepe was excellent, and Margaret very much liked the apple and cheddar crepe she had for a main course.  Neither of us 
cared as much for the ricotta, apple sauce, and cinnamon crepe we had for dessert.  The flavor was all right (though, truth be told, it 
was a bit on the bland side), but I‟d have preferred it with real apples rather than apple sauce.  As it was, the texture was like baby food. 
 
 We looked all around to intersection of 14

th
 & K Streets to confirm the location of a bus stop we‟d be using tomorrow.  In some 

cities the bus stops are located before intersections, while in others they follow the intersection.  Washington has stops in both 
locations, with no clear pattern as to their location.  Complicating things further is that the buses on L Street don‟t actually stop at the 



curb, but at an island in the middle of the street.  We did find the stop we wanted, but I was glad to have checked it out ahead of time 
rather than trying to locate it in a hurry. 
 
 We made our way through downtown, past a huge mess of traffic.  They had police officers directing traffic at several of the 
intersections, with the cars following the cops‟ signals, regardless of what the lights said.  .I‟m not sure if there was some special event 
or if it‟s like this every night at rush hour.  The streets were definitely snarled, though. 
 
 We made our way to 10

th
 Street, between E and F.  This is fairly close to Metro Center and Gallery Place, and we could have 

saved a tiny bit of walking by taking the metro to one of those stations.  We were in no particular hurry, though, and it really wasn‟t very 
far to walk in any event.  Our destination was a very simple looking brick building that happens to be one of the most famous places in 
Washington:  Ford‟s Theatre. 
 
 The location was originally the site of First Baptist Church of Washington.  When the church relocated to a location quite near 
our hotel, Baltimore theatre manager John Ford bought the building and converted it to a space for live productions.  The original 
church building burned down in 1862, and he rebuilt on the same site.  The current building opened in a863 and was lauded as a 
“magnificent thespian temple”.   
 
 After the Lincoln assassination, the U.S. government purchased the building, and It ceased being a theatre for more than a 
century.  It served as the headquarters of the War Department (the equivalent of the Pentagon) for many years and also served 
secondary purposes like housing an earlier incarnation of the medical museum we‟d seen in Maryland earlier in the week.  The façade 
collapsed in the 1890s, and it wasn‟t restored until after World War II.  For much of the 20

th
 Century the place served as a warehouse.  

It was after the death of President Kennedy that Congress finally authorized money to restore the interior of Ford‟s Theatre, and the 
place re-opened as a working professional theatre in 1968. 
 
  My main Christmas gift to Margaret was tickets to see A Christmas Carol at Ford‟s Theatre.  They were actually fairly cheap as 
live theatre tickets go, but still among the priciest expenditures on this trip. 
 
 We had purposely arrived quite early.  Ticketholders are also entitled to visit the National Park Service museum, which is 
located in the basement of the theatre.  The museum is theoretically free, but visitors who aren‟t going to a show must obtain tickets to 
the museum in advance, either by waiting in long lines at the box office or by paying convenience charges to Ticketmaster. 
 
 We were actually early even for the museum, so we killed some time in the gift shop before we were allowed downstairs.  
Ford‟s Theatre has one of the nicer gift shops in Washington.  They have an interesting selection of items about Lincoln, the Civil War, 
and history in general.  There‟s also stuff specific to the theatre itself and to the productions they are staging.  I thought my main 
purchase was in that final category.  The show we were seeing was billed as a musical version of the Dickens classic, and they had 
CDs of A Christmas Carol for sale that I assumed were the music from this production.  It turned out they weren‟t.  They were from a 
production at Lincoln Center of an entirely different version of the play.  I can‟t say I care much for the music on the CD I bought, but at 
least it was cheap. 

 
The Presidential box, with part of the set for A Christmas Carol 

Ford‟s Theatre – Washington, D.C. 

 At 6:30 they opened the door to the museum and 
scanned our tickets to let us in.  The Ford‟s Theatre 
Museum is really quite interesting.  They give a very 
detailed portrayal of President Lincoln and a good 
background on the Civil War.  Surprisingly his assassination 
is only a small part of the museum—though they do show 
the tiny revolver that was used to shoot him and tickets and 
programs from the performance of Our American Cousin 
that evening.  They noted that John Wilkes Booth was part 
of the regular acting company at Ford‟s Theatre, and while 
he was not in the cast of that particular show, it would have 
raised no eyebrows that he was in the theatre that evening. 
 

 There were numerous video displays in the 
museum, most of them showing clips of History Channel 
documentaries on the Civil War.  Margaret was interested 
by one video display near the exit, which showed all the 
living former Presidents reciting the Gettysburg Address.  
Each said a few lines, and then they moved on to the next.  
It was a fascinating presentation that brought the historic 
speech into the present day. 
 

 We made our way upstairs about ten minutes 
before the show began.  Our seats were in the second row 
of the balcony, above stage right.  We were directly across 
from the Presidential box where Lincoln was sitting when he 
was shot.  Ford‟s Theatre is a sea of pillars, but fortunately 

our view had minimal obstructions.  The theatre itself is quite attractive, and while it seats almost 2,500, it feels surprisingly intimate.  
Lincoln‟s box was at extreme stage left, and it would have been just about the worst seat in the house. 
 
 While it is at a severe angle to the stage (definitely designed to be seen, rather than to see), the Presidential box is not 
particularly far off the ground.  Seeing the location some things I‟d known about the assassination make sense.  I‟d always heard that 



Booth jumped from the box onto the stage after firing the fatal shot.  In most theatres I‟ve been to that would have been an impossible 
leap; even the closest dress circle seats would be too far away.  At Ford‟s Theatre, though, the Presidential box is almost literally on 
stage.  In fact, the set for A Christmas Carol had been built so that it extended to just below the box.  It would be a jump of about twelve 
feet straight down—dangerous (and Booth did break his leg in the process), but not impossible. 
 
 There are few works of literature I‟m more familiar with than A Christmas Carol.  I‟ve read the book from cover to cover dozens 
of times.  I‟ve seen numerous stage and film adaptations, and I‟ve even acted in the show twice myself.  While there is no adaptation I 
like as well as Charles Dickens‟ original, there are some (like George C. Scott‟s TV movie and the big screen comedy Scrooged from 
the 1980s) that I really admire.  The version they did at Ford‟s Theatre is definitely not one of my favorites, though.  It wasn‟t a bad 
show, but I just didn‟t care much for the adaptation.  While most often the Dickens book is cut severely for the stage, in this case there 
were also numerous strange additions.  In particular, they spent much of the first act establishing Scrroge‟s relationship with particular 
debtors.  In the book the only reference to Scrooge being a lender is when he asks the Ghost  of Christmas  Yet to Come to show him  
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“any person in the town who feels emotion caused by this man‟s death” 
and an indebted couple is revealed who say, “It would be bad fortune 
indeed to find so merciless a creditor in his successor.  We may sleep 
tonight with light hearts.”  Nothing specific about these or other debtors is 
revealed in the book, and they don‟t even appear until “Stave IV” or 
Dickens‟ five chapters.  On stage at Ford‟s Theatre, though, they spent 
fifteen minutes or so introducing us to three specific customers who were 
indebted to Ebenezer Scrooge.  It was revealed at the end of the show 
that the three debtors that were introduced at the beginning were in fact 
also the ghosts of past, present, and future that appeared to Mr. Scrooge.  
That‟s an interesting plot device, but I can‟t say it really improved on the 
original story.  What‟s more, to make time for the exposition about 
Scrooge‟s customers, they had to cut even more of the story than is 
normally done. 
 
 The show was billed as a musical, but there was in fact very little 
music to most of it.  The only original song I recall was a rather endless 
number used in a marketplace scene that established the debtors I 
referred to earlier.  Otherwise the cast sang carols to establish transitions  

and scene changes.  Even the finale was just a medley of Christmas carols. 
 
 I don‟t want to make the show sound too bad.  I enjoyed it, and I‟m glad we came.  Still, it was the theatre as much as the 
show that I‟ll remember from tonight.  I‟ve just seen better versions of A Christmas Carol elsewhere.  I‟d love to see someone perform it 
as Dickens himself did, in its entirety and with nothing but interpretive reading.  In this age of spectacle, that‟s probably too much to ask, 
though. 
 
 When the show ended we paused 
briefly across the street from Ford‟s Theatre at 
the Peterson House, the place the President 
was taken after he was shot.  He died in that 
house early the following morning.  It‟s a modest 
Victorian home that wouldn‟t stand out at all 
were it not for that connection to history. 

 
 Friday night is definitely a happening 
time in downtown Washington.  The area 
around Metro Center is home to countless 
nightclubs, and they were all hopping tonight.  
The image I have in my mind of Washington 
society is of elderly politicians and lobbyists in 
dark suits and conservative dresses.  Looking 
around the nation‟s capital, though, it soon 
becomes very clear that most of the people who 
actually work here are young men and women 
fresh out of college.  They spend their 
weekends just as kids their age would 
anywhere—and it‟s definitely not at formal balls. 

 
 We stopped on our way back to the 
hotel at a McDonalds just north of Metro Center. 

 
Sign outside Peterson House 

While it was pleasantly decorated, this would best be described as a gritty, urban McD‟s.  Almost every city—even Des Moines—has 
similar fast food places, and at night they tend to be more than a bit colorful.  It was no surprise that there were beggars hanging out on 
the sidewalk outside the entrance to this McDonalds.  It intrigued me that the staff was entirely Hispanic (at least on the night shift), but 
almost all the customers were black.  Most of those customers appeared to be either homeless or one step away from that condition.  
The only other white customer was a police officer who seemed to be permanently camped out in a booth by the windows.  The 
customers were seated mostly one to a table or booth, and they‟d distributed themselves so there was nowhere at all to sit in the dining 
room.  Most seemed to know each other, and many were talking to each other across the room at the top of their lungs. 



 Margaret and I each ordered hot chocolate, and we split an order of fries.  Strangely the cocoa wasn‟t made in the main 
kitchen.  Instead they had a “McCafé” coffee bar set up in a corner of the restaurant, and an employee went from the kitchen over there 
to make our drinks.  Since there was nowhere to sit, we just leaned against the McCafé counter to eat our fries and sip our chocolate.   
Then we made our way up the street a few more blocks to the Comfort Inn. 

 
Before heading off to bed, I looked up the website of the Supreme Court, where they archive the oral arguments for every case  

that is presented.  I picked a random case and read through the transcript.  It was just as the docent had described, basically a big “Q & 
A”, with the justices constantly interrupting the attorneys.  This particular case involved copyright law.  In particular an author had sold 
the rights to his book to different publishers in the U.S. and Europe.  The question being decided basically amounted to how many 
copies of the European edition could be brought into this country without being considered an illegal import that violated the U.S. 
publisher‟s rights.  (That‟s a vast oversimplification, but it is what was at the core.)  The actual decision would have been archived 
elsewhere on the website, and I never did find out what that was.  It was interesting to read the argument, though. 
 

 
 Margaret was up quite early this morning, while I slept until about 7:30.  We decided to give the hotel breakfast a second try, 
though it‟s not surprising that was a mistake.  The only change was that there was bacon this time instead of sausage.  The bacon was 
undercooked, though.  Like the sausage it was also cold, so it ended up mostly being congealed fat.  The eggs were still disgusting, 
and the place was still crowded and messy.  It was a really disappointing breakfast. 
 
 We made our way to the bus stop at 14

th
 & K and waited … and waited … and waited.  Twice bus D6 passed, but 

unfortunately that wasn‟t the bus we wanted.  Eventually I called a phone number that was supposed to give information on when the 
next bus would arrive.  There was an endless recording at the start.  It didn‟t give directions on how to track buses, but rather a list of 
scheduled detours in the coming week.  Eventually I started pressing numbers, and pressing “1” bypassed the detour recording and 
allowed me to enter the stop number (1001239) and get information.  The service apparently uses a GPS tracker on the buses, and it 
said it would be arriving in about five minutes, which it did—but only after yet another D6 had passed. 
 
 When bus 80 finally arrived, we boarded.  In most cities a train ticket or pass gives you free transfers to connecting buses, but 
that‟s not the case in Washington.  While theoretically part of the same agency, buses in D.C. are ticketed completely separately from 
the subway.  Our metro pass worked only on trains, so we each had to fork over $1.50 in exact change to ride the bus.  That‟s just 
another way in which D.C. seems to discourage using transit. 
 
 The mix of passengers was quite different on the bus than it was on the train in Washington.  The bulk of riders on the metro 
are commuting from the suburbs in Maryland and Virginia, while bus passengers mostly live in the District of Columbia.  The bus 
passengers were almost entirely black, while on the train there was a mixture of races with whites probably in the majority.  The bus 
riders were also noticeably poorer than the people on the train.  I‟ve seen this in other cities, too, but there seemed more of a contrast 
between bus and train passengers in Washington than there was in places like Los Angeles or Chicago. 
 
 Most noteworthy among our fellow passengers were two older black men.  One was seated just behind us, and the other sat 
across the aisle.  They spent most of the trip discussing gun violence, a topic that had been in the news in the wake of a series of mass 
shootings at schools and businesses around the country.  They had differing views, with one supporting gun control and one against.  It 
was interesting that the well-publicized shootings in Connecticut and Colorado were really secondary to their discussion.  It was clear 
from their remarks that there was violence in the neighborhoods where they lived, and that personal experience was what was really 
shaping their views. 
 
 The men got off the bus at two different stops just west of downtown.  Margaret and I stayed on board as the bus snaked 
through a very circuitous route.  By the time we passed the Foggy Bottom metro station all the other passengers had left.  We 
continued on for a couple minutes more, riding all the way to the end of the line. 
 
 Our destination was right on the banks of the Potomac, just south of the infamous Watergate complex.  Another of the things 
Senator Harkin‟s office had booked for us was a tour of the Kennedy Center.  We had no idea what to expect on this tour, but it 
sounded interesting. 
 
 We made our way to the main entrance of Kennedy Center and sat down on a bench to wait.  We waited … and waited … and 
waited some more.  Part of this was because we‟d arrived early.  The tour was scheduled for 9:30, and it was about 9:10 when we 
showed up.  For no reason we were ever told, though, the tour didn‟t start on time.  In fact we continued waiting in the lobby until it was 
all of 9:45.  After we did begin, there was another delay when the guide had us stop for a restroom break before we‟d really begun. 
 
 I mentioned earlier that I‟d strongly recommend anyone who visits Washington arrange to see the Supreme Court.  
Unfortunately I can‟t say the same about Kennedy Center.  I‟ve taken behind the scenes tours at theatres in Chicago, St. Louis, and 
Minneapolis, and I was hoping this might be something like those.  It turned out, though, to be similar to the worst ballpark tours I‟ve 
been on.  It focused almost exclusively on art and architecture, in particular showing us the numerous gifts of artwork that other nations 
had given in memory of President Kennedy.  They‟d do well to print up a little brochure and let people take a self-guided tour of the 
same stuff, with each going at his own pace.  My pace would have been much quicker than this guided tour, which I frankly found 
extremely dull.  Part of the problem was our guide, who came off as rather condescending.  She was trying to appeal to both children 
and adults, but I think in the process she lost a sizeable number of both groups.  She also seemed to find it necessary to point out the 



artist and the country that donated every single work of art in the place.  I really wish she‟d have just let us appreciate the art without 
making it seem like we‟d be quizzed on it afterwards. 
 
 The tour group included Margaret and me, plus one very large extended family.  They were an interesting mixed-race family, 
and they hailed from both South Carolina and New Hampshire—two states that have very little in common.  They covered four different 
generations, and some of the younger kids were rather bratty.   

 
Chandeliers and windows in the grand foyer – Kennedy Center 

 The guide pointed out the Target Millennium Stage, an area in the foyer 
where free entertainment is provided each afternoon.  She then took us into each of 
the three main theatres:  the opera house, the concert hall, and the Eisenhower 
Theatre.  These are all different sizes, providing appropriate venues for all types of 
performances.  Both Margaret and I found the concert hall (which is actually used 
as much for drama as for music) the most attractive of the theatres.  What makes it 
particularly nice is that, unlike most major theatres, it‟s not a sea of red velvet.  The 
seats are just varnished natural wood, and all the accents are brass.  The brown 
and gold décor is really quite striking. 
 
 One of the other main theatres is red, while the third is an aqua color.  I 
remember the blue one from when I was a junior in high school.  That winter I was 
selected to make a trip to the nation‟s capital as part of a program called A 
Presidential Classroom for Young Americans.  The trip mostly showed us the inner 
workings of government, but one night we were taken to see a show at Kennedy 
Center.  This was the first time I‟d ever seen a play at a professional theatre, and 
while I can‟t say I cared much for On Golden Pond, I do remember the experience 
of going to the play.  That aqua-colored auditorium was particularly memorable. 
 
 What made this seem like tours I‟d taken at parks like Safeco Field, Busch 
Stadium, or Target Field was that we were taken to lounge after lounge that are 
normally reserved for the wealthiest patrons.  These are the theatre version of the 
skyboxes they have in ballparks, places where the elite can enjoy drinks and hors 
d‟oeuvres without having to mingle with the commoners.  I‟ve  gotten  come-ons  to 

 
 The most interesting thing we saw was 
the grand foyer (pretentiously pronounced by 
our guide with no “r”), which is an inner lobby 
that serves the three main theatres in the 
complex.  It‟s a lovely room with a wall of 
windows on one side and mirrors on the other.  
All that glass keeps the space from being an 
oppressive red box, as many theatre lobbies 
are.  Normally there would be lovely views of the 
river from here.  Today, though, it was both 
foggy and snowy, so the view was more 
“interesting” than beautiful.  The ceiling is 
decorated with gorgeous crystal chandeliers that 
were a gift from one of the Scandinavian 
countries (Sweden, I think).  A few works of art 
are scattered throughout the foyer.  Some are 
nice, but the most prominent is frankly hideous.  
It‟s an enormous bust of President Kennedy that 
looks like it was pieced together from scraps of 
clay (though in fact it‟s bronze).  That style of art 
was quite popular in the „60s, but it seems an 
unfortunate way to honor a great leader. 

 
Bust of President Kennedy 

buy passes for such lounges in Chicago and Minneapolis, but it‟s seemed rather silly to pay $50 or more for “free” cocktails.  After 
seeing the lounges at Kennedy Center, I won‟t be rushing to buy a pass to other ones. 
 
 If I thought of Kennedy Center as an art museum rather than a performing arts complex, the lounges might have been more 
interesting.  Each is decorated in a unique theme and filled with expensive curios from around the world.  I found the most interesting to 
be the African lounge, which featured native artwork from many of the nations that benefited from the Peace Corps that Kennedy 
formed.   Third World art can often have a tacky look to it, but everything in the African lounge was truly elegant. 
 
 In each of the theatres the guide pointed out where the President sits when he attends events, and we also peered into those 
boxes from the back.  Unlike at Ford‟s Theatre, the Presidential boxes at Kennedy Center are very good seats.  They‟re front and 
center in the balcony, seats that would likely sell for around $100 each if they were available to the general public for a major show.  
Each Presidential box has its own private lounge, basically a very cramped version of the larger lounges we‟d seen.  Those boxes also 
have extremely thick doors, presumably one of numerous security features in the place. 



 After seeing the three main theatres we made our way upstairs, where they have a restaurant and two smaller performance 
spaces for more experimental shows.  We spent quite a bit of time in a small theatre that had been donated by Japan and was 
decorated in a lavender color scheme.  Another person on the tour pointed out that the theatre looked “tired and dated”, and the 
furnishings were a bit worn.  It was still attractive, though, as was everything at in the complex.  There was a lot of bad architecture in 
the 1960s, but Kennedy Center definitely captures the best of that era. 

 
View of the Potomac from the terrace at Kennedy Center on a snowy, foggy day 

 A terrace surrounds the upper floor at Kennedy Center, and it gives lovely views of the surrounding area.  Today was a 
fascinating day to be out on the terrace, because we had almost every conceivable weather condition all at once.  There was fog, mist, 
and drizzle, together with big flakes of wet snow, almost all of which melted before it hit the ground.  It was actually kind of pretty in a 
dreary sort of way. 
 
 We finished our tour with a quick glance at the Hall of States and the Hall of Nations, the two main entry lobbies. Then we took 
a gander at the gift shop, which mostly featured expensive objets d‟art that had little to do with Kennedy Center itself.   I‟d have loved to 
see the stages, wing spaces, technical booths, or dressing rooms, but nothing of the sort was included on the tour.  Perhaps they have 
different tours for different interests.  (The Guthrie in Minneapolis does that.)  If so, the one we were assigned to was definitely not the 
right one for me. 
 
 We‟d taken the bus to Kennedy Center because at the time we arrived it was the only practical way to get here.  After 10am 
they run a shuttle bus that runs directly to the Foggy Bottom metro station, so heading back that was the best option.  On the outside 
the shuttle looked like those little buses that runs between airport terminals and hotels or car rental lots.  Inside, though, it was much 
more pleasant.  They had nicely upholstered seats with plenty of leg room.  Classical music played on the radio.  I assume that was a 
requirement given by Kennedy Center, since the driver was a young black man who I‟d bet was more familiar with Jay-Z or Beyoncé 
than with Mozart. 
 
 We caught the orange line at Foggy Bottom and rode over to Metro Center.  There we transferred to the red line, which we 
took to Dupont Circle.  I‟d read that there was a Panera there, and it seemed like a pleasant place to have lunch.  Surprisingly, after the 
wrong turns we‟d made elsewhere, the restaurant was literally at the top of the escalator when we exited the station. 
 
 I wrote in my notes, “Telisa is a good employee”.  While girls with invented names often are incompetent, the counter girl at 
Panera really did a great job.  She was faced with challenge after challenge:  a special order, someone who changed his mind, 
someone who forgot to take part of their food, a problem processing a credit card, and a lack of plates and silverware (presumably an 
issue with whoever was washing dishes back in the kitchen).  She took all of it in stride, and she made all the customers feel genuinely 
welcome.  Her friendliness and politeness overcame people‟s anger at waiting longer than they might have otherwise.  Telisa is exactly 
the type of person the restaurant wants as their public face, and I do hope she earns a decent wage for doing such an outstanding job. 
 
 We each ordered combos that included vegetable soup and the same “big kid grilled cheese” I‟d had in Cedar Rapids.  I also 
had lemonade and a pecan twist, while Margaret had coffee and a bear claw.  Most of the seating was down in the basement, so it 
would have been difficult for this restaurant to follow the standard Panera practice of paging customers to pick up their orders at the 
counter.  Instead they gave out numbers and had a guy deliver orders directly to the tables. 
 
 The restrooms at Panera required a punch code to enter.  I think you were supposed to ask for the code at the counter, though 
I never did figure that out for certain.  I just passed on using the toilet, while Margaret waited for another woman to come out and 
sneaked in before the door closed. 
 



 As at all Paneras, customers here bussed their own dishes.  This was no small challenge, because the tubs at the bus station 
were piled high with plates and glasses. (Again, I wonder if there weren‟t issues with dishwashing.)   In fact, I accidentally knocked over 
some plates while trying to add mine to the stack.  Fortunately it wasn‟t too big of a disaster. 
 
 Our next stop was back on Capitol Hill.  We took the metro over to Capitol South and walked up to the back side of the U.S. 
Capitol.  The visitors center for our nation‟s legislature is located in a bunker-like area well below the Capitol.  When we arrived we were 
greeted by a security line that stretched well up the steps from the entrance.  Fortunately, since it was more than a bit chilly outside, a 
guard directed us to another entrance that had a much shorter line.  We soon made our way inside and were processed efficiently. 
 
 Senator Harkin‟s staff had also arranged a tour of the Capitol for us, though it turned out we could have just walked up to the 
desk and asked for a ticket.  We‟d been told to arrive about half an hour before the scheduled time and to have photo ID to claim our 
tickets.  Again no one asked for any identification at all (I just gave my name), and we ended up with quite a lot of time to kill before our 
tour.  We spent some of that visiting the Capitol museum, a second-rate gallery that highlights some of the artistic features of the 
building and also explains how a bill becomes a law.  This museum really was nothing other than a time-filler, though, so as soon as we 
could we made our way to the waiting line for the tours.  We stood in line for nearly half an hour next to an overdressed family from 
Utah.  I‟m sure they were tourists, but looking at them you‟d think they were there to testify before a Congressional committee. 
 
 The tour began with a film.  The movie focused on the U.S. motto “e pluribus unum” (out of many, one).  It stressed the 
diversity of America and explored how Congress tries to represent such a wide range of people.  The concept was good, as were the 
production values of the film.  It was extremely superficial, though, and I‟m sure its real purpose was to occupy our time while the tour 
before us was underway. 
 
 I was really looking forward to the Capitol tour.  That Presidential Classroom program in high school included a detailed 
personal tour given by a staff members from each participant‟s Congressman.  An intern from Jim Leach‟s office took me and a girl from 
Davenport all over the Capitol complex.  We rode in the private subway train that connects the Capitol with the Congressional office 
buildings, we got to walk onto the floor of the House chamber (which was empty at the time), and we saw the “downtown” of Capitol Hill 
with things like a doctor and a barber shop reserved for the exclusive use of Congressmen.  That was one of the things I remember 
most from that trip, and while I didn‟t expect quite such an in-depth tour this time, I expected the special tickets from my Senator might 
show us something unique. 
 
 This turned out to be the biggest disappointment of all the things we did in Washington, and I wouldn‟t recommend that anyone 
else bother with a visit to the Capitol.  They herd so many tourists through the place that it‟s insanely crowded, to the point that they 
pass out headphones to each tour group.  Each group‟s headphones have their own special frequency, so the group can hear its guide, 
but not the dozens of others that are around them.  I hate headphones, but without them I‟d have heard nothing but a constant roar.   

 
Ben, our guide at the Capitol 

(Note the headphones on the tourists and another group in the background.) 

 
 Our guide was an overly tanned young 
man from Florida named Ben.  He was the age 
of the people we‟d seen at the clubs on our way 
home from Ford‟s Theatre, and he looked a bit 
ill at ease in the bright red jacket they required 
all the guides to wear.  In spite of that, Ben was 
actually a very good guide.  He was well 
informed on his subject matter, he spoke in an 
interesting way, and he kept his group under 
control without being annoying.  Unfortunately 
the tour he was required to give us was minimal 
at best.  Like Kennedy Center, it focused on art, 
though Ben did mix in a bit of history as well.  
The tour basically took us to three rooms—the 
crypt, the rotunda, and statuary hall (the old 
House chamber), plus those few places we 
happened to pass en route from one to another.  
We didn‟t see or even go near either of the 
legislative chambers.  Indeed the closest we got 
to Congress itself was walking by the door of 
Speaker Boehner‟s office.  Ben pointed out the 
numerous works of art (statues, murals, 
columns, paintings, and reliefs) that we passed, 
and he did a good job of explaining the historical 
significance  of both  the rooms and the artwork.  

So, what we saw was fairly interesting; we just didn‟t see much.  After that great tour I‟d had in high school, this was really a let-down. 
 

Probably most memorable among the things we saw were the statues.  Each state has commissioned statues of two of its 
favorite sons (or occasionally daughters) for display in the Capitol.  Among the statues are people from all walks of life.  Some are 
people anyone would agree are great Americans, while there are others that even those from the nominating state have likely not heard 
of.  Ben pointed out the statue of one such person, who was from his home state of Florida.  It was a likeness of Jonathan Gorrie, who 
he described as “the coolest guy in statuary hall”.  Why would someone nobody has ever heard of get that description?  Because, as 
Ben explained to us, the coolest guy in statuary hall is the man who invented air conditioning. 

 



 
 

 

Statues in the U.S. Capitol 
 We saw a great deal of other artwork, 
and Ben pointed out many features of historical 
and architectural interest in the rooms we 
visited.  Another way in which he showed he 
was a good guide came when we were in 
Statuary Hall.  The old House chamber is 
elliptical, and like all rooms of that shape it 
forms a whispering gallery; someone standing at 
one focus of the ellipse can be clearly heard at 
the other focus even in a crowded, noisy room.  
Ben showed off that feature, and he had us take 
off our headphones so we could see how it 
worked.  He even gave a brief explanation of the 
physics behind it.  I noticed several other guides 
didn‟t even bother mentioning it.  I didn‟t care for 
the tour, but at least our guide made the best of 
it that he could. 
 

 The U.S. Capitol has one of the worst 
gift shops I‟ve seen anywhere.  Both Margaret 
and I had hoped to find a guide book that might 
show some of the areas we weren‟t able to see 
(like the Congressional chambers, the main 
point of the building).  There was no such guide, 
nor much of anything else of interest in the gift 
shop, so we soon on our way again. 

 
Circular mural tracing U.S. history around the Capitol dome 

 

 There‟s a tunnel that directly connects the basements of the U.S. Capitol and the Library of Congress, which is kitty-corner 
across the street.  That allows visitors (and, presumably, the Congressional staff) to pass from one building to the other without going 
through security multiple times.  We took advantage of that and headed over to the Library of Congress. 
 
 Margaret and I had been to the Library of Congress once before when we‟d stopped in to escape from a rain storm on one of 
the quiz bowl trips.  Because of that the building‟s gorgeous architecture (described by many as the best in Washington) was familiar.  
We‟d also seen the library‟s most famous exhibit, a Guttenberg Bible, before, but it was interesting to see it again.  On this visit, though, 
we spent most of our time looking at their special exhibits.  There was a gallery dedicated to the history of early America.  “Early” in this 
case meant pre-Columbian, and they mixed up Indians from every corner of both North and South America, with no clear pattern to 
what was displayed where.  There was also an extensive Civil War exhibit, in honor of the 150

th
 anniversary of that conflict.   

 
 What I found most interesting at the Library of Congress was a re-creation of the personal library Thomas Jefferson had 
donated to start this institution.  The volumes and shelving were original, though everything had been moved and re-assembled in this 
location.  Some of the books had decayed to almost dust, while others had held up quite well.  It was interesting to see that much of 
Jefferson‟s collection was in French and Latin, since English was not really a language of scholarship in his era.  The library included 
books on almost every conceivable topic.  The actual books were behind plastic guards so we couldn‟t open them, but it was fun to 
browse through all the titles. 
 



 We looked through yet another gift shop and were surprised to find there was security at the exit to the Library of Congress.  
I‟m not sure if they were worried people might have stolen artifacts or what, but we had to have our bags searched as we left. 
 
 We made our way back to the Capitol South metro station and then rode over to Union Station.  We checked out the location 
of Amtrak facilities we‟d use tomorrow and then looked around the station.  Washington‟s Union Station is probably the nicest train 
station I‟ve been to anywhere.  It‟s busy, but they handle the traffic well.  They also have an interesting variety of shops and restaurants 
inside the station that would make it a fun place to spend a layover. 
 
 Margaret bought some cough drops at a newsstand, and then we made our way downstairs to the Union Station food court.  
This mixes an interesting variety of local businesses with a few national chains.  The prices are reasonable, and the selection is very 
nice.  We went to three different stands and had a very eclectic dinner.  We started at Vittorio‟s, a strange place that combined 
sandwiches and gelato.  We passed on the former, even though they gave us free samples of a chicken salad sandwich they wanted us 
to buy.  We did each have gelato, though.  Margaret had a scoop of hazelnut, while I had pineapple.  Next we went over to Great Steak 
and Potato, where we each had a classic Philly cheesesteak.  Finally we went to a smoothie shop that was buried in a far corner of the 
food court.  I had a blueberry smoothie, while Margaret chose a combination of mango and pineapple.  This was one of those places 
that encourages you to add various powders to the smoothies to build muscles, relieve stress, or conquer countless maladies.  I can‟t 
speak to the effectiveness of any of that, since we just stuck to fruit and ice. 

 
Washington Monument at night 

 We next took the metro over to Farragut 
North station.  On exiting the station we had a 
lovely view of the Capitol and the Washington 
monument lit up at night.  The monument is 
closed semi-permanently at present.  It suffered 
substantial damage in an earthquake a little over 
a year ago, and there in the process of trying to 
remedy the structural problems.  At the moment 
there‟s a chain link fence keeping people out of a 
large area around the perimeter.  I don‟t really 
have  much desire  to go  up in the thing  anyway, 

 
David Burrow and Margaret Sullivan on the Washington metro 

but it‟s kind of sad to see it closed off. 

 
National Christmas Tree 

 We walked from the metro station past the White House.  We only 
got vaguely near the President‟s home, and there were fences and high 
security to keep us away.  We‟d tried to get tickets from Senator Harkin to 
tour the White House, but there were no tours available the week after 
Christmas.  I‟m not sure why that was, since the Obamas were in Hawaii for 
the holidays.  The President would be flying back tomorrow for budget 
negotiations, but his family would be in Honolulu until after New Year‟s. 
 
 We made our way to President‟s Park, a public area vaguely near 
the south side of the White House.  Our purpose for coming here was to 
see the National Christmas Tree.  This turned out to be the highlight of our 
day, and one of the highlights of the trip.  The official tree (which was 
replaced this year after the old one was felled by a windstorm) is enormous 
and beautifully decorated.  Really more interesting, though, are the smaller 
trees that surround it.  There‟s a tree representing every U.S. state and 
territory.  The decorations were designed by school children around the 
country, and in many cases they follow a theme appropriate to the places 
they represent.  Most of the decorations are protected by big plastic balls, 
but some use other designs.  Iowa‟s tree, for instance, featured natural 
decorations made of gourds.  It was fun to walk through the whole display 
and see all the different interpretations. 
 
 At the base of the National Christmas Tree is a complex of model 
train sets running past model villages and farms.  We were pleased to see 
saw an Amtrak train and a Washington metro train in addition to a variety of 
freights.  I felt like a little kid staring at the thing.  



 Our trip to the National Christmas Tree was one of several times on this trip I was reminded of one of my former students.  
Brett Schneider was a freshman back in 1983 when I started at Garrigan, and I taught him all through high school, in both Spanish and 
advanced math.  I also worked with him in speech, so I got to know him better than many students.  After Brett graduated he went to 
college and then to medical school.  In recent years he‟s worked as a psychiatrist with the Veterans Administration, helping soldiers re-
adjust after fighting in Iraq and Afghanistan.  Brett lives in Silver Spring (a little ways north of the medical museum we‟d visited) and 
until he worked at the Walter Reed Medical Center until it was recently closed.  At one point when he was back in Algona, Brett made a 
point of thanking me for teaching him Spanish.  That‟s because it allowed him to find his wife, who is from Honduras.  She was lost 
while trying to find a metro station, and he was able to give her directions in Spanish.  One thing led to another, and for years they‟ve 
been happily married.  Several years ago I got an e-mail Christmas card from the Schneiders that primarily showed a picture of the 
happy family posing in front of the National Christmas Tree.  They‟d been invited by President Clinton to attend the official tree lighting   
I have no idea how one gets on the invitation list to an event like that, but being an Army doctor certainly doesn‟t hurt.  I didn‟t get a 
chance to contact Brett during this trip, but I certainly thought of him and his family. 
 
 On our way back to the metro we passed a monument to World War I, and we made our way up to see it.  I‟m not sure this 
was strictly legal, since the main route to that monument was blocked off by the fences protecting the White House.  We could get there 
from the back, but we had to scramble up a hill to do so.  No one stopped us, though, and it was nice to see a lesser-known monument. 
 
 The entrance to Farragut West station (which is closer to President‟s Park than Farragut North) was closed, so we had to 
make our way to the more distant station.  We took a round-about way back on the metro, ending up back at Convention Center station.  
We made our way back to the hotel, and both of us enjoyed hot baths—nice after walking around in the chilly wind and drizzle.  We did 
a bit of reading and eventually faded off to sleep. 
 

 
 I slept fairly late this morning, not getting up until about 7:45.  We finished packing slowly, and about 9:00 we made our way 
downstairs to check out.  We didn‟t even bother stopping by the breakfast room this morning, and I don‟t think we missed much. 

 

 
LEFT:  New York Avenue Presbyterian Church 

RIGHT:  Fire station on 13
th

 Street, near L Street – Washington, D.C. 
 As we made our way down to Metro Center, we passed some now familiar 
landmarks.  One block down from our hotel is a century old fire station with a lovely 
red brick façade.  It‟s easily the most handsome building in the neighborhood, 
though it looks a bit out of place in a sea of concrete office and apartment buildings.  
Beyond  there is an office  building that at  street level  looks much  like  any  other.   

What makes it interesting are two octagonal towers that at night were lit up in a Christmasy red and green.  Then right downtown we 
saw a stately old church (New York Avenue Presbyterian) that we found out later was where Abraham Lincoln attended services when 
he was President. 
 
 We took the metro over to Union Station and wheeled our luggage inside.  We made our way to the ticketing area and 
checked our bags to Chicago.  We then went to Club Acela, the eastern equivalent of Chicago‟s Metropolitan Lounge.  We rang a bell 
to open the door.  Margaret then got out another of her lounge passes, and the attendant let us in.  Unlike in Chicago, he just took the 
pass and didn‟t give us anything in exchange.  That worried me a bit, and I clarified that it would be all right to leave and come back 
later in the day.  The attendant said that was fine, though there didn‟t appear to be any formal way of showing this. 



 We left our luggage in a storeroom in the lounge.  We then breakfasted on packaged danishes, juice, and coffee from the 
complimentary snack area.  We thumbed through The New York Times (which, in spite of a generous size, has little of interest in its 
Sunday edition), and then about 10:00 we set out for the day. 

 
Pan-American Health Organization – Washington, D.C. 

 We rode over to the 
Foggy Bottom metro station.  
There are a lot of interesting 
buildings in this area—or, 
perhaps more rightly, I should say 
there are a lot of ugly buildings 
with interesting occupants.  The 
State Department‟s home is in 
Foggy Bottom, in a boxy concrete 
monstrosity that looks like an old 
hospital.  As we passed the high 
security entrance to their parking 
area I wondered just how Hillary 
Clinton gets to work each day.  
Much more interesting was the 
headquarters of the Pan-
American Health Organization, 
housed in a curvilinear building 
from the „50s.  Signage in their 
courtyard gave appeals in 
Spanish, English, and Portuguese 
on how to prevent diseases. 
 
 We eventually made our 
way to the National Mall, the 
enormous green space flanked by 
the Smithsonian museums.  
Except for our visit to the World 
War II memorial, we‟d pretty 
much ignored the mall on this trip.  
We had time to explore today, so 
we figured it was a good time to 
see the various memorials  there 
and in the nearby area. 
 
 We first made our way to 

the Vietnam Memorial, the stark granite wall with tens of thousands of names etched upon it.  There have been a couple of additions to 
the memorial in recent years.  There‟s a statue that portrays a trio of fighting men and also a monument to the nurses who served in  
Vietnam.  For the holidays they‟d erected a 
large Christmas tree near one end of the 
monument, and relatives of many of those 
memorialized on the wall had decorated the tree 
with tokens of their loved ones.  Most were 
pieced together from old photos and 
construction paper, which made for some very 
poignant tributes.  Many of the decorations were 
marked with the section number where the 
honoree‟s name could be found in the endless 
list on the memorial. The pictures were really 
quite moving.  It was startling to think how 
young these men were when they died, and how 
old they‟d be today.   They‟ve been dead for 
most of my lifetime, but they were frozen in time 
on the decorations, barely older than teenagers.  
I found the Christmas tree to be more moving 
than the wall itself.  It‟s amazing just how 
personal these deaths are to people all these 
decades later. 
 

 We passed the grand Lincoln Memorial 
and then made our way over to the Korean   
War   Memorial,   a  stark  grouping   of   statues 

 
Decorations on the Christmas tree at the Vietnam Memorial 

that depicts soldiers trudging across a remote battlefield.  The memorial looks even more bleak in winter, which really is as it should be.  
This is not a beautiful memorial, but it does a good job of portraying the war it represents. 
 
 



 
ABOVE and RIGHT:  Martin Luther King Memorial 

 We left the mall and continued southward toward the Tidal 
Basin area.  Our first stop there was at one of the newest monuments 
in Washington, the Martin Luther King Memorial.  Dr. King‟s monument 
opened just over a year ago.  I have nothing but respect for the Civil 
Rights leader, but I really didn‟t care much for this monument.  It‟s just 
weird.  The design is supposedly based on a quote from Dr. King:  “Out 
of a mountain of despair, a stone of hope.”  Four huge rocks left rough 
on the outside rather abstractly show the “mountain of despair”, while 
inside a cross-shaped walkway leads past polished walls that are 
engraved  with  quotations  (many  of them  paraphrased)  from King‟s  
speeches.  His words are apparently supposed to be the “stone of hope”.  A relief statue of Dr. King is carved into a smaller rock near 
the center of the complex.  It‟s kind of strange that King is portrayed in the rough “despair” stone and even odder that it‟s only a relief, 
not a full statue.  It almost looks like he‟s bursting out of the rock, like some strange subterranean superhero.  The abstraction of the 
Vietnam wall is quite moving, but I found the symbolism here rather silly. 
 
 While I didn‟t care for the artistic style, I‟m glad to have seen the MLK Memorial.  It‟s an important tribute to a great leader.  Dr. 
King is a hero not only to American blacks, but to people from all walks of life all over the world.   
 

I‟ve wondered often in the past few years if King could have imagined the day when Americans would elect and re-elect a 
black President.  While his dream is still not entirely fulfilled, we‟ve clearly come a long way since the March on Washington. 
 
 The National Park Service operates a Civil Rights themed bookstore next to the MLK Memorial.  This is one of the nicest gift 
shops in Washington, and Margaret and I both bought some stuff there.  In particular I bought the book that accompanied the PBS 
series Eyes on the Prize that aired about twenty years ago.  I still have the videotapes I made when the series first aired, and I enjoy re-
watching them from time to time.  I‟m sure I‟ll also enjoy going through the book. 

 
View of the Washington Monument from the Tidal Basin 

 
 We continued eastward along the Tidal 
Basin.  This area is known for the famous cherry trees 
that bloom each spring.  Those trees were bare in 
winter, but it was still a beautiful walk.  It was very 
chilly, though.  They had high wind warnings in 
Washington today, and combined with temperatures 
well below freezing, it was most bitter. 
 
 Our next stop was the Franklin D. Roosevelt 
Memorial.  FDR‟s monument is also fairly recent, and 
like MLK it comes across as more symbolic than 
artistic.  It‟s a rather rambling sequence of outdoor 
“rooms” tied together by waterfalls.  As with the King 
memorial, the primary features are quotations 
engraved in granite.  Margaret mentioned several 
times that she felt Dr. King had far better quotes than 
FDR.  I would respectfully disagree.  The speech of 
both men was typical of their occupation.  Dr. King 
was first and foremost the minister of a black church, 
while FDR was above all a politician.  Their styles are 
very different, but both were powerful speakers. 



 
The Four Freedoms – Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial – Washington, D.C. 

 The rooms of the FDR memorial come across rather like a sea of bronze sculptures.  There is, of course, a sculpture of 
President Roosevelt, together with his dog Fala.  There‟s a sculpture of Eleanor Roosevelt, the only First Lady to be honored at a 
Presidential memorial.  There are sculptures of soldiers and of unemployed workers in bread lines.  There‟s sculptures of farmers and 
industrial workers.  There‟s even a sculpture of someone sitting next to a radio listening to a fireside chat.  The monument goes on and 
on and on.  FDR had a larger than life Presidency, and that idea certainly comes across in the memorial. 

 
Jefferson Memorial 

 
 We continued making our way around 
the Tidal Basin.  While it was bitterly cold, we 
were glad we‟d chosen to make our circuit in 
this direction.  The wind was at our back most of 
the way, making it more tolerable than it 
otherwise would have been.  It had also been 
mostly downhill all the way from the Foggy 
Bottom metro station, and it would have been a 
steep clime in reverse. 
 
 To my eye the classical columns of the 
Jefferson Memorial make it nicest of the big 
monuments and one of the most beautiful 
buildings in Washington.  It‟s simple and 
unpretentious, a very fitting tribute to a truly 
great man. 

 We finished circling the Tidal Basin and made our way back to downtown Washington proper.  We walked past the enormous 
Department of Agriculture headquarters, where the most noteworthy feature is enormous arches over the street.  I think the arches 
function rather like skywalks, connecting two different buildings that house government offices. 
 
 After walking about two and a half miles in all, we eventually got to the street entrance of the Smithsonian metro station, the 
other station that is vaguely near the memorials.  A man there tried to get me to take a “free” laminated map that almost certainly almost 
certainly wasn‟t free at all, and he got rather annoyed when I refused.  There was also a person there who had set up a display of 
various tourist trinkets he had for sale.  What was odd was that while the merchandise was set out on the sidewalk, the guy wasn‟t 
standing next to it.  Instead he had sought refuge from the cold inside a car that was parked nearby.  He seemed to be watching the 
display closely, and I suppose it was wise for him not to be out in the elements. 
 
 We were both quite hungry now, so we headed back to the Panera at DuPont Circle.  I was surprised to see that they still had 
soufflés (their name for what are really quiches) for sale, even though it was after noon.   At most Paneras I‟ve been to before the 
breakfast items are sold out at mid-morning; I‟ve never seen them around at lunchtime before.  I had a four-cheese soufflé, together 
with some chicken and wild rice soup.  Margaret choose to have French onion soup, and she also had a frosted cookie shaped like a 
Christmas tree.  While we were eating a man at a nearby table offered us a frozen drink (something based on chai) that he apparently 
didn‟t want.  We both refused, but I must say it‟s the first time I‟ve had someone at a restaurant offer me something like that. 
 
  We made one more brief sightseeing stop in Washington.  In the plaza in front of the National Building Museum is the Law 
Enforcement Officers Memorial.  While made of marble rather than cement, the thing looks rather like it‟s constructed of those 
barricades you see at the side of the interstate in urban areas.  A path runs throughout the perimeter of the plaza, lined by those 
barricades, which have been engraved in small type with the names of cops who have been killed in the line of duty.  There are bronze 
sculptures of lions guarding the entrances, and interestingly there was a bronze lion cub as well.  As at other monuments we‟d seen, 
there were wreaths of various sorts placed all around the memorial.  It was interesting to see, and it really drove home just how many 
fallen officers there are. 
 



 From Judiciary Square we made a 
short hop on the red line back to Union Station.  
We walked up from the subway to the train 
station and made our way to the Club Acela 
lounge.  The attendant at the desk was the 
same man who had checked us in this morning.  
He asked us for our tickets, which would not 
normally admit people to the lounge, since we 
were travelling in coach.  We explained that 
we‟d checked in with passes, and he looked at 
us and said something like, “Oh yeah, I 
remember.”  I‟m not sure how things would work 
if he hadn‟t remembered us, and I do wonder 
why they don‟t give guests some sort of a card 
to verify their status. 
 
 We got our bags, found some seats, 
and killed a bit of time before our train boarded.  
We snacked on pretzels and juice and did some 
work on our computers.  It was interesting that 
the attendant kept coming into the main part of 
the lounge to watch a football game on TV.  
Whenever the bell would sound, he‟d go back to 
the desk, but he spent a lot more time watching 
the game than working.  

 
National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial 

 

 Amtrak‟s Capitol Limited was scheduled to depart at 4:05, but they called pre-boarding at 3:30pm.  The Club Acela in 
Washington is set up so that all the platforms are easily accessible right from the lounge, so we just walked straight out to the train 
without having to go into the main part of the station.   
 
 A conductor asked our destination and then directed us to the front-most of the coaches.  The car attendant by the door to that 
car told us we should go to seats #1 and #2.  We made our way upstairs and then clear to the front of the car, only to find that Seat #1 
was already occupied by a person who had been seated earlier by a porter.  I went back downstairs to explain the situation, and we 
were re-directed to seats #3 and #4, right across the aisle. 
 
 The passenger in seat #1 would turn out to be just about the most interesting person on this train.  I originally wrote in my 
notes that this was a woman, but I think it was actually a young man.  He or she was certainly no model, whatever sex it may have 
been—overweight and with a pockmarked faced, rumpled clothes, unkempt hair, and a hint of a mustache that wouldn‟t look good on a 
man or a woman.  It also had a raspy, squeaky voice, the sort of fake female voice a boy might affect when imitating a woman.  He or 
she hailed from Walla Walla, Washington and it said it had been visiting relatives in Chicago over the holidays.  Somehow it had been 
injured in a pedestrian accident, and that injury is why it had boarded the train early.  I never did understand how, after an injury in 
Chicago, the person had ended up in Washington, D.C.  It almost sounded as if the person had been rendered unconscious and woke 
up in another city.  At any rate, it was headed back to Chicago now and would then transfer to the Empire Builder for the trip back to 
Washington state.  It said it was glad to be leaving the frigid D.C. weather; apparently southeast Washington is much more pleasant in 
winter. 

 
There were some other interesting passengers as well.  There was a kid who was wearing a nametag who kept going back 

and forth between our coach and the lounge, and there was also an Amish family whose dress called attention to themselves.  No one 
stood out more than the man or woman in seat #1, though. 

 
We were told repeatedly that this train was completely sold out, and indeed our entire car was full.  As they always do, the 

conductors placed seat tags above the seats showing the destination to which each passenger was traveling.  Normally Chicago-bound 
passengers would receive tags that said “CHI”.  In our car, though, every single passenger was headed to the Windy City, so all the 
conductor did was put a big checkmark on the seat tags. 

 
There are some disadvantages to sitting in the very front row on a train.  Probably most annoying was that the door to the 

lounge kept opening and closing over and over again.  We also soon found that there were no tray tables that pulled down in front of us.  
On airplanes they have tables for the front rows built into arm rests, but on Amtrak there are no tables at all for those seats.  We made 
due, but I did miss the table. 

 
 Our seats happened to be located right behind an enormous vent, which I think was where stale air from the car was 
exhausted.  I probably wouldn‟t even have noticed the vent, except that it was filthy.  It was hard not to notice the film of dust and gunk 
that had accumulated over who knows how long.  It really was disgusting. 
 
 As we were preparing to leave the dining car attendant announced the menu for the evening.  Unfortunately I couldn‟t hear a 
word he said because that person in seat #1 was sharing his or her life story with the passenger in seat #2.  Its voice was very loud, 
enough to drown out the loudspeaker. 
 



 We departed promptly at 4:05pm and headed straight north from the station.  The first part of our trip was familiar.  We 
paralleled the red line metro tracks all the way up to Silver Spring, the same route we‟d taken the first day we were in Washington.  We 
then cut west and eventually paralleled the other branch of the red line.  We reached our first stop (Rockville, which is also a metro 
stop) at 4:25, four minutes ahead of schedule.  They apparently determined that everyone who needed to board there had boarded, 
because we left Rockville early as well.  We soon passed an enormous Honda dealership with so many cars that it looked like a factory 
lot.  Then, quite suddenly, we left the city behind and entered a hilly rural area. 
 
 Unlike the Cardinal, you don‟t see much on the Capitol Limited, since almost the entire trip is at night.  Shortly before sunset 
we did have a nice view when the tracks were right next to the Appalachian Trail, the hiking path that leads from Maine to Georgia.  The 
portion in central Maryland is surprisingly flat, though the surrounding forest area is quite pretty.  There was also more and more snow 
as we headed north and west. 
 
 There was a very loud crying baby a few rows behind us, and I feared that might be a problem all night long.  It turned out the 
kid quieted down fairly soon, but unfortunately other factors would make sleeping more than a bit of a challenge. 
 
 It was sunset when we reached Harper‟s Ferry, West Virginia.  This is the first stop outside metro Washington, though actually 
commuter trains from the capital city extend out even beyond there.  At one point I‟d considered staying a night in Harper‟s Ferry, and 
I‟d like to do that on some future trip.  It‟s a handsome city that climbs up a cliff above the Potomac.  It‟s also full of history—dating back 
to colonial times and having changed hands over and over again in the Civil War. 
 
 Having been on Amtrak many times now, I recognized that we were making a double stop at Harper‟s Ferry.  Double stops 
happen at stations that have short platforms, like at a historic city in the mountains.  The train stopped once to take on passengers who 
were staying in the sleepers and then pulled forward so the coaches were next to the platforms.  The double stop stood out because 
while the sleepers were on the platforms our coach was on a bridge high above the river, which made it feel like we were suspended in 
mid-air. 
 
 The geography of the East is weird.  We left Harper‟s Ferry and then made a second West Virginia stop at Martinsburg, which 
happens to have a very grand-looking old station.  Right after that we crossed back into Maryland again.  We‟d cross the Maryland 
panhandle for another couple of hours and then spend the rest of the night in Pennsylvania. 
 
 I spent most of the evening reading on my Kindle.  They‟d turned out the main lights in the coach, so I had only the reading 
light above my seat.  It was pretty dim, but I managed to read through Friday‟s USA Today, a collection of Christmas carols, and a 
couple more chapters of the world travel book I‟d started on the way out. 
 
 We were just slightly behind schedule when we got to Cumberland, Maryland, at about 7:20pm.  I‟ve been through 
Cumberland multiple times on the way to or from national quiz bowl.  I-68 narrows to a glorified street there, and the city looks very 
dumpy from the interstate.  I can‟t say it looks any better from the train.  It didn‟t help that there was a homeless shelter right across the 
street from the train station or that the nicest business in town appeared to be Dollar General Store. 
 
 At 7:45pm they called the 8:00 seating for dinner, which we‟d made a reservation for.  While the diner was nearly empty, we 
sat (as is normally true on Amtrak) facing two other people at a booth for four.  Margaret has often remarked that she really enjoys 
meeting people while having meals in the Amtrak dining cars.  I‟m glad she likes it, but I have to say the diner experience is just about 
my least favorite part of train travel.  I‟ve always been very shy, and I just freeze up around unfamiliar people.  There car attendants on 
this train were bringing diner meals directly to the seats of some people in coach (who presumably were disabled), and I must say I was 
secretly jealous of them. 
 
 Our dinner companions tonight were not unpleasant people, but they were both extremely conservative.  A man and a woman 
were each travelling individually.  The woman was from suburban St. Louis (Wildwood, Missouri, to be precise).  She used to be a 
second grade teacher, but she had retired and started a second career as a guide who leads church groups on tours to the Holy Land.  
While she never said anything direct, she made it very clear she had little time for our President or most of his policies.  The man (who 
was quite a bit younger than the woman) described himself as “from south of Pittsburgh”.  He never did say what his occupation might 
have been, nor did he identify a religion—though I‟m pretty sure he was Catholic.  What he mostly did was rant against gay people and 
same sex marriage in particular.  He had taken a bus tour of Washington and said he was shocked by all the homosexuality he saw 
there.  (He always used the word “homosexual”, as if there were something wrong with saying “gay”.)  He said he found the nation‟s 
capital “just disgusting”—and it wasn‟t Congress that was drawing his wrath. 
 
 I suppose people see what they choose to when they travel, but this man‟s reaction to Washington was certainly different from 
mine.  We did see some obviously gay people in D.C. (the guy at Panera who offered us his chai drink comes to mind), and there are 
gay publications among the free newspapers available on the street.  Washington is far from the gayest place I‟ve ever been, though.  
That honor probably goes to Minneapolis, and I‟d rank Chicago, Boston, New Orleans, and possibly even Des Moines (where, of 
course, gay marriage is legal) ahead of D.C. as well—not to mention places like New York and San Francisco.  Washington would 
certainly have a bigger gay scene than Pittsburgh, though, and that‟s probably what he was comparing it with. 
 
 To me a city‟s gay scene is pretty much irrelevant.  If anything it makes the street life a little more vibrant.  While I don‟t want 
X-rated stuff happening in public (and it certainly doesn‟t in Washington), I do feel that what people do in private is their own business.  I 
also feel that marriage should be the church‟s business, not the government‟s.   As a single person it‟s always bothered me that our tax 
code favors married people.  I‟d fix that before worrying about who marries whom. 
 



 While I had to bite my tongue through the conversation, the dinner itself was good.  I had excellent linguini, accompanied by a 
less spectacular vegetable medley.  Amtrak meals always come with a side salad, and I chose tasty parmesan peppercorn dressing for 
mine.  For dessert I had a cream puff with chocolate sauce drizzled on top.  My entrée was the cheapest thing on the menu, but 
Margaret definitely splurged on hers.  She had steak with a baked potato and cheesecake with fruit compote for dessert. 
 
 We went back to the coach and put the lights out around 10pm.  Unfortunately I just tossed and turned until we reached 
Pittsburgh shortly before midnight. 
 

 
 This was a truly sleepless night.  Indeed, I don‟t think I got more than half an hour‟s rest all night long.  It seemed as if each 
time I‟d begin to drift off someone would come or go from the lounge and wake me up again.  The same passengers kept walking back 
and forth to the lounge all night long.  Almost more annoying, though, was the train crew.  They were stationed in the lounge, but at 
each stop (and the stops were quite frequent past Pittsburgh) they‟d head to the rear coach to let people on and off.  Their walkie-
talkies blared as they walked, and often they would talk among themselves as well. 
 
 At each stop I‟d check my watch.  I found we were essentially on time all the way to Toledo.  We made a long stop in a rail 
yard just past there, though, and that put us a bit behind schedule. 
 
 At 6:30 I decided trying to sleep was hopeless, so I declared it was morning.  I headed downstairs and was pleased to 
discover that this coach had a changing room in addition to the bank of toilets found on most Superliner cars.  Train restrooms are 
about the same size as those on airplanes, so they don‟t provide much room to change.  The changing room had an upholstered bench 
and a counter with two sinks.  It had plenty of space, and while the door didn‟t lock, I was able to hold it shut while I put on some clean 
clothes. 
 
 I made my way to the lounge and bought some coffee and a cinnamon roll from a black woman in a headscarf who reminded 
me of the service people I‟m used to seeing in Minneapolis.  The coffee was weak, and even after a zap in the microwave the roll was 
cold.  It made for a rather disappointing breakfast. 
 
 We reached Elkhart, Indiana at 7:55am, twenty minutes late.  We were a full half hour behind when we got to South Bend at 
twenty past eight.  South Bend is the eastern extent of the commuter trains that run into Chicago, and we followed the South Shore 
line‟s tracks for most of the rest of our journey.  Following the commuter line at rush hour is a good thing, because there was no delay 
from freight trains on that stretch.  We made up most of our delay and arrived in Chicago just three minutes late at 8:48am. 
 
 I‟d never checked luggage to Chicago before, and I imagined it might be a bit of a chore to claim it.  It turns out, though, that 
the luggage room is just about the calmest place at Union Station.  People were standing around in an orderly manner, and there 
wasn‟t much wait at all before the bags came around the carousel.  Having had no problems with our bags on this trip, I wouldn‟t 
hesitate to check them to Chicago again. 
 
 Something that‟s always intrigued me about Amtrak is that they always compare the tags on checked baggage with 
passengers‟ tickets and rip the tags before letting people leave with their luggage.  The fine print on airline bag checks says that this is 
also their policy, but in practice no airport I‟ve ever been to actually matches passengers with their bags at the carousels.  Anyone could 
steal someone else‟s luggage quite easily at an airport, but that would be almost impossible at a train station.  What‟s more, by 
removing the tags, they avoid the problem of some people collecting destination tags on their luggage and making it difficult for workers 
to identify the bag‟s current destination. 
 
 We made our way to the Metropolitan Lounge, and Margaret handed over the last of her lounge passes.  We left our luggage 
in the storage room there and had a bit of coffee.  Then, since our last train wouldn‟t be departing until evening, we set out for the day. 
 
 Our plan was to stop by the Chicago outlet of Beard Papa, the Osaka-based cream puff purveyor we‟d first patronized in 
Hawaii.  We took the blue line over to Washington and made our way to the pedway beneath the Block 37 commercial development 
between State and Dearborn.  I knew exactly where Beard Papa was, but when we reached that place, it wasn‟t there.  Since its 
redevelopment Block 37 has been struggling to find tenants, and apparently Beard Papa was the latest business to find they couldn‟t 
make a go of things in that location.  I confirmed later that they had pulled their cream puffs out of the Windy City, with no plans to 
return any time soon. 
 
 Failing in our attempt to breakfast on cream puffs, we headed over to the new downtown Target store.  On their first floor they 
have a Pret a Manger café.  This British chain with a French name (which supposedly means “ready to eat”) specializes in drinks and 
bakery items.  Neither of us had ever been to one before, but having tried the one at the Chicago Target, I‟d definitely go there again.  
We both had almond croissants, which were slightly but not overly sweet, and freshly made hot chocolate.   
 
 After breakfast I bought some socks at Target, using a gift card my nice Rachel had given me for Christmas.  Then we did our 
main sightseeing for the day.  We again headed south to Harrison and made our way over to the Spertus Jewish Institute that we‟d tried 
to see on Christmas.  The place was open today, though barely.  A guard at the entrance directed us to head to the gift shop for 
information on touring the place.  A woman there gave us a printed description of a self-guided tour of their many levels.  We made our 
way through the place, and the whole time we were there, we were the only people in the place besides the guard and the clerk. 



 
Website view of Spertus Institute 

Chicago, Illinois 

 Spertus is primarily a college.  It is located in an interesting glass-front 
building across from Grant Park on South Michigan Avenue.  They offer graduate 
degrees in Jewish studies and related fields, and they also sponsor various cultural 
programs for the community.  While their building primarily houses classrooms and 
office space, the public areas also provide exhibits of both history and art. 
 
 The first exhibit described the building itself.  The narrow structure dates to 
2007, and I must say it stands out like a sore thumb among its brick and terracotta 
neighbors.  It has many features designed to make it a green, environmentally 
sustainable building.  Aside from that, basically it‟s a modern mini-skyscraper, and 
we went through that exhibit pretty quickly. 
 
 Quite a bit more interesting were exhibits that traced the history of Jews in 
Chicago.  They followed the rise of the Jewish community from the earliest 
immigrants to the rise of current mayor Rahm Emmanuel.  This is a subject I know 
very little about.  Most of what I‟ve read of Chicago history follows either Irish or 
East European Catholics or else blacks who came here in the Great Migration from 
the South.  In modern times Mexicans and Puerto Ricans are the dominant ethnic 
groups.  I was certainly aware that there were Jews in Chicago (as there are in 
pretty much every city), but I learned a lot more about them here than I‟d ever 
known before. 
 
 Spertus also has a number of art displays.  Some of these are traditional 
Jewish objects (menorahs, dreidels, mezuzzahs, etc.), though many of them have 
been interpreted in modern forms.  They also historical artworks that portray the 
Jewish experience through the years.  Finally there are contemporary works of art, 
the creation of modern-day Jewish artists from Chicagoland.  I‟ve been to museums 
that displayed the work of black or Hispanic artists, and I can‟t say one ethnic group 
differs much from another.  Most of these people probably wouldn‟t have their work 
displayed except for their ethnicity.  Some of the stuff was interesting, but most of it 
did little more than fill the walls as we made our way by.  I‟m glad to have seen 
Spertus once, but I won‟t be rushing back there. 

 We made our way back down to the gift 
shop, where Margaret picked up a couple of 
books.  Then we went back to the subway and 
took the red line south to Cermak Road.  The 
actual name of this stop is Cermak—Chinatown.  
I‟ve gotten off here before, but mostly I‟ve exited 
to Archer Avenue, the station‟s north end.  
Today we headed down to Cermak, and we 
spent a while exploring Chicago‟s Chinatown. 
 
 Chicago‟s Chinatown dates to early in 
the last century, and its buildings range from 
about 1920 to 1950.  At first glance the buildings 
themselves look much like those in any other 
corner of the city.  Almost everything is brick, 
and most are two- to four-story boxes.  I‟ve 
passed countless similar areas on the „L‟ as I‟ve 
made my way around Chicago.  At street level, 
though, you can tell why this neighborhood has 
its name.  There are dozens of Chinese 
restaurants and bakeries, as well as banks and  
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Pagoda with Christmas garland 

specialty stores catering to an Asian clientele.  Even non-Asian businesses (like the 
Chicago Public Library) have signs in both Chinese and English.  It‟s also 
immediately evident that almost all the people here are of Chinese ancestry.  While 
English appears to be commonly used, this is a very ethnic neighborhood.  The few 
people who aren‟t Chinese are mostly black.  We saw very few Caucasian people in 
Chinatown, and those who were here mostly seemed to be shopping or going out to 
eat.  We also saw almost no Hispanics.  That makes Chinatown quite unique in 
Chicago, where just about every neighborhood has a significant Spanish-speaking 
presence.   
 
 It was not hard to tell this was Chicago rather than Beijing, though.  In 
addition to their Chinese signs, many of the businesses displayed Christmas 
decorations.  It was strange indeed to see evergreen garlands juxtaposed with fake 
pagoda rooflines.  In Chicago everyone celebrates Christmas, though.  The Jews 
were closed for the holiday, and the Chinese hung garlands. 



 
Chinatown Gate at Wentworth & Cermak – Chicago, Illinois 

 We  neither bought  nor ate a thing in Chinatown.  Instead  we just walked down  Wentworth  Avenue  from  the  big  gate  at 
the north to the Stevenson  Expressway overpass at the south.  It was an interesting experience, and there‟s a good chance I‟ll come 
back and explore the place in more detail on a future trip. 
 
 We got back on the train and had a long ride northward.  I suggested we have lunch at the new location of Margie‟s Candies at 
next to the brown line‟s Montrose station.  Both Margaret and I had enjoyed Margie‟s original store (a combination ice cream shop, 
candy store, and café) in a rough neighborhood on Western Avenue, and a couple years ago I‟d come across the new location in 
rapidly gentrifying Ravenswood.  The Montrose location has much less character than the original Margie‟s, but it‟s also quieter and 
really a more pleasant place to have a meal. 
 
 There was one employee at Margie‟s (likely the owner), and his young daughter was “helping” him while he worked.  I‟m not 
sure if they were having heat problems or what, but both the man and the little girl were wearing coats inside the store.  We took a cue 
from that and left our coats on through lunch.  No one else was in the place when we showed up, but eventually several other 
customers showed up.   
 
 Margaret had an egg salad sandwich and chicken noodle soup, while I had a ham and cheese and a bowl of chili.  It‟s kind of 
silly to go to an ice cream parlor and not order dessert, and of course we both did.  I had a hot butterscotch sundae, while Margaret 
ordered something called a “coco loco” that combined hot fudge and coconut.  Margie‟s sundaes are always served in elegant shell-
shaped bowls with a silver gravy boat holding the topping.  They are doused in whipped cream and served with two wafer cookies 
sticking out of the ice cream.  I‟d never had hot butterscotch before, and it was really delicious.  Margaret seemed to enjoy her selection 
just as much. 
 
 We took the brown line back downtown.  After our dinner conversation on the train yesterday, we couldn‟t help but notice a 
group of obviously gay young men who were standing at the end of the car.  What stood out about these guys was their hair.  Each of 
them had colored his hair in hues not known in nature.  Beyond that, though, they‟d colored streaks down the center of their heads that 
color coordinated with their outfits.  One had a turquoise colored shirt, for instance, and he had a turquoise streak in his hair.  Another 
had a leather vest dyed a bright pink color, with a matching fuchsia streak on his head.  I‟m not sure I‟ve ever even thought of hair as an 
accessory to one‟s outfit, but obviously that‟s how these gentlemen were treating it. 
 
 We stopped once again at the State Street Macy‟s store, where Margaret searched for some candy.  They have a huge 
confectionary department in the basement, but she never did find what she wanted.  We left without making a purchase, took the „L‟ 
back to Clinton, and walked back up to Union Station. 
 
 Chicago‟s Union Station is normally a very bustling place, and it was eerily empty at mid-afternoon on New Year‟s Eve.  We 
made our way to the Metropolitan lounge, reclaimed our luggage, and settled in to wait for our departure.  I left once to buy some 



“Munchkins” (doughnut holes) from a Dunkin Donuts down the street and some newspapers from the station newsstand.  Otherwise, 
though, we did some computer work and reading and just relaxed as we waited for our train. 
 
 Shortly after 5pm we made our way to the South Lounge, the big room from which they board most Amtrak departures from 
Chicago. Normally this is chaotic beyond belief.  There were quite a few people there today, but even it was comparatively subdued.  
We found they‟d already called senior citizens for advance boarding, so Margaret showed her ticket, and we headed forward. 
 
 The train we boarded was surprisingly long.  Normally the Illinois Zephyr consists of an engine, a combination business class 
and lounge car, and a couple of coaches.  They‟d apparently added additional equipment to accommodate holiday crowds, and this 
train still had those extra cars—even though most of them were unneeded.  Tonight‟s train consisted of six coaches, two of which were 
completely empty, plus the business/lounge car.  Only the front-most coach was anywhere close to full.  I assume they‟d be dumping 
the empty cars in Quincy for storage and running a train of more typical length tomorrow morning. 
 
 Many of the other passengers in our coach were college kids.  They alternated talking about their New Year‟s Eve plans and 
about college sports.  One of the boys was very much an Iowa Hawkeye fan.  I could tell he wasn‟t actually from Iowa, though, since he 
mispronounced the name of Hawkeye football coach Kirk Ferentz.  Anyone who listens to sports in the Hawkeye state knows the UI 
coach‟s name is FAIR-intz, but this kid repeatedly said fuh-RENZ. 
 
 We had an uneventful ride back to Princeton, arriving there just slightly late at about 7:50pm.  We made our way out to the 
parking lot, and Margaret‟s car started right up.  Back at the hotel, the desk clerk (the son of the south Asian family who owns the 
Econolodge) recognized me from my earlier visits.  The reservation was actually in Margaret‟s name.  He processed it quickly, and we 
soon went up to our room. 
 
 We didn‟t bother seeing in the new year.  Both Margaret and I were too tired from a sleepless night on Amtrak.  We were in 
bed shortly after nine, and we both got a pretty good night‟s sleep. 

 

 
 Margaret was up fairly early this morning, but I slept in until 7:30.  The Econolodge continental breakfast is rather minimal, but 
we made our way downstairs to have a bite.  While we were downing English muffins and orange juice, a couple came in to have some 
do-it-yourself waffles (the reason the hotel calls their breakfast “upgraded”).  They made their waffles with no problem, but when they 
removed them from the iron, they couldn‟t find any syrup to put on them.  They complained to the boy at the desk, who proceeded to 
look around in a cupboard.  He brought out an enormous plastic bottle of syrup, the sort of thing you‟d find at Sam‟s Club or Costco.  
I‟m pretty sure the bottle held more than a gallon of syrup, and the couple had trouble balancing it to sweeten their waffles.  I assume 
they normally pour a bit of syrup from the big bottle into a smaller container for the breakfast bar. 
 
 We left the Econolodge at 8:15 and stopped briefly across the street at McDonalds.  McD‟s has much better coffee than the 
hotel did, and I also picked up an Egg McMuffin there. 
 
 We had an easy drive over to Iowa City.  I transferred my bags to my own car, and then we went up to have a visit with Aunt 
Alaire.  We had coffee and watched the Rose Parade on TV while we visited with her.  We both wanted to make our drives in daylight, 
though, so we had to leave before noon. 
 
 I stopped briefly at the Barnes & Noble at Coral Ridge Mall, where I picked up another calendar for my room at school.  Even 
on New Year‟s Day they‟d already discounted their calendars to 50% off.  I should learn that and never buy one before Christmas 
again. 
 
 I stopped again at a Taco Bell at the north end of Cedar Rapids.  I was the only customer there, so it was kind of strange to 
have the counter employee take my name and then a few seconds later call it out when my food was ready.  I got the feeling he wasn‟t 
allowed to deviate from the prescribed script, even if there was no reason to take a customer‟s name. 
 
 I stopped for gas at the Kwik Star convenience store in Charles City.  The cost was $3.09

9
 a gallon—not a bad price these 

days, but quite a bit more than I‟d paid at Casey‟s with the Hy-Vee discount card.  The discount starts over once you use it, though, so 
I‟d have to do more shopping to accumulate further savings. 
 
 The drive had gone quite smoothly up to Charles City.  Indeed, I was astounded that the roads that had been so dreadful just a 
little over a week ago were perfectly clear today.  They continued clear for the rest of the trip.  The wind picked up, though, and I had to 
steer almost straight to the right just to keep my car on the road.  Fortunately the snow had crusted over, so nothing blew onto the 
highway.   
 
 I got home around 3:15 and quickly unpacked all my stuff.  Then I started taking down Christmas decorations.  I‟d had a good 
holiday trip, but now it was time to get back into the swing at school. 


